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My dear brother: you profess to be a
disciple of Jesus Christ.

' A WEEKLY REL(GIOUS NEWSPAPER,

you must accede ta his wishes. and obey
his commands. I for one am quite sick of
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WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 51, 1881.
WORK

of mundane

For the Father’s eye is on us,

Never off, still is on.us,
Night and day !
Work and pray!

Pray! and work will be completer;
and prayer will be the sweeter;

Work!

Love! and Prayer and Work the fleeter
Will ascend upon their way!
---O——
“P+

wisdom.

Even

though nine-tenths, rather than one-tenth,
of your offerings were
consumed in
necessary expenses, yon would be under
no less obligation—rather under deeper
obligation—to give for the foreign missionary work. Itis for you prayerfully
to decide what proportion of your offerings shall go for this work; but for you
to say that you will’not be interested in,
nor contribute for it, is for you to flaunt

AND PRAY.

Work away!

;

thought or

the

how

| it would

that there should be any

then offered against

what are called foreign missions.

I ob-

ject to the use of the word ** foreign ” in

this connection,

for all mankind consti

tutes one great brotherhood, and all the
world is one... However, as a matter of
convenience, we will still retain this
qualifying term, not forgetting that the
widest sea is only a somewhat broad
sheet of waler across which we can
speak with the utmost ease! China and
Japan are nearer to us to-day than was
Ohio a half century ago. * Foreign”
only

means

across

the

sea;

it does not

mean fat away, or unknown, or unknowable!
Now, my brother, I have answered
your objection, current pince the first revival of modern missions, that we do not
know where our contributions for missionary work go. Our commerce whitens
every sea and busies every mart the world
over; it is impossible for me to believe

* that you ship
“factory to

gouvds

unknown

from
lands!

your

and then

nevertheless

be our imperative

Trade

fol-

outstrips him.

I

such

as is taught here'will produce
results in the school-rooms
women reign and in the citt
they move. For the princi

casional

listemers

have

been

to

take

in

- Qurs not to reason why,
Ours but to do and die—

what was said, while

winked

at

nonsense.

soul; I can not

ridiculous, judging by what I hear and by

believe that you would set up your. own
will over against the expressed will of
your Lord ; and, - therefore, I have thus
written. I am quite as firm a believer in
Home Missionary work as are you; I have
little doubt but that I am giving even
more
than you are giving for the
various departments of our home work
for Christ (in proportion to my income),
and I would not have you ignore
or curtail

in the least

:

** Some of the doctrines set forth gravely by the lecturers do seem ‘somewhat

believe you to be a somewhat unselfish

work,

others

each other at the big words and long sentences, as if they were a mere farrago of

any such desperate need,
glad to say thereis not. I

and heroic and Christlike

my own ideas also.

It is an assertion

Mr. Alcott, so well known

almost

as

of
to

cease to excite a smile, that in sleep the
soul retires
‘ backhead,’
the spine.
doctrine of

from the forehead into the
and plays anties up and down
Dr. Jones, expounding his
the immortality of the soul,

that mortality is a condition of fin,and immortality is a condition of holiness, says
that souls can and do pass from mortality

your

contributions therefor ; but, my beloved
brother, for whom Christ died and over
whom he now faithfully and lovingly
watches, I most earnestly entreat of you

to immortality

that you

mortal existence must be a monotone. To

take a wide

field, which

look out over

he himself

said

mortality.

and

Then

from immortality

to

he quotes from Plato,

who seems to be absolute” authority with
him, the passage which says that the im-

‘that

was

Germany,

or

escape this monotony, the immortal

the

runs over for

a

while

into

the

soul
mortal

state, thus making the saying, * it's naughty, but it’s nice,’ both a profound philosephical truth and the expressio of a deep
longing of the immortal soul. Of course
the doctor would not acknowledge that

your thank-offerings only by the boundaries of this wide world wherein we dwell.
I would appeal tc your heart; to your

should form a very low estimate of your
business ability should I conclude that conscience, to your earnest determination
to follow Jesus, and to the best of your
you were sending your productions away
ability to do his will; and, therefore, my
“to unexplored regions. The fact is, you
dear brother, I pray for you, that the
know where these ‘ foreign” lands are,
mind which was in Christ Jesus, regardand what will supply their demands maing the work of evangelizing the world,
terially. Will you have me conclude that
be in you also!
I remain, as ever, sinyour only concern for these lands is that
cerely and affectionately your brother and
you may coax their gold away by means
fellow-worker in the bonds of the gospel.
of your ennningly wrought fabries? I
RR.
trust you will not compel me to draw any
re
pn
such unpleasant inference. But, again, you offer another stale ob‘ RHODE ISLAND'S IMPROVED LIjection that we do not know how much
OENSE LAW.”
of the money we contribute goes for the
‘It is best that the temperance people
direct object for which it was contributed. of Rhode Island should do the best they
The implication is that a large—or, per- can under the present, or any other form
haps, the larger part of our contributions of law, but defend
a license law?. Never !
is absorbed before they reach their desti- NEVER ! NEVER!”
.
nation. Now, to this objection I desire
With this closing paragraph of the

elevation, and the salvation of your father

through

tears;

the

ed on the way and
cents

reach

the

ninety-three or four secure respect and gain vcomfidence.—a.

material

world:

Mr.

Alcott,

indeed,

instead of making
thought
a funection of matter, makes matter ‘the precipitate of thought.’ They stand upon

the same philosophical basis as the Chris-

tian religion, and are all strongly opposed
to those materialistic doctrines which
teach that nature and man are evolved
from matter by a blind working of laws
without any supreme intelligence brooding over it.
*¢ It is observed that the school has the
support of the Trinitarians more than of
the Unitarians—the latter keeping rather

mission.

From

the re-

* “Now a few words as to this positive
work of the school. First of the lecturers

port of the Baptist Mission (American
Baptist Missionary Union) for 1880, I THE OONOCORD S0HOOL OF PHILOS* learn that a trifle more than ten per cent.
_OPHY.
is consumed by agencies, etc. In other
A correspondent of - the N. Y. Tribune
words, nearly ninety cents ont of every writes pleasantly of the preseat summer's
dollar contributed goes to the mission ! session of the Concord Sehool
of philosOur own Financial
tary
says, in his ophers, aud we reproduce the letter:
report for 1879, ** less than nine per cent,
*‘ Saturday was the closing day of the
of the income ” for the year was absorb- five weeks’ session of the Summer School
ed by expenses, so that ‘‘ ninety-one. cents of Philosophy here. This has been its
on every dollar contributed

rectly to the work.”

hag gone di-

In his report for

1880, he says that the expenses of con-

ducting the business were a trifle larger

than the year before. The Financial

,Secrétary’s reports relate, however, to the
financial operations of the three Societies,

Foreign

Mission,

Home

Mission and

must be put Professor Harris. His course
of ten lectures has been in two parts of

five each, one upon philosophic principles, with, of course, some reference to

their history, and one upon Hegel's philosophy.
Professor Harris is a remarka-

bly clear, rapid and concise thinker, and
his thinking is reflected: in his speech.
Like his assoeiates, ho is firmly grounded
on the superiority of mind over matter,
and believers in a blind materialism have
no mercy from his logic. One is paturalthird season, and ‘from | an almost daily ‘ly governed much by his prejudices, and
visit to Hillside Chapel; Without informa- it a student denies the axioms of Profestion from statistics, I should say that it sor Harris's philosophy—and denial,as he
shows, ledds his opponent into agmostihas been more successful than last year. cism,
where he can not logically affirm
Its audiences have averaged larger,and if anything—he (the student) will not adthe departed of last year and year before mit the conclusions. But if one with a
will not make a personal ‘application of firm belief in the reality of the unseen
the remark, as they surely have no reason above the seen, but without clear, logical
perception of the necessity of such a posi-

Education; I am inclined to the opinion’ to do, they have seemed to me to be of a
that the relative expense of the For eigl | stronger and tougher intellectual fiber. I tion), wish@s.to have his belogged brain
cleared, few men will do the service as
Mission work is less than that of the Judge faces and craniums, but it certainly
Home Mission or Education Society. At seems as if the school has had an exall events, nine-tenths of all our conttibutions for India go to India; andif our cellent class of patronage.: Fun is often
contributions were not so meanly meager made of it, and fun comes easily when a
large number of men and women are do~—812

,000to $15,000 for 75,000 people—
. the relative cost of collection and adminPy istration would be much smaller ! I have
answered your objection, however, and I
now proceed from this defensive attitude
to one of aggression,

skillfully and satisfactorily as Professor
Harris. He gets to the basis of law, civil
society,the family and the Church. Doubt-

less many people who ridicule the school

act_unconsciously
ples which he

upon the very

princi-

aflirms, but a clear holding

inga very unusual thing. ‘ What do of them is a better guarantee of making no
{those women know’ about philosophy ? ” mistakes in their momentous application
than a mere blind. feeling of them. He
is a common question: Well, perhaps clears
up; he strengthens; he builds a

three-fourths of the school, on the whole, | broad foundation on which

have

been women.

counted,

four-fifths

Whenever

have

been
Wi

all humanit;
and its institutions seem to have an abiding place. . He asserts the Trinity as a

I have
of
IRON"

the

vo)
o

that thin veil to the presence of

God, and when

at last its parting

folds ad-

laws of Nature;

to cure such we have

reform our habits.

There is nothing

to

ac-

cidental, and rarely anything" inevitable,

about
a disease; we van safely assume
that nine out of ten complaints have been
caused and can be cured by the sufferers

(or their nurses) themselves. *‘ God
made man upright”; every prostrating
malady is a deviation from the state of
Nature. The infant ‘‘mewling and puking
in its nurse’s arms,” is an abnormal phenomenon. Infancy should be a period of
exceptional health; the young of other
creatures are healthier, as well as prettier, purer, and merrier, than the adults,
yet the childhood years of the human an-

the lead

be

of

the definition of that royal

score of years ago;” and again, ‘Don’t
blame the dear little woman yonder, if all
your hopes are not fulfilled ;” and when I
said ‘we temperance women wished he
would read Canon Farrar and Dr. Richardson, he replied, * Whatever you send me
I will. carefully read, only if you want me
to be sure to get it mail it to my wife.”
Then laughingly, he said: ¢WhenI re~
plied to you ladies the day the Hayes portrait came, you may have thought me unsatisfactory, but I thought I would rather
‘I-go-not-sir-and-went,’

noting the
his mother,

and the whole-hearted ways of Mollie
Garfield and the boys, that here, if I had
ever seen one, was the typical American
home. Long may it stand upon the strong
foundations of intellect and conscience, afmay

James

live to il-

lustrate the poet’s line :
Two heads in council,
Two beside the hearth.
oo
>

% Make good thy centre first,
Then strike thy circles round.”

,Our work for God
ourselves,

and

should

then

move

3,951,888

Roman

and

of other de-

as accessories to farms and for business
pursuits in towns have increased to the
number of 15,228.
.

QUOTATIONS.
He who spends money lavishly while he
is in debt is doing a great wrong, and will
come to grief sooner or later.— Herald and
Presbyter..
By various insignificant deeds do men
women

constantly make

to others concerning

proclamation

the moral

texture of

their souls.—Zion's Herald.
We feel more confidence in the piety that
holds on and holds out through a period of.
deep spiritual declension than in that:
which has never borne such a test.—E»ilgsious Herald.
A man may be a very imperfect man, yet™
if he is honest, sincere, trying hard each
day to be better, he may be a very good
will

man, and the world
credit.— Golden Rule.

give

him

due

Men who believe in honesty and purityr
could carry every election if they only:
knew their power, had faith in one another, .
and would combine for the general good as.
thoroughly as politicians do for. the sake:
of “tspoils.”— Christian Advocate
In the face of what has taken place iu
the last four weeks no one cam, with the

least show of reason, say that the Chris—

+

HOME WORK.
.

of

years dwelling houses have disappeared to
the number of 48,619, while buildings used

and

then ¢ I-go-sir-and-went-not ;’” and he added, “You will respect my convictions, I
am confident, whatever the result,” and I
told him we certainly would, but how the
gentle words of Mrs. Garfield cheered me
when she said, «I hope I shall net disappoint expectations.” So with thoughtful,
friendly words the time sped on and I
could but feel, looking upon ‘the delicate,

Long

up

1871. The families are larger mow than
they were ten years ago, having an average of 5.19 persons each, whereas in 1871
the average was 5.07. During the last ten

Latin to my boys was learning it of me a

blessedly

made

—a decrease of 73,019 whole families since

word
womanly.”
Looking across the
wide lunch table to his wife, the President
said tome: ‘I can hardly believe when Isee
her sitting there that she who has taught

Garfield

was

nominations.
The decrease of- the Roman
Catholics in the ten years was 198,979, of
the Protestants 32,328, and of the Presbyterians, 12,145. There were 1,144 persons
who refused to assign themselves as belonging to any form of religious belief.
There are now 994,579 families in Ireland

¢¢ Pare womanly ” expresses it,

religion!

and all the oth-

the small balance was made

if one has-been so fortunately trained that
the ‘sweet reasonableness” of a strong
mind tempered by the ¢ gentleness of

and

cent., in Monaghan,

503 Presbyterians, 47,669 Methodists,

Christian Temperance Union,

and Lucretia

com-

Catholics, 635,670 Church of Ireland, 485,-

says in a recent letter:
I hardly know how to do justice to the impression made upon my mind by Mrs.

fection

is

er richest tracts of soil should have soffered most from depopulation.
The religious distribution of the popula—
tion

responsive face of the wife,
noble son’s quiet attention to

11 per

low, the garden of Ireland,

A HOPEFUL VIEW.

of

The population

to 10.1 per cent. in Tipperary, 10 exactly
in Carlow, 3.2 in Galway, 1.7 in Cork, and!
0.7 in'Mayo. It is remarkable that Car-

* +000
+o

part

1871.

round numbers

Be swift my soul to answer Him, be jubilant,
my feet,
3
For God is'marching on.’ ””

take the

begin
on

with

to

those

who are nearest to ourselves by nature's
ties—husband or wife, brother or sister,
parent or child. These should have our
first consideration, and on them we should
bestow our first and chief endeavors after

we have looked well to ourselves. We
should do our utmost to promote to the
highest possible degree their temporal
and their spiritual well-being. We should
padeavor by the aid of God’s truth and

grace to win all our friends to Christ, and

tian religion is not eherished by the great
mass of the people of the United States as,
the great hope of the nation and the:
world.— Presbyterian Banner.
The condition of that man’s soul in the’
next world is of course dependent upon’
the state of his soul at death, but the mo-*

mentary outward act and

the state of. the

"soul are not convertible terms. <The snow=
ball in its last roll may have cawmght mud,
but that does not make the snowball a
mud-ball. The man whose last earthly act
was a sin may yet be a saint in heaven.—
Christian at Work.
The American people can not be accused of intolerance if they refuse to regard as a virtue what the Mormon elders.

of 1845 agreed

to stigmatize as a crime..

Departments.
Speaker Colfax
gard of! help them in understanding his word and
this only 135 minutes before the hour for | acquiring his character.
We should enCongress&o assemble, and calling at once | deavor by labors, instructions, counsels,

Freeman, who is now contined at Danvers,.
had * a revelation from heaven” ordering

to make our homes the
«J desire you to move that the House brightest, holiest, and happiest places in
shall adjourn as a mark of respect to our, the world. I have heard of persons who
martyred President.
I give you-just 15,
basy themselves in laboring for compara-

just as genuine as avy that Joe Smith re-ceived in'regard to polygamy.
Is it intolerance or injustice to send Freeman to i

at Garfleld's committée room, said to hit : and prayers,

minutes to prepare some suitable remarks.”
Garfield demurred, as the time was too
short, but when the House met he made
the motiom, and accompanied it by an address of surprising power and eloquence.

tive

or perfect

strangers in /Sunday-

| schools,

Mission-halls
and
tricts who never speak a word
at home, and never do

Tract-disfor Christ

anything

for

the

We quote the following from |the conclu- salvation and elevation of their friends.
sion:
«In

there

This is cruel and wrong.
Paul says,
:
the great drama of the Rebellion, | 4 He that careth not for his’ own housewere two acts. « The first was the hold hath denied the faith and is worse

war, with

its battles, its

seiges, victories

and defeats, {ts sufferings and tears. That
act was closing one year ago to-night, and
just as the curtain was risen upon uew
events, the evil spirit of Rebellion, in the
fury of despair, nerved and directed the
hand of the assassin to strike down the
chief character in both acts.
It was no
one man who killed Abraham Lincoln, It
was the embodied spirit of treason and

than an infidel.” No
called to undertake any

man is divinely
work that will

necessitate his neglecting his own

nouse-

hold. Every man is divinely commissioned to give his own family circle his
first and best consideration, after looking

well to himself.

God

refers

to your

homes when he says, ** Son, go work to-

day in my vineyard.” I beseech you,
therefore, to give these your first and
slavery, inspired with fearfal and despair-.
never rest until all
{og hate, that struck him dowu in the mo- best attention, and
ment of the Nation’s supremest

joy."

Ah,

sir, there are times in the history of men
and Nations when they stand
veil that separates mortals and
time from eternity, and men
God, that they can almost hear
ings, and feel the pulsations of

sp near the
immortals,
from their.
the breaththe heart of

evils

spread over every one of the 32 counties,
with three exceptions. It was greater in.
Ulster than elsewhere, and was greatest.
in Monaghan.
The three counties which.
did not decline were—Antrim, Dublin and.
Kerry, one of the poorest and most remote localities. In all the others the de-crease went on varying from 10.8, in all’

He is sifting out the hearts of men; beford His
. judgment seat;
:

Christ” go into

as

loveliest garden

posed of 2,522,804 males and 2,637,035 fe—
males. The decline of the last ten years was

of that

E. Willard, President

anxiety,

home

tion of 5,159,849, being a decrease of 252,~
538 since

never call retreat;

Frances

holy

your

‘The Census of Ireland shows a popula—

¢ He has sounded forth His trumpet that shall

Miss

with

—O-&

great man, and obeying the high behests of
God, let us remember

the Woman’s

Sow

THE OENSUS OF TRELAND:

covenant with God, to keep the faith, to go

Following

sisters.

and as fruitful as the Lord’s choicest:
vineyard.—Rev. John Morgan in the:
Fountain.
Tid

ins of slavery and treason the temples of
freedom and. justice shoull be built and
stand forever.
It remains for us, consecrated by that great event, and under that
forward in the great work until it shall

watch over it

beautiful as the Lord's

be saved from its enemies;
that all its
glories should be restored, and on the ru-

completed.

and

wd Sp shall yet see

God and each other that this Nation should

Garfield.
SIOKNESS AND DISGRACE.
All bodily ailments are more or less
urgent appeals for help; nor can we
doubt in what that help should consist.
‘The more fully we understand the nature
of any disease, the more clearly we see
that the discovery of the cause means the
discovery of the cure. Many sicknesses
are caused by poisons, foisted upon the
system under the name of tonic beverages
or remedial drugs; the only cure is to
eschew the poison. Others, by habits
more or less at variance with the healthy

see

of Minneapolis, whe delivered three.

and mother, brothers

good seed in their hearts with prayers and

schoolmen of the Middle ‘Ages, and he mitted our martyred President to the comseems Lo put every man into his historicai pany of the dead heroes of the Republic,
connection with his predecessors, contem- the Nation stood so near the veil that the
raries and successors. , Dr. Jones: aud
r. Alcott, too, whatever their peculiar whispers of God were heardby the chilside doctrines; are in accord with Profes- dren of men. Awe-stricken by His voice,
sor Harris upon the main question as to ‘the American people knelt in tearful reverthe supremacy of the spiritual over the ence, and made a solemn covenant with

imal are the years of sorest sickliness;
statistics show that among the Caucasian
how it stops short of that ridiculous exraces men of thirty have more hope to
treme.
The doctor, who is sn M. D., not
reach
a good old age than a new-born
aD. D,, also holds that as plants are
child has to reach the end of its second
largely nourished from air, so is the huyear. The reason is this: the health theman body. Food does not ge ¢o build up ories of the average Christian man and
the frame; it merely makes blood, and
the blood by the lungs takes the solid ma- woman are so egregiously wrong, that
terial for the body from the sir. Now to only the opposition of their better instincts
the average mind there is a ludicrous side helps them —against their conscience, as
to these things, although the main subject! it were—to maintain the struggle for a
is serious enough. Both Dr. Jones and
Me. Alcott believe that the human soul ‘tolerable existence with anything like
has existed before the present life, a posi- success, while the helpless infant has to
tion not held by Professor Harris. But conform to those théories—with the above
admitting these points against the school, results.
with Dr. Jones's long words and lack of
.¢ I have long ceased to doubt,” says
logical proof—which he especially dlisclaims as being out of place tor those who Dr. Schrodt, ¢¢ that, apart from the effects
come simply to ‘contemplate truth—and of wounds, the chances of health or dismay ease are in our own hands; and, if peoto reply that any supposed foundation for article of Mrs. E. S. B. ia the Siar of with Mr.Alcott’s speoulations—which
it was taken out long ago, and, utterly Aug. 24, the writer has ever been in entire be according to the common sense of his ple knew only half the facts pointing that
listeners or may not—it remains that a
without any foundation, it now hangs accord, Also, he is of the opinion that so positive work and a most beneficial one way, they would feel ashamed to be sick,
like many another bubble in: mid air ! ' I longas the temperance people of the also is being done by the school.
or to have sick children.”"—Dr. Feliz L.
*‘ Some may say that these three men I Oswald, iw Popular ‘Science Monthly for
have examined the Treasurers report of State have it in their power to make the
|
the A. B. C. F. M. (American Board) for present law to any extent prohibitory, have mentioned have been made wafairly September.
prominent. But it is not so. . Dr. -Jones
the years 1877, 1878, 1879, and 6nd the’ they should avail themselves of all the and
Professor Harris Bave each ten lecGARFIELD ON LINCOLN.
entire expenses of collections, salaries of advantages afforded. It is net wise to let tures in the programme—twice as man
On the merning of the first anniversary
officers, printing, etc., to range from a the good features in this law go by de- as any other—and Mr. Alcott's course of
little over six to a little over seven per fault, because there are provisions in it five has been upon the philosophy of life. of the death of President Lincoln, Andrew)!
No other lecturer with a distinctively
cent. annually. That is, of every dollar. which are objectionable.
By such a philosophical subject has had more than Johnson, without notifying Congress, decontributed six or seven cents are absorb- course alone will temperance workers one lecture, except the Rev. Dr. Kidney, cided toobserve the day by closing the
his doctrine goes so far, but I do not

NO. 35.

the Infinite. = Through such a time, has
this Nation passed. When 250,000 brave
spirits passed from the field of honor

business

men, some of whom seemed

were there
which I am

this

and

* Ours not to make reply,

manu- | world, and that you limit your prayers and

lows swiftly in the tracks of the missionary ; indeed, sometimes

now

duty to go right on with it!

necessity in this last quarter of the nineteenth century of replying to the foolish
objections now and

objections

urged against this work true and forceful,

can I help a feeling of shame for you)
for assuming

senseless

hearers

gree than any of his associates on the faculty, lays stress often upon the effect
shy of it, though the staunch Unitarian,
which the principles enunciated must Dr. Hedge, delivered one of the best
have upon the human mind. So, practi- written and
scholarly lectures of- the
cal good result of wide benefit is possible course.
Several Episcopalian clergymen
—supposing the school teachers to .have have been here, and I am told that perminds big enough to grasp the principles, haps half of the listeners are members of
Orthodox evangelical churches. But the
and memories retentive enough to keep school is absolutely unsectarian, and,
them, and wills strong enough to apply- further, unpolemical. It does not seek to
them. Most of them look as if they had. attack and destroy but to build up and to
As to the men who come here, several of give something positive and helpful - notwithstanding the opinion of some worthy
them are professors and instructors in col- men that the talk is ¢twaddle,’ and in
leges, or evidently recent graduates. spite of the small number actually attendClergymen have formed an appreciable ing, the school has enough popular suppart of the audiences, and among the oc- port and enough that is positive and good
in it to be its own reason for being.”

AN.“ OPEN LETTER"
to obey his last command.
You must
My Dear Brother:
not
incur
that
risk
;
it
is
altogether
too
I take this method of addressing you,
fearful.
Indeed,
my
brother,
were
all
because I fear your *‘ name is Legion.” I
(and

women

ciples of the human mind to a greater de-

your own selfish will over against the
ON MISSIONS. | “will of your Lord and Master, and refuse

am almost ashamed of myself

his

cient Greece, modern

such

and their application to the field of educacation has been frequent in the discussions which have followed the lectures.
Professor Harris especially, who stands
among the first practical educators of the
country, and who has the gift of seeing
the practical turn of the underlying prin-

the level

and

would easily imagine him a true Ortho-

be allowed——qf

is best and stable in our society and laws,

ed this great work of proclaiming the

philosophical doctrine,

dox. But he is a member of no Church.
As to his familiarity with the history of
philosophy, he is equally at home in ac-

ples constantly maintained by the lectur-

solemn last moments when his every syllable was weighted with eternal import
and significance, at once and forever lift-

The Morning Star.

these women, far

ers here, whoever has occupied the chair
for the hour, are conservative af all that

his own direct command, spoken in those

$2.50

ip

And

more are school teachers than of any other
one class. I am inclined to think that the
unitication—if a common word here may
philosophy
no cheap
where these
cles where

not a matter of personal opinion, a question to be decided according to the dictates of worldly wisdom, for our Lord by

Fo addressed to ‘Editor

We

unchristian objections to
which Jesus has put the

sanction of his command and his approbation. You must not forget that this is

of
etters on_business, remittance
be addressed, at Dover, N. H.

Al Jo

To when

\

gentler sex.

As his disciple

—

your friends are safe in the arms and hap-

him to kill his child.

It was undoubtedly

mad-house, or must not organized society.
interfere when men sane or insane strike a.
blow at its foundation?
Is Guiteau to be.
turned over to the missionaries, or placed
in a position where

he can no longer point

his pistol at the government?— Christian.
Register.
The JEnguage

chiefs

j
and conduct of the Sioux:

in regard to restoring the land of

the Poncas might be taken as an example
to the superior race. They were offered

money by the government to give up the
lands which had been assigned to them,
butrefused it with a touch of savage no—

bility. It is needlessto say that this land’
formerly belonging to the Poncas, which

has recently’ come
whites, has

into possession of the

not been delivered up and is.

not likely to be.

The Poncas have been

pitied to the extent of Boston

but powerful
reached

the

eloquence,

as that has been, it has not:
effect

of

White * Thunder's.

speech to Secretary Kirkwood

on

the offer.

py. in the fold of Jesusi+ If you are a pa.of money: ‘ No, my friend; that is not.
rent, labor earnestly and prayerfully for what I want. You told me yesterdaykX
the present and eternal
welfare of your ought to have pity on these poor. Poncas.

children.
young

If you are a young mansor

woman,

wisely and kindly

then
for

labor
the

a

constantly,
comfort,

the

If I have pity on them I amr not going to
We give them the lands
take their money.
they need.”— Providence (R. I.) Journal.
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experienced

that in all the calamities they have suffered there has been mixed at least an
ounce of the powder of the golden calf;
that is, all their sufferings, as a nation,
have been more severe because of the sin
of their ancestors here, but Jehovah never
forsook them utterly, mor * forgot his

© DAILY READINGS.
#1. Idolatry punished. EX. 32:26—33.
TT. Moses called to the mount. Ex.24: 1-18.
W. The golden calf.
"Ex. 32: 1-25.
T. God encourages Moses. Ex. 33: 1-23.
¥. Idolatry/condemned. Is.44:6—20. °

Theidols of the heathen.

S.

Idolatry to be shunned.

Ps. 115: 1-18.
1 Cor. 10: 1-14.

GOLDEN TEXT: —“*Little children, keep yourselves from idols”—1

punished

.Sin

to be

atoned for; Mercy manifested.

they

found

him

ever be toward those who come humbly
and penitently to him fér pardon of their
sins.
» , THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

further

communion

and

called to do painfal duties.

instruction. In this experience he was
detained in a retired part of the ‘mountain’
for several weeks. During this
long absence the
people became im-

III.

IV. God
servants.
TOPICS

This he consented to da, and

which

the

people

declared

«day ** a feast to the Lord.”

In the midst

of their festivities, Moses
from the mountain, bearing

came down
in his hand

the tables of stene on which the Law was
written. These, in his displeasure, he

threw down and broke’ in pieces. After
a brief interview with Aaron, he took his
place inthe gate, and the

events

of this

lesson took place.
1. Sin severely punished. ‘The Hebrews had been exposed to the corrupting influences of Egypt for a long time,
and seem to have lost'all sense of the
“sanctity and majesty of the character of
Jehovah, the one living and true God.
They had become accustomed to idolatry
and did not regard it as a very grave sin.
“They had been

instructed

correctly

by

Moses, and while he was present with
them to conduct their worship and to act
:as a mediator between them and Jehovah,

they

were

held

steadfast

in

their

* legiance to the God of their fathers.

al-

The

help and restraint of Moses’s presence
being removed, they quickly fell into
sin. A crisis had been reached. It was
mecessary that they should be so taught
‘the lesson of God's holiness that they
would not soon forget it. This could be
done in no way so
effectually as by
swift and severe punishment of the sin
they had committed.
And, asif to make

‘the lesson more impressive, a portion of
the people themselves were made the
"

instruments

of

punishment,

or

the

ex-

- ecutors of the Divine sentence against
those who had been the leaders in the
gross sin into which they had fallen.
Moses called upon all who were upon the
Lord’s side to come to him, and then he
sent forth throughout the camp to execute the sentence pronounced against
the wicked idolaters. It was a severe
test of loyalty on the part of the' Levites
- who were eommissioned to do the

work,

and a severe punishment of the

sinners

themselves.
It is probable that many, awakened by
- the return of Moses and the stern rebukes
= administered by him to Aaron, were

con-

-victed of their guilt, bemoaned their sinfulness and repented of it; no doubt such
sought retirement and penitently conifessed their sins to God in private, ‘and
-only such were slain as were boldly and
openly defiant of God’slaw. The punishment

was severe,

but we can not say that

it was undeserved or excessive.

II.

Sinto beatoned for.

Jehovah is

a God of mercy as well as a God of holiness and righteousness. No sooner had

the honor of his ‘hame’ been vindicated

among the people, and punishment been
inflicted upon those who had led them
«into grievous
sin and who persisted ‘in a
‘rebellious spirit, than Moses undertook to
make atonement for the sins of the peo/ple. He knew ‘the greatness of their

: guilt and this he distinctly declared to
“them ; he confessed it fully before God
<and plead most earnestly for their for:
giveness. He was even willing to die
himself rather than to live to see the

«destruction of his people.

It was said of

Jesus,

saved

the Christ,

‘‘ He

others;

himself he can not save,” and so it'seems

‘to be always;

only by self-sacrifice can

“we be in

degree,

upon

sin

wit

:

never

;

forsakes

FOR THOUGHT

AND

his faithful
STUDY.

I. Who set up two golden calves ?
Il. The spirit of true consecration.
III. The need of atonement for sin.

«called for gifts of their golden earrings,
thinking, perhaps, that they would be
unwilling to give them up for such a
purpose. Receiving them, he made a
molten calf,

looks

tent sinners.

and care over them. Remembering the
idols they saw, and sometimes worshiped, in Egypt, they demanded of Aaron
that he should make one for them to wor-

to be the god that had brought them out
of Egypt. Aaron built an ‘altar before
the image, and proclaimed for the next

Lord

abhorrence, but delights to forgive peni-

patient, and forgot God's promise to them

ship now.

The

:

GLEANINGS
(From

FROM ' THE NOTEMAKERS.

Rev.

Dr. P. S. Henson.)

The Great Question.

*¢ Who

or to any

is

on the

two sides
The Lord

‘typeof Him who made atonement for
the sins of the whole world by giving

|

himself as a sacrificein its behalf, taking:

to it.
upon : himsel
the penalt
f y ed. 4 ueThere

many

questions

that

our

our institutions of learning sources of denominational strength, or weakness?

Without discussion and
most

cheerfully

without hesi-

confess,

however,

that piety can exist apart from extensive
culture. Every age has produced many
who with simple and uncultured thought
have clearly and tenaciously grasped the
grand essentials of revelation. Out of
the humble and illiterate classes are daily springing the most perfect embodiments of faith. The Syro-phenician woman

was

doubtless uneducated—possibly

unlettered to the last degree. But from
no bosom has a richer, a grander faith

flashed its heavenly

light.

wondrous as the diving

It was as

power which

it

evoked. ~In their earlier history the Jew
were a nation of educational ignoramuses. But in spite of their illiteracy they
were made the central temple of Jehovah.
Out through the corruptions and mental
darkness of Judaism streamed the pure
light of day, fell upon the pathway of the
nations, who, under a slowly unfolding
providence, were moving towards a better civilization and a purer religion.
Culture is not absolutely necessary to
piety.
Fervent piety can exist apart

the character

ly.”

If you want a scholar to learn anything
at home, out of next

Sunday's lesson, be

sure to tell that scholar just what you
want him to learn, before he goes home
this Sunday.

ot

God, will not those en-

larged faculties give us a ‘higher appreciation and truer conception of him? Of
course it depends on what use we make

is not

But

we can hardly

blame

them for humbly desiring that he whom
they select as their teacher and
which

we carry

preacher,

The vessels in

the Gospel

to men must

not be allowed to create a mental nausea

against the truth itself.

It is puerile to

point back to apostolic days and claim
edge about God ; concerning his laws, his that the preacher of to-day needs no spetruth, his desires, the relationships which cial educational fitness, inasmuch as the
he has established. The intenser the light \ apostles were generally uncultured. The
which falls on nature, the ore distinctly apostles at the start were men of more
They were then
can men see behind its elaborate mechan- than average ability.

ism, the lovely face of the Creator. Is it ‘trained for three years by the great Teach-

easier for him who, ignorantly looking
up into the sky, supposes the heavenly
bodies to be set in a solid firmament, easier for him to grasp the thought of God's.
character and to love him, than for the
man who sees in the moon a law-abiding

satellite of sthe earth and in the sun the
great luminary of our solar system? It is
not; it can not be more natural for him to

love God who knows nothing of the wondrous facts of chemistry, nothing of geologic changes, nothing of the laws of the
vegetative growth, than for him who has
learned to trace thg Master's footstep in
nature, and to read His will in the laws
that encircle Him. In whose piety do
you repose the deepest trust, in that of
the man who ignorantly nails a horse
shoe to the lintel of his door as a charm
against witches,who superstitiously sees.
in the approaching comet a volume of

disasters and who hears in the midnight
howling of a dog the voice of God an-

in

holiness.

The

er himself.

Then as a crowning

qualifi-

cation, they were endowed with miraculous powers and with an unusual measure of the Spirit.
Such training and
such endowments must have been equal
if not ‘superior to the best theological
training of to-day.
In general intelligence the earlier religious teachers stood
above ‘the masses whom they sought to
win

to

Christ.”

And

this

is one of the

principles which should control in the establishment of schools.
Religious instruction must keep pace with the general spirit of progress which is infusing it-

self into every department of life.
But we must remember that while such
demands are laid
ers and

on our religious teach-

bility falls back upon the denomination
at large. We must give our leaders opportunity to acquire their final fitness in
well endowed. and thoroughly equipped

schools, schools in which culture is consecrated by piety.. There can, of course,
be no advancement in-the ultimate princi-

ples of piety, but an advancing civilization ought to bring with it a higher appreciation of the spirit of religion and

There

It may be a humiliating thing to do,
yet we can but confess that in years past
we have not commanded
that public
respect and consideration which we have
craven.
The old prejudices of the past
have not yet wholly died away. They

still linger and hedge up - the approaches

putting culture in the place of piety.”

It

would be a sad thing for our denomination ever to lose the desire to carry the
Gospel to the poor. ‘I should preferto
remain where we are, to be what we are,

preachers of righteousness to the neglected of all classes, than ever to lose the
humble missionary spirit of our Master.

We can not aftord to neglect the poor and

must

therefore be

sometimes

happens

that

the

lifting the Christian

higher classes need the Gospel even more

has long since been

We must be prepared in
heart to descend into coal pits, gambling

what you mean by studying his lesson, aspirant to a higher plane of spiritual

and .you doh’t know

yourself.—8.

8.

Times,
Hh
!
* Church fairs and suppers hurt, rather

than help, the finances of the church, in

life.

Superstition

vanishes

before clear

and discriminating knowledge. Wherever knowledge penetrates, the’ beclouded

spect.

acknowledged that

Ability and tact to preach and

hearts of men unless

we

first win

their

It is aginsult to send to the

be ¢

John Bunyan is said to have ‘so ster- |
ed his mind with the Scriptures; that he
‘| was literally a living concordance.”
~—Baptist Teacher.

decaying forms of philosophy

religion.

Piety must

and

false

be measurably in-

teliigent ; it must grasp the great princi
ples of a progressive dareer.

Our race is

a score of higher institutions of secular

and religious culture, and every one of

them is hampered;

several

considering

the question of disbandment. It would
be a blessing to us if several would die.
But with many retrenchment would be
fatal. Enlargement! Enlargement! should
be the far-reaching cry. If we can en-

dow our institutions with men and money
until they can offer the best culture which
the country affords, and all the while
maintain ‘a high standard of piety, we

need have no fears for the future.

As

soon as our institutions are made equal to
the best—returning to our bosom an

ever increasing multitude of cultured
young men and women, we may expect

every plane of moral life and every rank
of society to open its doors to our entrance. If we put into the hands of piety
the

instruments

of

knowledge,

nominational conquests will
and satisfying.

our

de-

be abundant

TAHANTO AND HIS TEMPERANCE

PETITION. -

BY FRED

MYRON

COLBY.

In a late number of the Star an account
was given of Little Turtle's talk with
John Adams and the chief's petitionto
prohibit rum selling to his nation, con-

cluding with the statement that this was

Thomas Hinckman, the agent, re-

paired to the fort of Major Waldron, and

sat on the case.
Evidence was taken
from both the Indians and the whites.
From the testimony, it appeared that the
Indian had obtained his liquor of one Pet-

er Coffin, and

ence had

while frenzied

by its influ-

perpetrated the deed of blood.

The murderer confessed

his guilt, ut

the

same saying that he was much sorry,
and that he had not done it had he
not been drunk.
When told that he
must die for his crime, the Indian an-

Tahanto

have

10

move

a

also made

the man who sold the Indian the drink’
brought to punishment as an abettor
the

of

crime.

rude,

the

tempt

= To

simple child of the forest to exchange all

his wealth for rum, and if he committed

crime under its influence to sit in Judement upon him and punish him to the ut-

most rigor of the law, and not to punish

those who tempted him, was manifestly
unjust, and thus Tahanto regarded it.

Society justly demand that they to whom
they confides: their souls highest interests,
should be intelligent beyond themselves
and qualified to instruct them

in all the

how things had

turned against Lim, cast

himself upon the justice of the court and

was condemned to pay a fine of fifty
unds, The petition of the chief made
4 so mifhnly a manner had its influence
upon the Massachusetts court, and a manifesto was‘issued making it Subject to fine

but prepared in intellect to force our way | Indian, which, however, was allowed

plane

of human - existence.

While

we

embrace within our teachers men whose

and it was
years afterng up the
Pooataqua,

-carry .the good work forward,
not until moe thana Jindrad
wards that Little Turtlé,
fullen mantle of the Sgnms

threw "his. influence against the satanic.

evil of

For many

traffic.

the liquor

yeafs the names of these two famous Indians stood alone in the list of teinper-

more highly disciplined minds enable
them to break in upon the business and
ranks. Lawyers, doctors,
sesfional,

such a position.

not adopt a policy: which will shut out

traffic, the first temperance society organized in our Stare, ai Concord, took the

as leaders and instructors. there
the long run,” says Mr. Moody. ‘And Dr. integrating rocks. India is to-day like people
the site of a city swept by a hurricane, so who are less informed and: less capable merchants and scientists will perish withcertain consequences of sin which can not | Pope says: < ‘“ Mr. Moody is right.”
many and so colossal are the ruins of her of leading and teaching than themselves. out the Gospel. We must be wise and
are

owever heartily and bitter-

home among

if a white man sold a drop of liquor to an
to
become obsolete in following years. Aftinto the exclusive learned-and wealthy er this Tahanto suddenly disappears.
classes. In short it is our duty to pre- But be had performed his mission und it
pare ourselves to occupy every moral’ was a noble one, He left no disciples to
rescue the perishing poor and ignorant;

broad sympathiesfit them to win the ruteach, acquired if not native, must ac-. ral communities
‘and poorer circles of
company piety into every field of relig- life, we also wish to commend the talents
ious labor. We can not hope to reach the of those whose equally large hearts and

systems of heathenism fall apart like dis- confidence.

will find a congenial

Yet it ik rested on Peter Coffin, who finding

so-called

some common sources to which all may go

plemented by a native capacity or by an
acquired intelligence sufficient successfully to preach and teach its principles.
If the time ever existed, it has long since
passed, when we can afford to send into
the sacred office men who do not possess
qualifications which will command re-

suicide, or a ladder

men

us, Ourtwo leading colleges are Bates
and. Hillsdale. Théy are our glory. It
these fail we sink.
We can not long
maintain that measure of respect which
we now enjoy, if we do not show our appreciation of a broad culture by making
these equal to the best. We have about

two-fold character unfortunate in our desire to win the re- Through his endeavors it was subsequentthe afly proven that the chief blame of
spect of the rich and educated.

but whether properly or improperly employed, it remains an indispensable implement of husbandry, without which he

ploy, becomes an instrument of religious

lb

and fervent piety that enterprising young

to the more conservative classes: It isa
fact of frequent remark that our last
churches, those that have enjoyed the swered that he was willing to, and again
-ininistrations of our best men, have not declared that he was sorry he had killed
Englishman. He was condemned to
succeeded in drawing in freely persons of the
be shot, and the sentence was executed
culture and wealth. We need not discuss the next day at noon. The savage died
the causes, they are
palpable and undaantedly.
{On this occasion Tahanto appeared.
numerous.
We are after a remedy and
that remedy lies largely in our education- He had seen the terrible effects of the
firewater upon the Indians, and he now
al institutions.
The path which leads petitioned, *‘ That if the whites kad ligfrom the cross to the school must be well uor to sell they should pour it upon the beaten. Our people should supply them- ground, for it would make the Indians
selves and the ministry with the best ed- | all one Divill.” The acute chief saw
that if liquor was. continued to be
ucational advantages. We can and ought dealt out to\ his braves he would soon be
to educate from our midst those who by the sachem ¢f a nation without warriors,
the sheer force of their moral and intel- for the Indians were sure to commit some .
lectual worth will lift us to a higher violent act under its influence, and the
penalty of such a deed at an English
plane of social influence.
court would be death. Therefore the deWe must, however, carefflly avoid mand for a prohibition of its sale.

to receive a measure of that fitness, g It than the poor.

Thus culture, education, or knowledge,
whichever term you are pleased to em-

of the excellences of wealth oo

“affair.

bility.

of our culture, whether it proves a blessing ora curse in man’s religious life.

could never clear away the heavy timber.

We can show

the first temperance petition presented in
_Lthis
country. With due credit to the permore efficient methods of teaching :-it«
ception
and humanity of the famous MiWith an adequate mental training, religious teachers, of good natural endow- ami warrior, we are yet forced to disments, may hope to remain in the field claim all statements purporting that he
until late in the evening of life. As it is, was (he first individual to advoeate prono.inconsiderable proportion of our min- hibition in this country. This honor beistry can not secure even starvation pas- longs indeed to an Indian, but not to the
torates after they have reached the age of Miami chieftain. A hundred years before
fifty or sixty. There rests with our peo- Little Turtles time the sagamore of an
ple a very large responsibility.
They eastern tribe, living mostly within our
must be made to feel that on the eflicien- own State, presented a similar petition to
cy of our institutions of learning largely the Massachusetts authorities under which
depends the efliciency of our mipistry. New Hampshire then reposed.
The
Piety must be accompanied by a large name of this chief was Tahanto.
Tahanto was head sachem of the Pisnative endowment which, of itself, can
force recognition, or by culture through cataquas, and sagamore of all that region
which minds of more limited capacities pow embraced in Strafford county, New
can rise to a level with the high responsi- Hampshire, and York county in Maine.
Four hundred warriors
bilities connected with the gospel ministry. battle cry, but he paid responded to his
totem to the Pen{ It is not so much to meet the skeplicism nacooks, and made Passaconaway and
of the age that we need schools, for piety Wonalonset his great models, holdin
is a better reply to scepticism than logic, aloof from all the border warfares an
cultivati
but to enable our ministry to appreciate We knowng friendship with the English.
scarcely more than this of him,
and utilize for religious purposes all the however, and that he was an earnest
opproducts of an advancing Christian civil- poser of the rum traffic among his
le.
In 1663 an Englishman by the name of
ization.
Thomas Dickinson was murdered at CoOur denominational institutions also checo, now Dover, by a-drunke
n Indian.
bear another relation to our people. As soon as he was notified, Governor BelThey are lifting, not the ministry alone, lingham of Massachusetts sént- an agent
but the entire denomination into respecta- into New Haropshire to inquire into the

of his work makes necessary a two-fold

qalification.

wealés and" knowledge.

ourselves80 progressive, so appreciative

preachers, the, ultimate responsi-

If it is the Golden Text or
piety
the Memory Verses that you want him to It is like the woodman’s axe ; he may use for alone is not a sufficient qualification dens, and brothels even—yea to the lowmany kinds of work. It must be sup-~ est plane where moral life abounds —to
it
to
clear
him
a
farm
or
to
chop
off
a
leg,
memorize, say 80; ask him to memorize

extent,

“there can be no atonement, and*became a

the

nouncing speedy death to some member
of his family, or in that of the man who
from profound learning.
“
These thoughts may serve me from has come to understand the orderly methrequired then that those who weré on his
side should publicly range themselves being misunderstood in what I may say od of God's government and to recognize
where they belonged.
So he does still. in behalf of educational institutions, We his voice through, other than superstiThis question comes to each of us. There must remember that an unlettered man ig] tious ways? No one believes that it is the
can be no neutrality. ‘¢ Where art thou ?” holy, not because of his ignorance, but in path of ignorance which leads nearest {to
was God's inquiry of Abram when he spite of it. We hear much said concern- the eternal throne. It is certainly not
wished to rouse him to a realization of his ing the simplicity of faith among the very complimentary to the character of
‘perilous condition. Where art thou? is a lowly, as though it is the product of their God to assert that the more we know of
question we ought to ring out with the ignorance. Nothing can be more mis- him, the less we shall be inclined to love
utmost emphasis. In -the«great conflict chievously false than such a sentiment. him; or to affirm that an increased
between light and darkness, God and Knowledge is the sole basis of faith, and knowledge of hiin does not lead to an inSatan, where do you stand ?
as knowledge increases, faith widens its creased respect. “Without doubt it is the
highways of knowledge, through whatThe Great Intercessor. Very beautiful application.
is Moses’s attitude before the Lord. He
Multitudes combine profound learning ever depariments of nature they run, that
stands between him and the guilty people with child-like piety and faith. Its sim- take men iato the immediate presence of
and pleads for them. Inthe spirit of plicity remains in spite of the ignorance their God. Mathematics open to us one
kingdom of God's truth, chemistry anothsublimest self-sacrifice, he is ready to be of youth and the learning of later life.
personally immolated in their behalf:
I shall take it for granted that our edau- er,geography a third,astronomy a fourth ;
‘ Blot me, I pray thee, out of thy book.” cational institutions furnish the chief all in close juxtaposition to the realm of
And Paul catches the divine infection sources of our secular and religious cul- spiritual facts. A complete mastery of one
when in like manner he says: +I could ture. That they are sources of denomi- isimpossible without at least a smatterwish that myself were accursed from national strength is evident since they ing of the others. The law was given on
Christ for my brethren,my kinsmen ac- help deepen piety among the masses of Sinai. Geography reveals the form of
the mountain and the Bible unfolds the
cording to the flesh.”
our people.
text
of the law. It won't lessen the va!Man
needs
no other intercessor,
We must remember that “the being to
Whether in the person‘of priest, poatiff, or be apprehended and studied and obeyed ue of the law to know something of the
the Virgin Mary ; for * there is one God is Jehovah, But while he forms the key- topography of the place where it was givand one Mediator between God and men,
stone of the arch which faith builds, its en. No truth when standing out boldly
the man Christ Jesus.”— Baptist Teacher. foundation is knowledge.
Somebody or by itself is complete. It has relationships
(From Rev. R. R. Meredith, D. D.)
something ; revelation, intuition or rea- which must beseen and felt, relationships
We have here a striking illustration of son, must bring us face to face with God. which illustrate or modify or beautify.
As Paul walked the streets of Athens, he The wider our knowledge therefore, the
the power and privilege of intercessory
prayer. This is the privilege of those saw an altar inscribed ¢ to the unknown truer our faith becomes. Let secular
who are the Lord’s people.
God.” Tt is a defective piety and a crude and religious culture be diffused, it will
All true Christians are made * priests worship which such an imperfect knowl- hurt only those who would be spoiled by
unto, God.” Of these it is said, ‘If two edge of Jehovah developed, whether it be ignorance. Would that oar educational
of you shall agree on earth as touching in Greece or America,- in Athens or in institutions were crowded to their utmost
anything ye shall gsk, it shall be done for Boston. . Limitations of knowledge usual- capacity with earnest truth seekers. The
higher our people rise in intelligence,
the
you of my Father in heaven.” Interces- ly reappear in deformities of faith.
better
capable
will
they
be
of
appreciatsion is an established principle in God's
If, however,culture adds nothing to our
method of governing his spiritual uni- knowledge of God, then it is valueless as ing oyr high denominational destiny. It
verse.
a factor in a Christian civilization. If it is necessary to have leaders; but leaders
SOO
adds nothing to our capacity to compre- are powerless unless behind them stand
hend the wisdom and appreciate the a people intelligent enough to sympaSUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
thize with the worthiest aims and follow
The Congregalionalist has this to say goodness of God, then it is a useless
the best leadership.
No advancement
about home and Sunday-school instruc- adornment. If*the knowledge and encan be permanent which does not spring
larged
power
which
culture
gives,
do
tion. It is a generally recognized princifrom the intelligenceof the people. Culple that the latter should not supercede not open before the watchful soul aveture will not keep piely from degeneratthe former, however important it may be nues running back into the mysteries of
ing,
but it will render it intelligent, the
held to be: ¢ There was a time, years nature and revealing the wondrous form
heart capacious, and the intellect vigorof
Him
who
stands
behind
all,
glorious
ago, when a certain kind of Biblical and
ous.
doctrinal education was generally and in his apparel, then it is not worth the
But there is another reason why our
But this is not
thoroughly given in Christian families by cost of its acquisition.
educational
institutions are sources of
raeans of the catechism. Young people the nature of culture. The knowledge
power
to
us.
They furnish our religious
which
even
our
imperfect
institutions
imthen knew something definite about the
teachers
with
the intellectual discipline
part
does
all
this
for
the
Christian.
great doctrines of the gospel, even if they
All} must
did not believe them, while with thé Besides unfolding directly many facts demanded (for their work.
agree
that
it
is
denominationally
suicidal
respecting
the
nature
and
government
of
majority a elear knowledge of the evangelical faith was thus acquired by which God,it develops those powers of mind to send our young men to schools other
they were intelligently rooted and ground- through which we grasp the higher forms than our own. The function of the reed in the truth. The Sabbath-school is of truth and realize our best conceptions of ligious teacher ‘is fo reincarnate Christ
now the chief substitute for this catechet- beauty and virtue, If instruction in mu- before men and render his requirements
ical instruction; and if anything is to sic heightens our appreciation of melody and character and person so. attractive
act as the flying artillery of the church in and deepens our enjoyment: of song, - if as to win them to holiness. ' From the
its aggressive work, it must be this," for skill in painting increases our love forthe very nature of his work the preacher
it is the only means by which multitudes beautiful in nature and in art, if our must combine in himself the elements
in the congregation, especially children knowledge of science opens to us the both of the evangelist and ‘of the religand young people, can have the gospel mysteries of law in its adaptations to hu- ious instructor. (He must evangelize the
carried to them personally and individual- man needs, why, when turned towards ungodly. He must also train his converts
Lords side?”
There were
then ; there are two sides now.

them, and when he comes next week see
«saviours of others ; our ability to be help- to it that you know whether or not he has
ful toward the salvation of others seems done as you requested. If you want him
anything up out of the lesson, put
‘to be measured by our willingness to tohimhunt
on track of it. Give him a plain
sacrifice ourselves.
BEE
k
Sucstan to
"Thus Moses made atonement for the: on’t complainfind the answer to. Don’,
of a scholars not studying
-gins of the Israelites, by confession sup- ‘his lesson.at
home, when he doesn’t know
plication and sacrifice, without which
any

Among

subject may legitimately ask,is this: ‘Are

It is false to say that knowledge" is dangerous and leads to unbelief. It is easier
to make a Christian of an intelligent man
than of an ignoramus, and he is more reliable and consistent after conversion.
All really valuable knowledge is knowl-

this

the extent of their demands.
They require that the preacher be able to interest
them. as well. Men are sometimes (00

be at least tolerable.

light of native piety, which, like the new!

a

essentials of religion. , But

LA paper read at Ocean Park, Aug. 11, by Rev.
A. T. Salley.]
/

We

rebellion,

It ought

to age an intellectual

exacting.

ness

and

age

and spiritual power, and one of the "acTHE RELATION OF OUR EDUOATION- _knowledged agencies in thus lifting a
world from plane to plane, is culture;
AL INSTITUTIONS TO OUR DEjust such culture as our schhols impart.
NOMINATIONAL LIFE.

tancy 1 assert that they are indispensable
elements of power and not of weakness.

" Notes and Hints. ~
;
I. Every man is on the Lord’s side, or
Not long after the ten commandments the other side.
were given to Moses, he was called apart
II. The Lord’s setrvants are sometimes
by Jehovah for

to rise from

covenant with them; again and again,
notwithstanding their repeated stubbornplenteous in mercy and rich in forgiving
grace. Such is he now and such will he

John 5: 21.

Exodus 32: 26-35.

“Toprics—Sin severely

But in

loving kindness and tender mercy toward
them. It is a tradition among the Jews

see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

8.

on

the midst of them all God manifested his

IDOLATRY PUNISHED.

«

calamities

capacitated for development.

Communications,

the Israelites

and

account of their sin against God.

Sunday-Sehool Lesson.--Sept.13.
{For Castins

power. . So
plagues

being

ance reformers, no. white man

ad-

vanced enough to recognize the merits of
oat

opuiss Se

deat

In honor of Tahanto, for his noble

hearted

remonstrance

against

the

rum

from our communion those who can name of Tahanto Lodge. The venerable
ent has celebrated his fanie in
bring with them the sanctified influences ‘George
rhyme, a glowing tribute to the old chief’s
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Mission Society is again far in arréars

THE

with its remittances, with small prospect
of being up even at the end of the year.

The Home

is obliged

Christ and Christ.

to “scale down ” its appropriations enor-

The final

issue is not

doubtful, but we are constantly asked for
facts in regard to the progress of the war.
Is the enemy gaining? Will the Pope
overrun the United States with his
hordes?
The Methodist presents some
valuable facts on this subject derived

pledges made last year, at the

mously;

GAINS OF OHRISTIANITY.

The battle of the ages is between Romanism and Protestantism, between Anti-

Mission Society is unable to

meet the demands upon it, and

twice as large as it was during the pre-

vious fifty years of the century, and has
been 185 per cent., while the increase of
population has been 116 per cent. .

Wiers, for Harper's Ferry, and perhaps
for other objects, are yet unpaid ; the Ed-

ucation Society has, certainly, no surplus
of funds, and could,no doubt, use to great
“advantage twice as much as it has to dis- from the Rev. Dr. Dorchester’s work,
tribute. ‘Now, what does it mean? Are “The Problem of Religious Progress :”
losing our interest in these

we

objects?

PROTESTANTISM

Was the * Centennial” such a strain upon

IN EUROPE.

WS

The Protestant churches have gained
all that they have, since the year 1500.
decade or two? Have we become weary -| Then, except the small bands of Waldensin well-doing?
Have we grown tired es and Hussites, there were none of them ;
they number 74,000,000"in Europe,
of giving? Has a contractile spasm seized now
and that represents their gain there. ‘The
us allat once? What is the matterR
It Roman Catholics have, in the same time,
is not ** hard tignes ” now, for the ji] | increased in Europe: from about 80,000,are not hard ; it is not poverty, for we are 000 to 149,000,000, or have gained 69,000,~
not poorer than we were last year; itis 000, or 5,000,000 less than the Protestant’
gain. «The population of Europe increased
not weariness, for we have done nothing threefold during this period, but the Romto tire us. We have not stopped eating, an Catholics did not double their numbers,
nor wearing good clothes, nor going to while the Protestants won all of theirs.
Protestantism has gained wonderfully
«¢ the beach,” nor buying books, nor prayin
Roman Catholic countries during the
keep
we
hymns;
Gospel
singing
ing, nor
last twenty-five or thirty years. Protestright along doing these things as we have ant countries have grown rapidly; Kobeen in the habit of doing them, and there man Catholic countries have
grown slowseems to be no good reason for leaving ly, been stationery or declined. “France
we

»

-

er

_—

a

OO

WO

@

us that

down

lie

must

fora

to rest

off giving, as we have done, or ‘as
some

of us

thin

have

done.

One

of

is becoming

two

ust have happened; either a sud-

Roman Catholic ecclesiasticism ° has
been snubbed in Bavaria, the strongest

Catholic German State, and has suffered
a kind of self-defeat in Germany; it has
met with political misfortunes in Belgium,
where alone it shows much

enough, we must

Switzerland

perous

do bet-

with

ter than this, or go into bankruptcy and
«close out” entirely; and if it comes to
that, let us pray the Lord to turn over the

such evidences of his favor and accept the
to.us with

and

Protestantism
Austria.
In

Germany,

Protestantism

has

where

been

pros-

tainted

Rationalism, the hurt is largely off-

set by the activity and bright

prospects

of ithe Methodist

missions,

and

Baptist

and by a revival of evangelical sentiment.
In: Ireland, Roman Catholicism
lost and Protestantism gained, between
1834 and 1871, 42 per cent. The Roman
Catholics *‘ console themselves for their
loss on the Continent and in Ireland by
strong assertions of the prosperity of
their cause in England.” The consolation

assets, in opportunities, to parties who
will push on the work we have begun so
well to a glorious success. The Lord has
blessed us in many ways wonderfully,
and if we are no longer willing to receive
responsibilities coming

vigor, and is

no longer able to exclude
in. Spain, Portugal - and

us are no more than * average " ChrisPlainly

and

richest fields for Protestant missions in
the world,” with 650,000 Protestants already at hand : Protestant churches have
entered Italy and are gaining in all parts
of the kingdom.

den sei of stinginess has shut up
hundreds of purses all at once, or a
great many of us have grown careless
about these things. Most likely it is the
latter.
Somehow it is exceedingly easy
for the average Christian to backslide in
the matter of giving to sustain these general interests of the church, and most of
tians.

one of the fairest, ripest

is fallacious;

them,

for, while in 1851 the Rom-

an Catholics were twenty-five per cent.
of the whole population in England,

doubtless he has somewhere servants who
will gladly accept both, while'we crawl

Wales

and

Ireland, in

1871

they

were

nineteen per cent.; and while the nonPapal population in the three countries
increased in the interval nearly 5,000,000,
the Papal population decreased 10,000,

away to suck our paws in obscurify. But
not many of us are quite ready to do that.
We have been dozing too much of late.
. We need to shake off our drowziness and
set ourselves to work with our old-time
zeal and diligence. We may yet redeem
the time if we will. And we will.
ANTHONY MEMORIAL HALL.

000.

The progress of Romanism in Eog-

land has been from Irish immigrants and
a few of the higher classes of English society, and has not been popular.
PROTESTANTISM

IN AMERICA.

Coming to our own hemisphere, Roman
Catholicism is losing its influence in Mexico and South Awerica, and Protestant
missions are gaining a foothold: In the
present Dominion of Canada thére were,
at the time of the British conquest, six
and a half Roman Catholics to one Protestant; now there are eighty-six andy
two-thirds Protestants to sixty-five Ro-|
manists ; Protestantism has gained 42.45
per cent. and Roman Catholicism has lost
43.20 per cent.on the whole population ;Roman Catholicism holds its own onlyin the

We can not easily over-estimate the importange of having this building in condition to use in a few weeks from this time.
To fail in this will not only subject the

school to great inconvenience, but will,
very likely, impair its usefulness and hinder its growth for some time to come. It
will “set back” the school seriously.
The suggestion already made, and now
being acted upon by many friends of
Storer College, is a practical one, and if
brethren and sisters are only wide-awake

province of Quebec, where it is still

rela-

lively gaining a little.
and
act promptly,
will
be
success-| ~The religious dévelopmentof the United
has been wonderful, and the chief
ful. 1f those who can give hundreds, and States
art of it has been taken by Evangelical
fifties, and smaller sums, just send them
’rotestantism. The view of the growth
right along, the work need not stop for an of Evangelical Protestant churches has
hour nor be seriously delayed.
The been partly obscured by the acquisition
friends there do not expect to escape of the Louisigna purchase, which contained a population originally wholly Roman
some temporary inconvenience, and will Catholic, and by the immense immigracheerfully put up with such things if they tion from abroad, in which the Roman
are encouraged by the evidences of better Catholics have very largely preponderat-

tings to come in the near futare.

ed.

Let

riest” ever known on * Camp hill.”
Origin of

as

well

as positive increase of strength appears
very plainly when the statistics of their
progress are examined and compared
with those of the ** liberal” denominations
and the Roman Catholics.
The number of evangelical church organizations in the United States has increased, since 1800, from 3,030 to 97,090,

us do this little job in double-quick time,
so that next Christmas shall be the ‘ merThe

Nevertheless, their relative

Christian Missions.

he ¢¢ liberals” had, in 1840, one socie-

ty for 6,557, in 1880 one for 19,427 inhabitants, or only one-third as many

portion to the population as

2 The Roman Catholics had, in 1850, one
church for 18,977, in 1870 one for 10,130
inhabitants ; in 1850 one priest for 17,812,
in 1880 one for 7,844 inhabitants; in 1850
one of the'population for 14.37, in 1880
ene€ for 7.88 inhabitants. The greatest
gain was between 1850 and 1870. Since
the last year the relative gain has been
very small.
The immense disparity between the
Evangelical and Liberal churches makes
further comparison unnecessary, but comparison is still in place of the relative
progress of the Evangelical and Roman
Catholic churches.

church, they would have

love and counsel of the triune God, we
find the origin’of Christ's mission to save

given a Roman

Catholic population, in 1874, of about 24,000,000. At the same rate of increase, it

the lost; and here too we find the source should have numbered 26,000,000 now.
and inspiration of all those movements in
CAMPARATIVE PROGRESS.

:

">

the same period. ¢ The percentage of
the increase of Roman Catholic priests,
from 1850 to 1880, is much

that of Evangelical ministers,
tual increase of 5,100 priests
offset to an increase of 44,315
ministers.” In the period of

be, styled the first

nization for 1,740, in 1800 one

for

520

missionary meeting, and Christianity it- ‘Inhabitants ; in 1800 one minister for 2,-

self was to all' intents” and” purposes a
i"

aission—the first, original Christian mig.
y DHE

but the ac“is a small
Evangelical
the largest

Roman Catholic immigration,

from

1850

to 1870, the increase of the enrolled com‘Mmunicants of the Evangelical churches
was 157,408 larger than the increase of

the whole Roman Catholic population; in

the last ten years (1870 to 1880), it was
1,625,237 greater, and in the whole thirty
years, from 1850 to 1880, it was 1,785,665
greater. The increase of single classes
of Protestant churches, notably that of
Baptists and of Methodists, has far exceeded the whole increase of Romanism.
The Evangelical population was, in
cent. of the whole population ; the Roman
Catholic population has risen in the same
time from .02 per cent. to 12.68 per cent.
of the whole population, and the nonEvangelical population, including Roman
Catholics, Liberals: and people of no
church, has fallen from 75.94 per cent. to
thirty per cent.
ail
i

Ponder on

these Truths.

Kidney-Wort is nature’s remedy for kidney
and liver diseases, pilesand constipation.
Sediment or mucous in the urine is a sure
indication of disease,
Take Kidney-Wort.
.Torpid liver and kidneys poison the blood.
‘Kidney-Wort revives them and cleanses the

system,

3

Headache, bilious attacks, dizziness, and
loss of ippetite are cured by Kidaey-Wort.

ee adv.

SCROFULA.
A remedy that can destroy the germs of scrofula, and when once settled has the powcr to root it out, must be appreciated by
those afflicted.
The remarkable cures of
young children and the more wonderful cures

of those of middle age and late in lifc,'ay; i=
lustrated by our printed testimonials! prove |
HooD’S SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable remedy, containing remedial agents which do
Jositively cure scrofula and eradicate it from

000,in 1880 one for 717 inhabitants; in
1800 one communicant for 14.50, in 1880

one for five inhabitants,

The

population

BLOOD.

Is |

in an incurable

SOLD

It

and I think

its invincibility in curing scrofula has become absolute by the wonderful cures it has
effected aside from my own. I trust you
will not be slow in making the merits of
HOODS SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
for it is a duty you owe to mankind.
With
best wishes I remain ver: uy ALi
SARAH
C.
ITTIER.
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West

YORK

3d St.,

CITY.

‘Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and |
being 70 years old, I was

with

.

no appetite.

entirely

prostrated,

I concluded

to

try

Dr.

CURES 3

AND

4

NARROW

SHEET

FEANK A. BROWN, Treas.
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By

Rev, C. G. Finney,

A Distinguished Author,

AID
for

Complaints,
Such

BILLIOUSNESS,

POOR

as

/

cal,

in

its

train,

and

also

oceasions

nervous diseases without number; resulting, if
unchecked, fn paralysis,
insanity, or death, Dr,

Grosvenor's Liver-Aid

for immediate

action

is a wonderful medicine

upon the

Liver,

and

thous.

ands of testimonials have been received as to the
benefit it has given.
a
!
She tried

many,

many

things

for

her sick hoadnehe, butnever found Shy raliet unil she
took the LiyerAt has, indeed,
been

‘inva AT

to or

Lg

re

using her fourth
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in
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Wyoming

Co., New
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YE BELL FOUNDRY
BUCKE
of Pure Copper and Tin for Church:

Bells
EeBete Fire Ais
Farms, ete. FOLLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

1yl

hy

b

A Seite WANTED for the Best and FastestPrices re
Selling Piotoxal Books and Bibles,
National Pub, Co, Phila. Pa.
uced 83 per cent
62t3
JOYFUL
News for Boys and Girls}
A NEW IN«
s): Young and Old!!
bi TI
June
for them,
Home use

aeEins A Bere."

Polio,
+

F018]

Price $5 to $00.

Taught!

Department, New
Hampton Commercial Coll
New Hampton, N. H. Send for circulars.

I hope

and

skilled Gperators

graduate from the Telogra

each.

Book,

Sh

exten

80;

Moroc-

Turkey Gilt, 1.50,

Small,

Morocco,

65

cts;’
y

Scientific

courses

of

study

for

both

J. H.

A.

M.,

A,

Farsonsteid

for
ex-

Principal,

and

March.

J.

‘with a complete

board of assistants. Students fitted for business
For further particulars address the
.or college.
Principal, or E. 8, TASKER, Secretary.
RY

GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of tenwi
i
The courses
of
study are
the
Norm:
Prepara
Commerc; al, College
courses, viz. : Classical and Scienti.
Calendar Sixth Year. First term, Aug. 22 to
to June 8, 1882.
College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25 to $28 per
year,
Board, (inclnding room rent) $2,15 per week.
For further information apply to A. A. MoULTON,
I

A.M.,

EBANON

Rio

Grande,

Price $1.00.

Gallia

ACADEMY-—Pupils

Co., Ohio.
fitted

for

Postage 9 cents.

of every session, and the

the prossodin

bound volmes

embrace

gs of the first sixteen sessions.

$1.00, including postage.
The above named Dooks are

sold by

4
dozen,

the

at 20 per cent. discount from the price of a singlexbook, for cash with the order, or on receiving
the books.

Send your orders to
(
»
Sermons.
A volume of 300 pages, fomaining

twen(y tite
ptist Minis-

different F.

sermons, by as many

:
11 cts,
Price $1. Pos
ters
Butier’s Commentary
7.9.
Butler:
cos
Ko
.J.
J. Butler,
cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
If is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 per vol.; postage, 12 cents,
=
Theolo

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination. .
‘$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excels lent book for all who would ‘‘search the Scrip--tures.”

Twenty-two

lectures

portant points of Bible

on

the

mest

postage,

1.00;

study,

Cts.

im.

designed especially for ministers.

but useful for all church members. It contains.
Scripture Selectiongfor more than thirty different
occasions; Orderof Exercises for ten or a dozen
different mockings} Formulas and Suggestions.
Ttre Rules of Order are comprehensive,
and yet
very concise and well ay anghd ; stating in_ fifteen :
iberative

busi.

bodies.

Price,

Flexible

Leather,

7G

cents.
Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every

be benefited

8 ots.

The

Christian

by reading it, 26 cts: postage

J

Golden

Sheaf

by

Mrs. He C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo lifer
Christian

experiences

of Bai,

a converted

heathen, Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.
are the same as those
paper covers, 10 cents.
Church

Records

a book of 260 pages,

for

Pastors,

Deacons,

in

the

Manual,

thick.

the first 64 being Tables:
Clerks,

Treasurers,

Sab-

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and Non-Resident Members, and about 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church.
Price
$2 50; Postage 25 cts.

Biographies
Geo.T.

Day,

of

-

¢“

54

Daniel Jackson, «= - - 50
».
05 ”
:
en Communion.
Close or
An
Experience, and an Argument,
a. Price 20 cents.
Christian Baptism

+

=

Jb,

55

a book of 113
cents.

ot

pages, Price

00

05 7 75

”

«0

William Batr, - - -

25 cts.;

postage 3

Sabbath School
tion Books
are for adults and children.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, 5% postage ,02:
Sa
l
STORY of Jesus,
¢
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
Thongs upon Thought.
:
A small book for young men. The title
describes it. Price 5 cents.
Douglas’s Address on John Brown.
By Frederick Douglas at the laying of the cor
ner stone, Anthony Hall, Storer
College, Harper's: Ferry, West Va,
Price 15 cents. All the profits go to the college.
1]

were not stereotyped till within the last tew
years, and we can furnish only the following: P
cts.
per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.
!
Denomwation, which contains a histor-

ical statement,

and a brief notice

statement, &c.

Published

of our

doer

Mo RIUS ADAMS, ,A.B. Principal.
or
culars, address the p:
ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees. ’
or
Bre

eral Conference, and for gratuitous distribution.

scientific

COLLEGE

schools

or the best colleges.

THEOLOGICAL

SCHOOL.

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOEN FUL.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine,
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

ICHOLS LATIN

SCHOOL.—The
special work

of the school is to prepare the students for college. The course of study, extends over three
years, of three terms each.
are moder
ate. For Catalegue address,
i
A.M, JONES, S
Lewiston, Me.

(OCH OTIOADY SAR,

:

175

trinal basis,church polity and institutions.
On Faith & Covenant is 4 confession of 17 ar
ticles of faith and a desirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment is a brief historical

.ness,

°

9

x

;

Minister's Manual,

The

Three terms per year, commencing on

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec;

and Aged Ministers.

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet format the close

would

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H.

lications

The Tables, twenty in number, are of great val-.ue for reference.
ere are steel engravings of
Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney,
Day,.
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby..

term,

mses per year, $125. Rooms for self boarding,
2 to $4 per term. Trainivg department for teac
ers free. Fall term Jegine Avg, 30, 1881. Winter
term begins Nov. 22, 1881.
Spring term begins
Feb, 14,1881. Summer term begins May 3,
4
For catalogue address the Principal.

H. Hutchins,

Missions, Educationl Sunday Schools, Temperance and Anti-Slavery. 1t also has articles on the:
General Conference, Literary Institutions, Pab-

and

sEMINAKY.

embracing

Centennial
Record.
A vcl. of abou t 300 Lagos, revie we tke dcarnational
progress for the century, gives a histor of
our work
in the causes of Foreign and Hom

sexes.

Parsons,

covers,

the first 44 pages of the
Treatise.
Price 6 cents,
or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.

ages all the important parliamentary rules of de-

Me. Rev.T. F, MILLETT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Nor-

13 Wabash

Paper

. For saleby I Druggists ab #1 per bottle, or six
y

SEMINARY .—Pike,

ARSUNSKIELD

D.

Telegranly

Dottles for $d.

students

Oct. 28, 1881; Second, Oct. 31 to Jan. 20, 1882;
Third, Jan. 23 to March 31, 1£82; Fourth, Apr, 3

you will let it become better known,
Mra. M. A. SHIVLER.
447, W. 22d St., New York.

bottle, I told our druggist how excellent it wag
and assured him that he Juli safely recommend
it,as the best known remedy for sick headache.

He says it is not advertised half enough.

Theological

are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical.
Admits both
sexes. Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,
Secretary, Rochester. Wis.

They also keep a full agsortmeént of Anti-MasonCynosure,a
ic Books, and publish the Christian
16.nage weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
1yl
'

ULOUS

evils

after

Price
\

Avenue, Chicagd, Ill.
cents.

APPETITE,’ INDIGESTION,

SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IM:
PURITIES AND SALT RHEUM,
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the Human
Body. It is the largest because it has the most to
de. It is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any derange.
ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a

Noted

D.

Hymn

1.25;

tage, 1 cent.
Doctrinal
Views
is a small book in papet

Butler's

Hillsdale

Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Fall term begins Aug. 22, 1881.
Winter
Nov. 7, 1881.

He relate President of Oberlin College,” his Ohio.
conversion to

soon
nounced Masonry
Christ. Messrs, KE. A, C

DYSPEPSIA,
D1zZINESS; PILES, BOILS, JAUNDICE,
HEARTBURN,
SOUR STOMACH,
“RUEUMATISM,
NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS,
SCROFY-

hundred

of

IRVING B. SMITH,

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSE
Remedy

Lyndonville, Vt.

AINE CENTRAL
INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

Morning Star. complete, from 1836 to 1880, 18 vols.
are bound; also the Register from 1833 to 1852
bound, first
8 vols. of ¥. B. Quarterly, 6 vols. of
Oldshaunsen’s Com. on the New Testament, 2 vols.
Bromfleld’s Greek Testament, with notes, 2 vols.
Master of Pulpit Eloquence; &e., &o¢., which he
would gladly sell, being in poor health.

ply

Liver

of

English and

Send for Catalogue. Address,
SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,

York.
This schoel was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

THERev. STAR
AND BOOKS FOR SALE.
8. M. Weeks, of Milford, Mass., has the

book, in

Gilt,

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls

tion. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary
and Bgiih Course.
For full catalogue,
address
the Principal.

MASS.

Large

Morocco

give the rise and progress of this body of
Christians in New York, till the time of theis
union with the Kreewill Baptists. $1.00.
The Treatise
. contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by the denomination,
and our géneral
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authoriy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose

mal, Classical and Scientific courses of study
both sexes.
Beard, $2.50 per week. Total

SALEM,

used,

Educational.

4% Sold by all Druggists. <8

Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.

LEAD,

the rate of

TERMS; $1,50 for siugle copy, $1,20 for the supply of churches. Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.
The Racred Melody
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especialy for prayer meetings.
30
cents; postage, 2 cents.

have access to the classes and lectures of the college. Financial aid 1s rendered to those needing
it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

PIPE

, at

The History of the Freewill Baptiits
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
1:00, including postage.’

letics and Church History.

OF

monthl

adults

worship,but is often used in churches.

:
College.
Next term and year begm Sept. 7. There are
two courses of study, embracing
the Scriptures,
Systematic Theology, Pastoral
eology, Homi-

OF

printed

:

for both

No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousneag,
and torpidity of-the liver. 25 cents per box.

ga For Catalogue address
M., Principal,

GRINDERS

Inter:

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes isoffered to our churches as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public.
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns:
and more than halt of the tones found in the
larger book . and is for the vestry and social

E

i

PURE WHITE LEAD,
AND

90;

Postage 9 cenis
postage 4 ceunis,

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students

LEAD

an Internal

| co.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price §1. Six bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, 81 per box for either. Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet. Address as above. Mention this Paper.

Theological Department

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,

are

Series,

The Psalmody
is the denominational

sively

General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion. |
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always permanently cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this

study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’

You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.

ad--

100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance. Discontinued
when time expires. Sample copies sent free.
J

for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the Stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,

Classical.

Js a sure remedy for
BH Co..ghs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis-

i

International

and children,

Fall Term bagins August 23, 1881.
A first-class school.
Three complete courses

AND MANUFACTURERS

But

of the

P. PICKERING.

DOWIS LIKIRY

be

;

Lesson Papers

ANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
The
sixty-second academical year will open on
Entrance
examinations
at
9
*| Thursday, Sept. 8.
;
Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
A.M. of that day. For catalogue or information
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
apnly to the Secretary,
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
PROF. JOHN 8S. SEWALL,
3t32
Bangor, Me.
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day beEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Ham
fore 1 took your medicine.
ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
:
Mgs, H. KNOWLTON.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses
of
study
for
both
sexes.
Connected
with
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
the Institutionis the best commercial college in
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
England.
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
to attend to my work, as’ I could not eat to New
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
KXpenses
keep up my strength. I purchased some of less than in any other of 1Re grade. Four terms
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
of 10 weeks each.
;
was greatly benefited by its use. I recomFall term begins August 29, 1881. Winter term
hegms November 21, 1881.
Spring term begins
mend it to be a reliable remedy.
- February 6, 1832. Summer term begins April 24,
JOSEPH WAINE.
1882, Send for Catalogue to
Manchester, N. H.
REV. A.
B. MESERVEY, Principal.
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
TLLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. CollegiJohnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Prefor the past two years, and consider it the best
partments. Elective
family medicine known. When the children paratory, Music and Art
studies.
both sexes.
Best of religious inget a slight cold, and are threatened with fe- fluences. Admits
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
ver, a few doses will set them right. In m
buildings in the
Northwest.
ition, incidental
own case I use it, and think it the best mediand Mbragy. fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
$2.25 a week. Room. 40 to 75 cents a week. Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30,
constipation, which has become chronic and
Music
$12 and Painting $12 a term.
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally
For Catalogue address,
!
cure nie.”
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
WILLIAM McPHERSON.
Hillsdale, Mich.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
Syrup in every
town or village, in which I have no
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
agent. Particulars given on application.
BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent as-

EPHRIAM

should

This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the

: 4

d

communications,

national lessons for three months, dJictio;
A
maps and various other helps. Itis in irs oe! Lo
be equal to the best.
TERMS: 20 cents per copyin packages for theyear, or 25 certs to single subscribers. 6 cents tor
one copy.

a Positive Cure

is unsurp

:

Sample copies sent free.

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin
an early stage
of devel
t. The
tendency
to cancerous humors there is checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving

Compound

All

8. 8. Quarterly.

COMPOUND.

Change of Life.

cia

dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per year, if paid strietly.
in advance; $2.
aid within the
first thirty days, and $2.50 if not.
Postage is paid by the publisher.
| Whe Little Star and JNigrile
are Sabbath-school papers, prmied alternatd
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully dlustrated:
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is tor an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Terms: Single copy, each, ~
-'
35 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, «
=
.
S5cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when. time expires, and no commission allowed on mon.
ey sent.
:

plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displ
ts, and the
quent
Spinal Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the

Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.

CORRODERS

A PAD,

gressive.

Pittefield, Me., July 11, 1880.

& CO., Lowell, Mass,

IS NOT

«Is

Star.

s a large religious paperof eight pages, in
its:
ffty-third volume.
It is able, literary and tug

'It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Com-

and

immediately

For sale everywhere.

Price 81, or six for

LIVER

Freewill Baptist Publications.
The Mornin

for all those Painful Complaints and Weaknesses
socommon to our best female population,

in the

atin
the fermentation of food is prevented.
3 acts upon he Livers
t acts upon
the Kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Puvrifies the Blood,
It Puica the Nervous System.
motes Digestion.
| It
It Nourishes, 8
and Invigorates.
It carries off
Old Blood and makes new
Ie
the pores of the skin and ind
Healthy Perspiration.
v
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
in the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
There are no spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being roguleed in attention to directions.

a

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
oun, of the best remedies of the vegetabie
kingdom known tomedical science as altera~ tives, blood-purifiers, diuretics, and tonics.
C.1 HOOD

} hug

Sugar of tho food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the food in the stomach. If

ro

HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA

$5.

- {VEGETABLE

1870.

=] eases, when used in season.
o
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his
Ld physicians, to die with Con=
. sumption. Under these cir=] cumstances he compounded
[1] this Elixir, was cured
eS land lived to a good oid age:

One

more than a thousand cases, and my faith in

Sold by all druggists.

SINCE

Stimulates

Saliva,

3

I have recommended

your Sarsaparilla to hundreds,

Liver

Fever &
Rhewma-

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

o
=}
[=

gave me up

condition.

Do
Ague,

HALF

Gentlemen
— For ten years previous
to the
early
of 1877 I had been a constant sufferer from scrofulous ulcers or sores, which
had finally reduced me to a helpless condias described in my letter to you in Se
tember of that year.
he continued excellent health which enables me to keep house
for my aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
alivemy
intense personal interestin
Hoop’s
SARSAPARILLAand I cannot refrain from expressing
my
gratitude for the permanent
cure this wonderful medicine effected in my
case nearly two years ago, while living in

Lowell, when all my physicians

;

Dyspepsia,

;

11,000,000 Bottles

Messgs. C. I. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Mass. :

thing before I close.

E

!

The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man! LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S

WARNER, N. H., Jan. 21, 1870.

as being

B

:

- tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Biliousness,
Nervous debility, etc.

1800, 24.06 per cent. ; in 1380, 70.003 per

Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, af-

That counsel of the three persons of the ‘dehoniinations had in 1880 one church or-

blessed Trinity may

greater than

L

HEART DISEASE ==
_ (TRADE MARK.)

crease of 21,617 Evangelical churches, in’

flicted mother,

- Considering
the
growth relativelyto the
population; We find that the evangelical

|

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH, KIDNEYS, SKIN,

ut

a

2,584 churches, which the Roman Catholics returned in the twenty years, from
1850 to 1870 is small in face of the in-

1860 and 1870, although they had 199 ‘Dr. GROSYENORS’

and took counsel together to determine a more in 1870, than in 1850. Their reports
plan for his recovery. Then the inquiry of communicants are not definite, but
arose: ‘‘ Whom shall we send, and who they afford no indication that the number,
will go for us?” Then the Son respond- is increasing, or even that it is not diminFob
ay
ed: “Lo, I come to do Thy ‘will, O God!" ishing.
The
Roman
Catholics
had
1,830 churchAnd the Father. ‘‘ spared not his own es in 1850, 8,540 in 1880; 1,302
priests in
- Son, but delivered
up for us all.” 1850, 6,402 in 1880; a population of 100,-" He “80 loved the world that he
gave his 000 in 1800, of 1,614,000 in 1850, “of 6,only, begotten Son, that whosoever be- 467,330 in"1880. ‘These figures show-a
lieveth on him should not perish, but large increase, but ‘the editor of the Irish
World has calculated thatif the descends
have everlasting life.”
There, then, be- ants of the Roman Catholic stock, enterfore the foundation of ‘the world, in the ing this country, had remained true to the

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COMPLAINTS,

First, the increase of

since 1870, having
2,584 now to 2,603
then; they lost eight churches between

on him in his prospectively ruined state,

renovation and salvation of men,

forty years

Christians) have lost nineteen parishes

forseeing man’s fall, had compassion up-

the world, which have for their object the

pro-

before.

Christian missions did not originate
with the formation of the numerous modor thirty-fold, and has increased 26,942 in
ern missionary societies ; nor with any of the last ten years; the number of ordainthe great names of modern missions, as ed ministers from 2,661 to 69,870, and
* Carey, Morrison, Judson, and others; 22,261 in ten years. The first report of
nor even with the coming of Christ him. church buidogs in 1850, gave the number at 34,557 ; the latest that was accessiself into the world on his great mission of ble to. Dr. Dorchester, when he wrote,
love.
Christian missions did not have gave, for 1870, 56,1564, showing an intheir origin on this earth, or in time. crease of nearly 22,000 in twenty years.
Far back in the counsels of the triune The number of Sunday-school scholars
has increased since 1830 from 570,000 to
God, long before it was said, ‘‘ Let us 6,628,124,
from: one scholar for twentymake man in our image, after our like- two inhabitants to one scholar for seven
ness,” before ‘tthe morning, stars sang and ‘one-balf inhabitants. The number
together, and all the sons of God shouted of communicants enrolled in the ckurches
for joy" over the newly created world; has increased from 364,872, in 1800, to
10,065,968, in 1880.
before it was said, ** behold the man is
The ** liberal” denominations (Unitaribecome a8 one of us, to know good and ans, Universalists, Swedenborgians ‘and

evil,” the Father, Son and Holy Spirit,

in

is the Hope
of the Race.

Selections,

Foreign

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution is
now under management
of Rey. D. Powell,
with Prof. 0. G. Au,
+
Ma,
nepal.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale
=
wishing to attend this Institution
- address
Rev. D. POWELL, Fle
mn, W.Va.

f Woman

Our

Woman

and hear.

SV 0000 SV Lil ONV

see

MIN

we

The increase of com-

municants since 1850 has been more than

PINKHAN,OF LYNN, MASS.,

A

as fast, relatively.

DOES IT MEAN?

We can not help feeling alarmed at
. what

MAS. LYDIA E.

sion, emanating from the great heart of since 1800 has-increased 9.46 fold; the
Love, for ‘““God is Love."—Rev. J.
M. number of evangelical communicants has
increased 27.58 fold, or nearly three times
Knowlton, in ** The Gospel for all Lands

HR

MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.

can Sympathize with Woman.

*

WHAT

Ts aad

¢

L

by order of the Gen-

Sermon b
REV. DENI AMIN RANDALL, preached in 1803,
.
at the death of a child, and printed by request..
Pries:
The only published sermon by Randall.
:
10 cents.

;

tanks

10 0ots. doze.
.
Pirrage Certificates,
‘“
M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6 *
hurch

Members’

ficates,

6

M0

:
Engravings
25 ois.
of Dr. @. T. Day,
26 and 35 ots.
°4
J TS:
CORRCLIS
Small Engravings, 5 by 9 (inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Reco) , 5'cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first

ur on one

sheet.

TNluminated Cards, From one to ten on 2
sheet; 3 by 5 inches. Price from three to six cents.
LIZZIE COLLEY, = «= = = = Principal, a sheet,
in
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by’86 inches fe
:
Fall Term begins August 20,1881.
the-fleld-and. all the stations of
show
Preparatory, "
o
much
with
Courses of Study «—Collego
dia,
In.
Miacion
iat
Ba
Fees
,
Commercial. Special atten.
‘Classical, English,
acent country. Price 76 cents.
Ex
dozen;
tion given to those preparing to teach.
e above Ted books are soidj byvol.,thefor casks
a
The best
singe
Advantages excellent.
or
t
enges low,
discoun
cent.
at 20 per
jommercial Department in the Stute. Students
with the order, or on receiving the books.
will
be conveyed,
freeof cha e, to and frem the:
of
clvge
at the beginning and
depot av Waterbury
1. D. STEWART, Dover. N. FY
Address Rev. 8. D.
each term on applieation.
For sale also by
Church,at Waterbury, or, for the present, the
PENVIELD & Go. Hillsdale, Mich.
Principal, at Hill, N. H,

WATERBURY, CENTE#,.VT.

.
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The

Wloming

WEDNESDAY,

Star.

| schemes will receive’so wide-spread amd
unqualified denunciation, that fanatics

31, 1881.

to which they stimulate. But.if, as a
natural consequence, the threats are car-

AUGUST

@. F. MOSHER, Editor.
‘EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
PROF. J. FULLONTON, D.D.,
PROF. J.J. BUTLER, D. D.,
REV.J. M. BREWSTER,
hv
REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D., PROF. R. DUNN; D.D,, *
PROF. J. A. HOWE, D. D,

S3 AH communications designed for publication
should be addressedto the Editor, and all letters

on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

LIFE OR DEATH?
It is possible that, when this reaches
© §ils readers, through a merciful Provi-

dence the President

may be still living.

it is possible that he may

the deeds

shall be deterred, by fear, from

be restored to

ried into execution by other hands than
those of the originators or of taeir emis'saries, some means ought

to be

devised

whereby the prime instigators might be
. held responsible and punished according
to the seriousness of the results.

As for the address of warning, it was at

put their diabolical threats into execution,

“this, humanly speaking, through the clos-

-casionally wandered, and his strength

gradually failed. All through the land
people were sadly waiting, hoping almost
.-against hope, and hourly expecting to

"hear the tolling of the bells that should
announce the dreaded fact.
That was the situation on Saturday
«evening, and probably ninety-nine hun-

-dredths of the people rather expected the
-announcement of his death on Sunday
morning than of the slightly favorable
symptom which came in ijtsuplace. It
seemed as though the prayers of the people were being heard. The Sabbath was
indeed a day of earnest prayer. It seemed to human judgment as though the
“President

ought

to live—as

though

his

“Christian example in that high office
would be of far greater service for truth
and right than his death could be. But

that was only the human way of feeling.
The Allwise Father would not err in any
event, and along with the prayer for his
life, so natural in the case of u# man so

ho

> oo

PROVIDENOE.

supervision has
tions.

prevailed among all na-

Whether called fate, destigg,

na-

ture or by any other name,it “Inarks the
same general idea, though

never

clearly

defined. Avowed atheists have held to
some abstraction in place of God, and
even Epicurus did not believe in absolute
chance. Some have denied the existence
of mind, others of matter and many con-

founded

or ignored

the

distinction* of

mind and matter, but no one ever really
supposed such a world as this ppssible
without a directing force.
Christianity furnishes the only ade-

quate

conception

of the

who believes in God must

doctrine.

He

believe in

his

providence, for without it he would not
be God. The Scriptures teach that he is
the creator, preserver and governor of
all things. His universal supervision
and rule are no indefinite or blind abstraction, but the exercise of his infinite

attributes.

He notes the sparrow’s fall,

he numbers

the hairs

of our

heads,

rules the world and all worlds.

he

Nothing

so, great as to be above, or so small as

escape his inspeétion.

to

:

The subject is one often involved in
mystery to us, whose views are so limit-

ed and partial.

We know scarcely any

thing fully.
The most familiar objects
and processes are involved in mysteries
which we can not comprehend.
How
will, O God, ‘be done.”
And still to human judgment there then can we fathom the infinite, and find
seemedto be almost no rational hope of out the Almighty to perfection ? Were it
the President's recovery. His strength was otherwise there would be no! progression
wasted by eight weeks of constant suffer- in knowledge.
‘We are amazed at the forms which
img. The nourishment which he has been
How
“able to assimilate has barely sufficed to unbelief and sin often assume.
repair the waste of the wound. The fever, many live as though there were no law,
vwera/against him, but the calm, patient,

;meble courage with which he has. fought
‘for life from the

first.

‘You

have

one

chance in a hundred to recover,” they told
ihim when

he was

-said

“I

“he,

first shot.

will

take

¢ Then,”

that

chance.”

«Nothing but a miracle can save him,”
- said one of the attending
Mrs. Garfield last Friday.

physicians to
¢¢ Then,” said

«that splendid woman, *‘ a miracle will be
wrought and he will be saved.” That
hasbeen the atmosphere of the President's
sick-chamber.

But

it

is important

to

notice that this has not been the courage
of mere bravado, but the courage born of
‘a recognition of the power of God and of

hope

in his loving kindhess.

~come life or death,

years

' vhis country or of speedy
.ceward’s bullet, the

And so,

of service

death

for

from that

President’s “example

. of Christian faith and courage and hope,
ihas already been of inestimable worth

wthroughout many lands.
S0-O

0-0

MORE DYNAMITE.
According to'reports, O'Donovan Rossa
and ‘some others of his clique held an
Irish council in New York on Sunday the
21st instant, preliminary to a ‘union
gathering” of Irishmen announced to be
held on Monday the 29th, at which the
~ proceedings ‘of the former convention
would be ratified by the “Irish Revolu-

tionary Brotherhood,” the ¢‘ Skirmishers”
and the * Friendly Sons of St. Patrick.’
A proclamation purporting to have been
issued by the Sunday conclave is published, in which the Irish race all over the

world is advised to wreak vengeance up«on England for not giving Ireland independence, and proposing to begin a pro-’
, rmiscuous warfare, by destroying English
smerchant vessels everywhere so that the
shipping merchants and insurance companies in England may be forced to petition Mr. Gladstone to reconsider the Irish

«question.

The proclamation goes so far

as to warn all peaceable people not to
, patronize ships that sail under the British

flag after the first of September.
While there is no cause for alarm to the

“British government in the braggadocio of
these fanatics, their proceedings and utterances do, unfortunately, produce legitimate fruit in stimulating human fiends, of

‘whom there is no lack in this or any
.country, and who delight most of all in
“the destruction of life and property, to
. perform

their diabolical

work.

Except

"the authors of this last *‘ proclamation”
: to the Irish race are unreservedly held up

“| to public exeeration, we may expect just
, such crimes as those threatened to follow,
while the perpetrators may in reality be
. as innocent of the motive to free Ireland

from oppression as Guiteau was of the
purpose to fulfill a Fp

commission

from God.to kill President Garfield.
tds to'be.hoped, howeyer, that these
©

«mecrbt oonclaves and datheir infernal
’

those pointed out and that the methods of
scientific study would produce a most

valuable effect upon the mind in resisting
or removing that tendency, we are never-

theless, not prepared 10 endorse all that is.

well as with the swindler, has more to do

justice or retribution , and seem to be un-

checked in their presumption.
We are
ready to say, How can such things be allowed under the administration of infinite wisdom and goodness? Jonah - and
Job are not the only ones who have
nearly sunk in despondency.
But they
obtained light and assurance, and so may

a passion with the American
people that men,—and—must we say it?

—women

‘too,

apply

themselves

study of how they may escape
equity, and this to such an
swindling itself is reduced to
It is a game of give and take,
cious speculator being willing

and wrong,

3
;
religion of the people. ‘ Its doctrines are

to the

money, and with it his reputation, and
even his soul, in the hands of a known
rogue, trusting to the chances of his own

superior smartness to win ultimately.
Speculation is a prevalent and contagious

mania (Hat knows no limit.

What differ-

ence is there, indeed, between the

gamb-

ling of men as carried on hetween speculators and unprincipled brokers and that
of women carried on in the form of a socalled ¢* bank” which takes Miss Depositor
B’s money to pay Mrs. Depositor A nearly one hundred per cent. ¢ interest”?
This cupidity, this insatiable greed for
the

almighty dollar, is what

leads

men,

and women, to deal out alcoholic poisen
in such proportions as'shall allow its users
to live until despoiled of all-their earthly
possessions, and then stand complacently
by and see their souls go down to hell.
1t-is the great danger which theatens the
ruin of our nation!
OUR PUBLICATIONS.
‘We invite attention to the list of books,
papers, &c., under the

head

tions on the third page

of

of this

Publica-

paper.

The Morning Star ought to be in every
family that is associated with us in Christian

work

and

worship.

Other

papers

may be better for Episcopalians, Congre-

gationalists, Presbyterians, Baptists

and

Methodists, because they help in their
special and general work. But for Free-

will Baptists, the Morning Star is better
than the best of all other papers. If we
pretend to work and worship together,
how can we do it successfully

unless

understand each

the varied

other

and

we

wants of our work? No Methodist, Baptist or other paper will tell us of our missionaries in India,

or

those

with

feeble

understands the spirit of our people, or is

—

one Morrison on hearing him say thathe wish. :
ing paragraph in Hon. Geo. R. Wend- | simple enough, its theory of religion is ed the President would die, Capt. Cook
was
plain enough, its moral ideal is compre- arrest
ed and fined for the assault, but his
ling’s oration on Robert Ingersoll, which hensible enough for this
purpose. There friends
started a penny subscription for his
we find in the Watchman, as follows:
is no lack here. , Its lack isin enthusiasm,
benefit, and from the proceeds he has paid
sympathy
with
mankind,
his
depth
+ The most notorious outlaw known in
of spirituthe criminal annals-of -the West, Frank al conviction. If these conld be gained, fine and costs, amounting to $32; has put $450
in the bank and is about to receive a gold
Rande, stood a few ‘months ago, at the it might take a much larger hold upon
bar of his cell in St. Louis, the very im- the life of the American people. There watch costing $175; and still the subscriptions
personation of every crime, and with the is a place for it, a work for it to do, a de- are coming in. But all these comfortable items
-airof a braggart, said to preachers, mand for the word of life it has to utter. ‘are as nothing compared to the future whieh
priests apd policemen, to throngs of men It ought not to throw away its opportuni- his admiring friends are. preparing for him,
and women, ‘I am a Bob Ingersoll man” ty in the name of culture, or neglect its He has already declined a nomination to the. .
—and every man and woman in the land mission for fear of lowering
its standard State Senate and refused to be a candidate for
of literary attainments. ft is not too County Treasurer, pointing out with
believed him!
:
ry
excellent
much culture which makes Unitarianism .sense and discrimination. his unfitness
for
‘We commend these two paragraphs to unpopular.

the careful consideration of all Christians.

and patriots.

We would hardly have suspected that
want of ¢* sympathy with mankind” would

have been an admitted lack in Unitarian-

Tae

ism. We had supposed that its: chief
fiercenessof the persecution of strength lay in just that quality of human

the Jews in Germany seems to have sub-

sided there, but it has flamed up savagelyin Russia.
The fight against these
people seems to be endless and confined

gration of many of these people into the
United States, societies having been al-

ready formed here to aid

them

to find

the laws of
In Germany, taking adextent that employment.
vantage
of
the
lull
in the hostile acts towa science.
ards
them,
many
Jews
are seeking legal
the avarito risk his] redress for the abuse which they have

others. Ke patient and’ wait.
Things churches, and new interests at home. No
which at one time appeared wholly dark other paper is identified with our work,
and inscrutable—eyen unjust

Pointing in the same direction is a clos-

sympathy.

:

:

——REV. Dr. CUYLER utters some wholesome words on the cost of serving Christ,

with the success of frauds than credulity
which we commend to the consideration
has. The inordinate desire for gain is to no country. - In Russia they are not
mischievous, but on the contrary are of all who would be his disciples :
the great underlying cause of the majoriIf you expect to follow Christ, you must
good citizens, minding their own busi,
ty of public wrongs,in this- country esness and making money. But the end is deny your selfishness and take up every
pecially. . Money-making has become so
|-eross - that. Christ appo ints: -Count the

~ The belief in an overruling power ‘and great

widely beloved, there was also the prayer of a higher and nobler faith, ¢ Thy

. the poisoned blood, the weak body—all

While recognizing
the truth of the assertions that credulity is too prevalent,
that it naturally leads to such results as

first supposed to have been concocted by said above. We admit that in a sense it
enemies of the Irish agitators, to bring is well to ‘ prove all things;” and we
them into disrepute; but-the Pi/vi, an admit, that modern science is decidedly
Irish paper in Boston, treats the matter doubtful, both in methods and in characas though it was genuine, at the same ter.
time warning Rossa and his companions
But we are inclined to believe that the
that if they want to blow up ships they trouble in this matter of impostures lies
ought to take their head-quarters out of more in the heart than in the head—that
the country. If any of them attempt to cupidity on the part of the victims, as

health, and that he may again perform the
says the Advertzser,a way of dealing with
functions ofthe Executive of this nation.
| their headquarters: will be found which
There seemed to be no such possibility as
oa
hwill save them any further trouble.

ing days of last week, and itis only siace
Sunday morning that a faint glimmer of
> "hope has dawned.
Through Friday and
Saturday the prospect grew hourly more
discouraging. Evidences of blood-poi‘soning were unmistakahle. The patient
was in a bigh fever. The pulse fluctuated between 118 and 130, the temperature
»was abnormally
high,
his mind oc-

seems therefore, to us, the only adequate
remedy for that laxity of thinking and dull
credulity of the ‘popular mind in which
widespread deceptions and impostures
have their origin.

suffered.

——

——A Kansas paper

speaks

from

the

heart of two or three incidents in the
President's Washington life, and which
bind the affections of all people to him

and his family in enduring bondses The

Garfield legend, it says, sure to cluster
and grow around the story of his life,
whether it ends now or when he is old in
years and of longer honors, will gather
about him as his mother’s son. Their relations will be remembered and told and
wade the foundation of tale and story and
picture when other events are the dry
dust of forgotten politics. The son’s kiss,
inauguration day, the heart-broken cry of

the mother over ‘ my baby,” when the
strong man, high in place; was shot
down, the solitary letter which the weak
fingers of the President found strength to
write in the weary weeks of illness—
these are the things for which the man
and the ‘mother will be remembered.
Linked to an emotion and a memory which
comes home to the hearts and bosoms of
men and women, the lasting remembrance of President Garfield will rest
secure.

——THE published report of the General
Baptist Missionary Society, which was
presented at the annual meeting held in
Norwich, England,

and

which

just received, is very interesting
It comprises

a

historical

sketch

we

have

reading.
of

the

Society's mission in the province of Orissa, India (established sixty years ago),
and is illustrated by a language map of
India and 8 map of the mission field.

The report shows that the Society has,
during the sixty years, sent out fifty-six
missionaries, and baptized 1795 converts ;
has now, 17 English missionaries (male
and female), 20 native ministers,

5 min-

those positions, and now there is a well-sup-

ported movement on foot to secure his appoint-

ment as postmaster pf Newark, Ohio. Capt.
Cook’s act may be one of the ways in which
the country can consistently show its abhorrence of Guiteaun’s deed.

Benominational Hetos,
. Foreign ‘Mission Remittance.
The Foreign
year closing this

Mission accounts for the
month will be kept

open

a week or two in the hope that all friends -

‘of ‘thé cause will make a special effort to

cost, The simple inexorable rule is: make up the closing remittance
of the year
*¢ Give up nothing that is innocent and
right, but give up everything that is ‘which will be due the 25th inst.
" E. N. FERNALD.
wrong.” You now love to have your own
Lewiston, Me.; Aug. 22.
way, you must consent gladly to let God
have his way. You have favorite pleas4-0-4
ures that are sinful. Find a higher pleasAnthony
Hall
and
other Home Mission
ure in abandoning them. Count the cost
Affairs,

of quitting

profitable

sins.

Count the

cost of some sneers, of a great many hard
knocks, and of still more hard work.
Count the cost of a noble, prayerful, unselfish,godly life. It will cost dearly; but
thanks to God, it pays.

can make its completion

>4+ro-+re

will constitute a General Conference ?”
We are asked to answer this question,
and the source from which the inquiry
comes, leaves no doubt of its application
to a Freewill Baptist body.
We have
one General Conference, embracing the
entire denomination and .its organized
relations, and we do not understand how
any men, desirous of working with their
brethren, can proceed in the organization of another within our borders. If an
organization extending over a certain
locality is desirable, it should have a local name rather than general one, unless it

is designed to be in opposition to the one
already in the field.

PUPP

:

by

those

memorials.

These are intended to operate on his faith
through the senses. Reminded by them
of his beloved Master's sufferings, his
faith is renewed and strengthened, his
humility deepened, his love intensified,
his hope brighteped, his joy made exultant, and his offering. of self-consecration
repeated. There is no surer sign of spiritual declension than for one to pass unmoved,

wholly

unaffected,

through

certain.

The Roger Williams church, of which
Brother and Sister Anthony are members,

has already contributed $1,000 towards the
enterprise in addition to their subscription

of $5,000;

1. e., $6,000 has been given by

one church. Now how long ought the rest
of usto bein raising the other $4,000?
Certainly not a month. The time of the con:
dition on which Bro,

A’ssubscription is pay-

able in full will expire Sept. 1.

A good re-

sponse has been made the past few weeks
to. Bro, Stewart's excellent suggestion in
the Star of July 20th, as appears by the
spicy correspondence Bro. Brackett prints
in last week's Star.. The . work waits for
nothing but money.
In alittle while, if
the money is not forthcoming, students,

hungering for an education, will be waiting

>

i NEXT Sunday will witness the communion service in many churches. In
approaching the table let the believer try
to see his Lord's body and blood in the
simple symbols which are before him.
Not as the papist sees them, however, as
-being actually in the bread and wine, but
only as suggested

The liberality of one man and woman
among our people made the beginning of
Anthony Hall possible. The generosity of
our people generally is the one® thing that

the

solemnities of the sacramental service.
On the other hand, one’s susceptibility to
the spiritual element embodied therein is
a test of the vigor of one’s spiritual life.

for the building.
The question of the
number of students at Harper's Ferry is
mainly a question of the capacity of the
accommodations.
All the buildings that
will be bailt on Camp Hill will be filled
with eager youth long denied educational
privileges.
To help this good cause along
will be helping them to what is above
price, helping our common country in the
education of one of the most prominent
factors of our population, and helping our-

selves

in the return of

pressed down

running

* good measure

and shaken together

over” into our hearts.

and

Who will

furnish the next batch of cheering eorrespondence for the Star on this subject?
Funds may be sent to me or Bro. Curtis or
Bro. Brackett, and the sooner it is sent the
sooner will

we all

rejoice

together'over a

noble undertaking finished.
With reference to other Home Mission
matters the condition of the Treasury is
most unwelcome, and of the mission fields
where appropriations are still unpaid, it is
in some cases

pitiable.

Only a fraction of

have subsequently been seen to be clear, in sympathy with us, consequently can isterial students, 14 mission Stations, 13
each quarter’s appropriation for the year
BRIEF NOTES.
consistent and right.
. ' not help us as the Star can.
‘mission chapels, 9 mission churches, 1073
has been paid when it was due.
The year
“ Every new disclosure,” says the Watch- closes with this month. The next payLet any one of long experience survey
If we hope to accomplish anything as a church members, and a native Christian
community of 2882 persons. The receipts man, ‘as concerns Mrs. Garfield, but the ment will be due Sept. 1. The Treasury is
carefully the course of his own life, and denomination we must, work understandhe will find-that many of its mysteries ingly and together, and the Sur is the the past year amounted to £7, 966, 8s., 7d., ‘more transfigures her in the eye of the nation.” almost empty!
Shall we repudiate the
We have received a sample copy of the Nahave cleared up, and much light has been only means of our communication with of which sum £3,629, 12s., 4d., was repayment of the appropriations made with
tional Liberator, a very neat and readable
cast on all. So with the history of ages each other.
ceived in India ; the disbursements exceedThat
prohibition paper publisbed in Chicago, which } so much enthusiasm one year ago?
and nations ; the more we know of them | . The Sunday-scheol papers train the ed receipts by £522. Attention is called to takes the religious press to task for having too is the practical question to be settled in a
the clearer apprehension we have of the young, in our work at home and abroad, this deficit and to the fact that nearly one- little to say in behalf of prohibition. The few days. The accounts will be kept open
a week or more after the year closes, that
Liberator won’t be likely to err in that direcgovernment of goodness and equity. ‘But as they never would be informed without fourth of thé churches of the denomina7
:
every dollar possible may
be available.
tion send po contributions whatever tow- tion.
if the experience of the brief years of our the Little Star and Myrtle.
Let
the
response
to
this
call
be prompt,
Elder
James
White,
founder
of
the
sect
of
ards
the
funds
of
the
Society.
Three
earthly probation, and the course of a
Our books are as good as any others of
E. N. FERNALD.
few thousand years of this world’s direc- their kind ; indeed, for us they are better members of the present mission circle at Seventh Day Adventists, died at Battle Creek, liberal and decisive.
of malarial fever, on Saturday last. It
Lewiston, Me., Aug. 22,
tion, afford so much evidence to verify the than any others. The volume of Ser- Cuttack, Mr. and Mrs. W. Brooks and Mieh.,
is said that he was a direct descendant of Per—
ee
teachings of revelation, we can afford to mons, Centennial Records, History, Spir- Mrs. (Rev.) 'W. Miller, have recently egrine White, the first child born in the PuriSunday-school
Reports.
be patient and submissive,
itual Songs, &e., &o., are among the very completed forty years’ work there. Dur- tan colony that came over in the Mayfdower.,
ing
last
year
the
additions
to
the
church
The doctrine of providence is a very best books of the kind in any market, and
The divorce cases before the Chicago courts
Attention is hereby called to the immembership of the mission numbered for the year just ended average more than two
practical one. While entirely consistent ought to be liberally patronized. The
portance
of filling and forwarding at
with that of our own freedor and respon- Register and Year Book contains more 184, including 105 by baptism; net in- a day. In the month of October alone there
once to the Corresponding Secretary the
were
ninety-three.
Chicago
has
long
presented
crease,
80,
The
Society
has
also
a
missibility, it should teach us the necessity Freewill Baptist information for ten cents,
blank Sunday-school reports which are
of faithfulness in all our relations and than can be found between any. other two sion in Rome, under the charge of the a. good field for the operations of the Anti-disent to all 8. S. Superintendents in the
vorce League,
duties. God does the best possible with covers. But if we do not help ourselves, Rev. H. N. Shaw and a native minister.
denomination,
The fact thal the English languageis fast
A
church
of
eighteen
members
was
orand forus, but our highest good can | who will be expected to help us? We
If any superintendent fail to receive
supplanting the very numerous languages and
never be secured without our co-opera- have no right to expect that either God or ganized in that city on Goed Friday, dialects in India has an impertant bearing on
one
of the blanks and will notify the sub2
ot
tion. When we have done our part well, man will do it. It is admitted that im- 1881.
missionary work in that land. This is the scriber it" will be forwarded at once. Will
whatever the circumstances, we
may
case chiefly among the young.
From 8,000 to
perfections exist in our publications, but
not every Sup't this year take the trouble
have implicit confidence, that all things no such imperfections as should exelude ——THE Boston Advertiser calls attention 19,000 candidates are annually examined at the
to report his school?
:
:
three
great
universities
of
India,
and
English
work together for our good, and right them from our confidence and encourage- to one of the most interesting features of
If it is worth while for, a few to ‘report
is the chief language employed.
It is said that
will triumph.
ment. They are only such as are found in the President's case, so far as it relates to there are 243 spoken languages in India, and, as in years past, o ¢3 for all.
;
some form in all human productions. the stability of the Nation, which we are including different dialeats, 549.
to be hoped that all the following
is
It
to describe better than by reOREDULITY AND OUPIDITY.
‘ The ups and downs of fortune,” says the questions will be faithfully answered :—
We will only say in addition, look over not likely
producing
its own words :
Illustrated Christian Weekly, * are illustra. Discussing the subject of the late no- the list, speak a kind word in commendAt what hour in the duy is your SabIt is a
powerful testimony to the ‘ted in the story that Henry Murat,‘ Count of
torious swindling concern in Boston call-, ation, and send in your orders.
-School held? ’
:
strength
and
stability
of
our
government
Colorado,’
at
one
time
a
millionaire
and
a
leadBt
> i.
Gar
:
ed the ¢* Ladies’ Deposit Bank,” the Poputhat its constitutional sovereign
can be er of fashion in the West, and who spent talhSollog) I time is devoted to the seslar Science Monthly makes the credulity A COUPLE OF STRIKING EXTRACTS. struck down by an assassin without eaus- $60,000 in one visit to Europe, slept recently sion?
much time is devoted to the study
of the sufferers accountable for all such
Some of the most notorious criminals ing a jar or a tremor in any part of the on the floor of a barber's shop in Denver be- of How
the
lesson?
impostures and cheats, and proposes ‘baye shown themselves in the last few aighty gain, “To the people the shock cause the proprietor could not find itin his
Is your pastor actively engaged in the
is terrible,
‘and the long suspense bescientific education as a remedy for that’ years, in this country and in Europe, and tween
Sabbath-Sehool work ?
life and. death imposes a strain heart to eject the now shattered old man.”
Do you sustain a teachers’ meeting?
condition of mind. It defines:
in a large majority of cases they have which it is very hard to bear.
Party di- ~The wretched und unsatisfactory work that
If so, how often is it held ?
is
made
in
trying
to
get
through
the
summer
visions
and
sectional
lines
make
no
difCredulity is easy belief, and the cor-. -been found to be of the class: représented
:
If not, why not?
ference in the depth and sincerity of grief comfortably leads the Christian Register to .. Do
rection of it is, of course, hardness of be- by prominent atheists and materialists.
you
make
use
of
the
Temperance
lief. The credulous person is careless of The New York Fost calls attention to this with which the President's peril and suf- remark that * there ought to be a school of pledge in your school?
:
fering are regarded.
But the govern- summer philosophy, as well as a summer
evidence and is, therefore, readily duped ;
How many in your school between sixmatter
in
these
words
:
;
:
school
of
philosophy;
for
we
have
the
word
of
ment
is
the
same
strong
fortress
as
bethe only remedy for this isdoubt, distrust,
the Dean of the Concord School that philoso- teen and twenty-one years of age?
an appreciation of the importance of, eviA careful survey of the murders, sui- fore ; und not a voice is heard from ocean
Does your school furnish teachers with
dence, and a trained capacity to judge of cides and other great felonies committed to ocean raising a higher against it. It phy is only the ‘art and mde of life. Itis helps for study of the lesson?
it. It is necessary that this state of sus- in the chief cities of the United States dur- seems, indeed, as if in this time of great worth thinking out, and doing in the best way,
It so, what helps are furnished?
picion and questioning become a habit of ing the last ten years shows that a heavy national sensitiveness, of which mischief wherever our lot is cast and, whatever may
Do you use the uniform lessons?
and
discontent
might,
under
some
cirthe mind, and the sifting of evidence in. fraction of the perpetrators were atheists
be our condition.”
What books or lesson leaves do you
practical affairs a distinct branch of men- and free thinkers. ‘These unhappy per- cumstances, have taken dangerous adAu experiment in teaching grammar fs to use?
tal cultivation. To escape the evil effects sons, persuaded that life is the'be-all and vantage, the affairs of the country, with- be tried in the Cincinuati public schools,
Do you have Sabbath-School concerts ?
of credulity it is needful that disbelief as end-all here, imagine that they can jump in and without, as affecting the public where its technical study isto be abolished
If so, how often?
:
:
sense
of
order
and
security,
were
never
an attitude of mind be encouraged as a the life to come. A collection of letters
from all the grades up to the Fourth Reader,
Does your school observe the second
more
peaceful
or
serene.It
is
a
cause
of
virtue. The resistance (0 evidence must and other papers often left by criminals,
and clmentary lessons in English for home and Sabbath in June as children’s day? .
be active and vigorous until it is proved when anticipating death, shows a fearful profound gratitude, and a compensation
school use substituted.
Superiptendent DPeas- |. What would add most to the efficiency
to be not spurious and illusive, but sound number of instances, some of which many for great calamity.
.+
i
Joe says that he believes the time which has of your school?

and valid. Our current culture is here pro- readers will recall, of absolute Jishelief in
.We ask also ‘that pastors of churches,
foundly at fault. Literary education, as the existence of a God or in peliaities for ~———SOME reasons why Unitarianisnr does been devoted to grammar in the first five years
such,”does not favor this habit of mind; | sins committed in this life to be eXacted ‘not prosper any more than it does may of school has been practically wasted.” One and clerks of Quarterly and Yearly meet‘hour a week is to be given to literature in the
scientific education properly pursued leads in a futureone.
pie
ings send to the Secretary a general re.
be gathered from this paragraph which ‘schools,
and a gystem of letter writing will
‘be
to it necessarily. Literature flourished
needs of the
These words do not overstate the case, we take frou an
article in the Christian introduced in the two higher grades of the port. of the condition and
in its highest forms in the ages of creduliwhich they
bodies
and
a
full
revelation
of
all
the
facts
pertithe
in
ols
Sunday-Scho
intermedtate
department,
:
on. while modern science only arose with
Register :
‘There is hope for Unitarianism only in | It was a lueky hit for Capt, C. A. Cook, of represent, This would give us something
owth of the Spt of doubt. Train. nent to it would doubtless astomish all but
the
ing in the meth
of scientific study the most {adifferent.
its becoming popular, in its becoming the Brownsville, O., when he slapped the face of of hiterest to: report fromthe different
Hp
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B. Sunday-School Union?
H. F. Woop,
r

LANSING Q. M.—Held its Aug. session with
the Bath church, Aug. 12—14, and notwith-

|

Eastern.

and Mrs, O. Wheelock,

Grand

Ledge,

New Bampshive Safe Normal School

Notice.

FALL TERM,

7

Yearly Meeting Notices.
MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. at Pishon’s Ferry.

of twenty Weeks begins August 30, 1881.
SPRING TERM,
of twenty. weeks, begins August 7, 1882.
Courses of Study—one and two years, includin
one term in Training School.
Expenses, includ.
ing every charge
connected with the school, $68 a

term; or $48, if pupil boards himself.
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POUGHKEEPSIE, N, ¥.
For the Liberal Education of Women.
Examinations for entrance, Sept. 14th. Catalogues
sent on application to
830
© W. L. DEAN, Registrar.

OHIO & KENTUCKY Y. M. ai Science Hill, Ky.,
Sept. 2.
:
No. KANSAS & S0. NEBRASKA Y. M. at Fairbury, Neb., Sept.

information,

VASSAR COLLEGE; ;

PENOBSCOT Y. M. at Rockland, Me.,, Sept. 27.

Treas.;

or

Principal, Plymouth, N.H.

CENTRAL IIL Y. M. at Gillsburg, Sept. 2.
INDIANA Y. M. with Zion church, Sept. 9.
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3 M. was organized, with Mrs. W. R. Norton,
ath, Pres.;
Mrs. A, E. Wilson, Lansing, Sec. ;

Ministers and Churches.
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Musie Edition, in Boards, 192 pages,§ $30 per 100.
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TESTIMONIALS.
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PARSONSFIELD Q! M. at Limerick, Sept. 14, 5. “Aa Specimen Copy sent by Mail on receipt of price.
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A Victim to Consumption or

the Insane Asylum.

ba
Te TH

Singing Classes,

Choirs,

TN...

Conventions.

BICLOW & MAIN,

The

Herald

| of Praise.

No Sew Sori" | CINCINNATI, 0

Moe, Auguts Baaly's|
TONIC PILLS

Our church at Bellevernon has
brethren.
dong labored under a heavy debt, and had almost concluded to sell a good church property
worth about six thousand dollars ip order
ito pay their debts. Like a Spartan band they had
fought difficulties heroically, but to do their
‘best they could but pay the interest.

Many of

the members of the church were discouraged,
‘but there were some hopeful ones. A few of
the brethren and the ministers talked and
prayed over the debt, until it was

wa

arranged

the matter, and try to raise the money to puy
off, at least a part of the indebtedness, and on
general appeal was made and the
Sabbath

sum of thirteen hundred and sixty-six dollars
was raised. A small admission fee was charged
and the amount received was

sufficient to

pay

all expenses, andl leave a surplus of about two
hundred.dollars. The church debt was something over eighteen hundred dollars. The
‘church is greatly encouraged, and are looking
. forward to brighter days. On Monday morhing all the visiting ministers

crossed the

Mo-

nongahela river ina small boat propelled by
the sinewy arms of Captain W. W. Williams,
generously

who had so

entertained us during

our stay in Bellevernon, there taking the cars
for Pittsburgh where we separated with a
and then on to our homes, feeling
.good-by,

profitable to all.’

that our visit was

ll
“>

: Western.
Ohio.

v

Rev. Isaac Seitz, pastor of the church at
Morral Town,

Marion

Co.,

informs

us

for toilet

use

that

- day, Sept. 11. Able ministers will be present.
Rev. Edward Dudley, : of Agency City,

Town, is Visiting the churches of the Athens

and Meigs Quarterly Meetings... ... Rev. L. C.

+ Chase has returned ‘from the Western States,
and will take charge of Atwood Institute at
|

4

+

Towa.

.

Last winter thers was a powerful work of

divine grace in Elk township, Clayton Co. In

the settlement on Bear Creek.& Wolf Oreek,
the saints have been much revived and sinners
have been converted to God, Those hills and
valleys
have echoed with the rejoicings of God’s
people and the wilderness has blossomed as
the rose. On Sunday, Aug. 21, Rev. N., W.
+ Bixby baptized eight persons.
is

Michigan.

as

such

Pearl's

entire satisfaction

White

Glycerine

and

Pearl’s White Glycerine Soap.

;

On the 8th of Muy last a ¥. B, church was

Rev.

Yegetable compound 3 75 pills in a_box—each
a dose. Price,
81,25, Rix your druggist for
H. James’ Puri ying and Regulating
Pills,

H

Butts—N

Corev—G

Books

W

Colby—Mrs

8

pill
Dr,

Forwarded.

BY MAIL.
_ MS Hall Fredericton N B
' Revd C Osgood Pittsfield N H
Rev Joel Baker Philadelphia N Y
7 F Griffin Gilbert’s Mills NY Geo L Teagar Lenora Kas
:
AD Linsley Lena Ill
D F Austin Burlington Mich
BF Young Sen Smithland Iowa
Rev G W Dixon Morganfield Ky

2

' QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which

William

A.

by

Rev. N.

Tebbetts,

of

Jlense

address THE

MANUFACTURING

;

mo vol.handsomely ¥ cata ogg:
cloth; only $2.00
bound, foronly 50
cts.
Fr
N. YX. P.0.Box 4580
MANHATTAN Book C0., 16 W.14th St.,
12m: ols,

8.

&

JOHNSON

Bangor, Me.

TURBINE WHEEL.
h One Thousand Wheels
now in use,

Aug.

:
Miss Etta L. Rean, of Hollowell, Me.
In Chester. O., Aug., 17, REV. CEPHAS J. CHASE
and M188 LILLIAN F. TRUSSELL.

Machine
SEND

|
= WAR
80 ots,
4

wanted.

v made

one NEN HOUSEHOL D
or ESand FAMILY SCALE.
to 25 1bs.

Sells at Bi 1

ha,

Standard Biography
"

of PRESIDENT

GARFIELD.

650 Pages.Able Authors. Fine Illustra
Auth He oidver Td Jogislators election
dency; the formation of his
eas; the Attempt on his Life; his Su
onvyalesoence, a 1 fully Jinenoned
ook of the

se $8
=

EE

rti
ddress
at
For fl MOCURDY & CO., Philadelphia, Pas

pi

.

B82

§ Dey St.,N.Y,

$5 a

Moulded Gears.

FOR CIRCULAR.

XE C07 Cob painted, While Duk) S200,
A mein
om
iio = i:
&a28

OUT.
Circulars

DOMESTIC SCALE C0. Cincinua 30:

20,
and

:

our Illustiated Catalogue. It
ives information which pro-

ay Weigh

Manchester,

Mass.

fl tects the purchaser and makes
deceitimpossible, Murchal &
Smith, 8 W, 11th St, N.Y.

| selling.
Brooks,

giving perfect satisfaction.
ill Gearing of all descripions. A speciall made of

20 Reautifnl Stops, & Octaves
qf Carved Walnut Case. Send for
. |

immensely.

43

RapidsQ; M. and is mamed
the North Chese
ter, B, church, The number of members
unitingin this organization was 15 and since

Pittsfield, N. H., .but now of

is One Dollar, with ten

cents additional as postage. Six copies
for 85.00, and 60 cents for postage.
I. D. STEWART,
o

_ Dover, N. H.
put

a—

SPIRITUAL

~%

$58¢

4

E25
»)
B= MEAS \\2 CUB.FTe
: 8
.
Makes a perfect bed.
No mattress

heh k

ER ?
©
or pillows
=

4

required. Better than a hammock,as it fits the body

leasantly, and lies straight.
Folded or opened
nstantly. Self-fastening, It is jast the thing for
hotels, offices, cottages, camp-meetings, sportsmen, ete.

ood

for the lawn,

piazza, or

** coolest

place in‘ the house.”
Splendid for invalids or
children. Sent on receipt of price. or C. O. D.
For 50 cts. extra, with order, I will prepay ex:
pressage to any railroad station east of the Mis-

sissippl River, and north of Mason and Dixon’s
Line. For '75 cents, in Minnesota, Missouri and
Iowa. Send for circulars.
i
;
H. W. LADD, 108 Fulton St., Boston; 207 Canal
St, N.Y.; 927 Arch St., Phila.; and 94 Market St.,
Chicago.
‘
!
10t26

This book

of

SONGS.

Hymns

and Tunes,

re-

cently offered by the Printing Establishmgnt, is issued in two separate volumes.
dein
HET
The one for
CHURCH AND CHOIR,
Contains 1,086 hymns, and about half as
many tunes.
They constitute a choice
and

comprehensive

selection,

having

those which are old and substantial,as
well as: those which are new and stir-

ring, including a large number found in
the: Gospel Hymns.
Price, $1.50; or,.
when a church is supplied, $1.20, with a

silk-bound, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit,

as one of the number. We share the express expenses with the purchasers. °

he smaller book contains half of! the

hymns and tunes of the larger one, from

which it is abridged, and is adapted to
both
\, THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL WORSHIP.

Some

prefer it to the

congregations

larger one, because it is furnished at half

the price, and the hymns and tunes are
selected for both purposes, and are especially devotional.

‘When wanted for examination, with a

ried

as to make it the

The Best Health and Strength

No onelfvho

is thoroughly regulardn the

ir
bowels is half as liable to disease as he that is disHe may be attacked by coptageous
regular.

eases, and so may the irregular, but he is not nearThe use -of
ly. as subject to outside influences.

XH. Piper, formerly of

iItcures
plaints of Women, and d
ach, Bowels, Lungs, Liver and Kidneys, and is entirely §

different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,
@s it never intoxicates, ~ Soc. and $1 sizes.
H

&

Co.,

Chemis

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,

Wakefield, R. I.,

writes: ‘I have used Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters
in my Bmily for over two years, and as a result
have not called a physician in the whole time, My
wife Jad
had hoon
hy
been anB invalid for years, ) but these BirBii

which

are

than the price of

themselves worth more
the book,

deceased,

ministers

of prominent

NATIONAL

Any person

CO., Boston,

sell

TWENTY TABLES,
of great value for reference; and they
show in the most compact manner. possible, the progress of our work during its
successive periods.
t
ELEVEN STEEL ENGRAVINGS

Manufacture the

NEWRICH BLOOD!
in three months.

must

To- Bationel
Water Wha! Go. |
ar BRISTOL, CONN.,

Macaigi J) Tuas Histor o JY ot

5 De

book

Terms
liberal.
Outfit $0¢.
Circulars free.
Address HUBBARD
BROS., Pubs., 10 Federal
St., Boston, Mass.
4
4133

|JJORLD

)OOKS in the

HEAPEST

hence this

Farmer or Teamster|

cocks and a fair complexion,
by the use Baxter’s Man-

Charles
Rev. Char

HEWITT

lars,

given to agents,
fl information,

LOMPANY, Box 868, Pittsburg, Pa. ,

formerly

156,

should be without Henry & Johnson/s Arnica
1tisinvaluable in cases of
and Oil Liniment.
hurts, either on man or beast.
:
yom
i
should 'uge
and Public Speakers
Singers
Downs’ Elixir, as it removes hoarseness and {
;
;
creases the power of the voice.

The

but eventful administration; the great conflict
with the ¢¢ Stalwarts,’”? headed by Conkling; the
diabolical attempt to assassinate him, with
full
particulars
of his case, one of the most critical
and remarkable on record.
The intense interest
excited causes thousands to desire full particu.

maybe restored to sound health, if sucha thing
be possible, Sent by mail for 8 Jetter stamps.

3

Bitters.

keeper wants one,
Fxclusive territory
o opposition.
For prices, terms an

the entiresystem

gecured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid
oil, and The most delicate pr
ey py ‘not
reject
~ "For sale by all druggists, and E, H. TR!

If Aap desire BOY
the blood
pur

PRESIDENT GARFIELD.

Ol Pills make
ew Rich,
Blood, and will completely change the blood in

Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit

8t.,, New York.

5000 Agents Wanted to Sell the Life of

who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks

Married

In Manchester,
Mr.

in

or Ladies and entlemen to make money. Th © E
v
ompany wants an Agent in every County
anufacturini
© in the United States, to take the Agency for the Ki Kin,od
Irons
complete Irons in one: Sm
ing, Crimping
and Flutin
and an
g Iron. Terms very lib=
eral. Profits large and sells rapidly, as every House~

Avents

.

complete,

Including a full and accurate account of his brief

Receipts for Anthony Memorial Hall.
¥ B Ch of Lisbon Mich per Rev George
.00
H Howard
3.00
Mrs Maria Wood NY
8.00
y
Mvs Hunt N Y
50.00
~
Mrs Rizpah Tower Ind
106.00
N.C. BRACKETT, Treas.
Total on special $3000, $1427.

2032 Race St., Philadelphia

No

and TOE

will also knit a great variety of fancy-

12t13 ous 21t

& CO., Proprietors,

Kerr Ir oN HAND.

It

work for which thereis always a ready market. Send
for circular and terms to the Twombly Knitting
Machine Co., 49 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

:

Letters Received.

Cook—O IL Cooper—T K Cunningham—W F Cranle—Miss S Cnmmings—dJ 8S Dinsmore—N E Deéarorn—H M Ford—E W Fox—J H Green—DE L
Grout—F D George—Miss M Hedge—J J Hoag—
SL Jordan—F A Janes—J N Liscomb—S L' LovMitehell—dJ
ering—C B Mills—C A Merrill-R
Masters—J C Usgood-2—H Piper—J B Palmer—W
Spyder—S
G
Spooner—8
Russell—J Smith—T
Sherman~T H Smithers—H W Van Dozee—Mrs
V Wood—W Warren.
8 White—E H Wheaten—L
a

Such as the natives of Jxdia call a Summer Pll
;
g
Because it not only
Cools the Blood,
Controls Perspiration,
Sharpens the Appetite,
Promotes Digestion,
Regulates the Bowels,
and
Cleanses the Kidneys,
But produces sound and refreshing slumbers, prevent ng headache, and giving
a good flow of
spirits to the otherwise languid dyspeptic.
These Pills are an East India herb flower, and

Platt

20 minutes.

Treasurer

I BR Andrew—A
H Abbott—D F Austin—J
Ashley—F W Baldwin—8 H Barrett—J H Bradley

—E

One Sugar-Coated Pill.

organized by a council sent from the Grand

| “were baptized
on the.7th inst. and it is confi.

J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

Money

=

Just what I need.

nN

stockings, with HEEL

all

Rey. G. W. Knapp, West Granville, Pa.
Rev. J. J. Hoag, Hague, N. Y.

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands
who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Hfmors, Female Complaints,
Seth W.
Pamphlets free to any address.
etc.
=
Fowle & Sons, Boston.

drake

the above date 8 others have been added. Four

whom

of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, to whom all
money for this Y. M. work should be sent. Lots)

Have Wistar’s Balsam
of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whoaping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
87
:

CRADDOCK

to

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent for F. M., H. M. aud Education Societies.
(26t)

Certain Knowledge.
We know whereofwe affirm when we say that
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure has performed more wonderful cures than any medicine
ever brought before the American public.
2t35

their new building will be dedicated on Sun-

Albany,

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich.,

Nothing can ever give

to

hold of

have A. H. Chase and the writer take

Dover, N. H.

secures ‘regularity,
from sickness.
o(3¢

and

consequent

' SOLD BY ALL PRUGGISTS.
I

immimity

unes, Beautiful
Songs
than
.
t 18 fu 0 Sa
and peculiarly ada; tedd for Sunday-Scheois, and 80 pop=
Seni
[1
re you
ular it has no equ .
supply vour School, Price. BBot: $8.00 Bor dor. by Exp
Oen tral Book Coneern, Ohicago, 111.. 0 peinnati, 0.
ow York,
or Oliver Ditson & Gon Boston and
hy

. Y,

ge saving

a

view of supplying the congregation, we'send one of either, or both, at one-third of

the retail price, 50, or 25 cents.

|" So far as we know, every church that

:

has used them is entirely satisfied with
AN
them. Sendordersto

I. D. STEWART,
of

PE

TEER OF

.

Dover, NH.

.

a

A
5

Poetry,

thought to herself,

Of

“it

{what possessed

is a

them

‘“ What

who had been in the meantime joined by
‘a third, and who, notwithstanding the
In blackness of heart, that we war to the soaking rain, were
not as wet as
knife?
| might have
been supposed, owing to
God pity us all in our pitful strife.
their having pieces of oil-cloth abound
God pity us all as we jostle each-other;
thems, which upon inspection proved to
Bearing his load on the rough road of life?

other,

God pardon us all for the triumphs we feel
When a fellow goes down neath his load on
the heather,

Pierced to the heart: Words are keener than
steel,

And mightier far for woe than for weal.
Were it not well in this brief little journey,
On over the isthmus, down into the tide,
‘We give him a fish instead of a serpent,
Ere folding his hands to be and abide
Forever and aye in dust at his side?
. Look at the roses saluting each other;

Look at the herds all at peace on the plain;
Man, and man only, makes ‘war on his brother, .
And laughs in his heart at his peril and
pain;
Shamed by the beasts that go down on the

plain.

ok

Some poor fellow down into the dust?

old

swallow-tailed

dress

coat,

which made a useful, if not" a very handsome overcoat for the festive-seeking lad.
They did not appear to think it was expected of them to, remove their dripping
hats, but’ stood eyeing the good fire and
Mrs. Longman, with complacent smiles.
“You say you came'to a party,” said
the lady; ‘have net you made a mistake?” -

,

¢¢ Oh, no, ma'am, this is the place your
boys told us; we went to the, front of the

house and toelthe number as soon as we
sold out our papers, and here it is;” said he

TO MY DOG “‘ BLANCO.”
My dear, dumb friend, low lying there,
A willing vassal at my feet,
~
Glad partner of my home and fare,
My shadow in the street.

1 look into your great brown eyes,
Where love and loyal homage shine,
And wonder where the difference lies
Between your soul and mine!

For all of good that I have found
Within myself or human kind,

Hath royally informed and crowned

smile.
ss {50 to the attic, Bridget, and call the
ahr]
children down,” said she.
«« Take off

Your gentle heart and mind.
I scan the whole broad earth around

® For that one heart which, leal and true,

your wraps, boys, and dry your feet, and

Bears friendship without end or bound,
And find the prize in you.

we will see what can be done.”

I trust you as I trust the stars;
Nor cruel loss, nor scoff of pride,
Nor beggary, nor dungeon-bars,
Can move you from my side!

As patient under injury
As any Christian saint of old,
As gentle as a lantb with me,
¢
But with your brothers bold;
More playful than a frolic boy,
- More watchful than a sentinel,
By day and night your constant joy
—
To guard and please me well.

I clasp your head upon my breast—
And thus our friendship

my

hand—

is confessed,

you remember now, mamma?”

Did I sit fondly at his feet,
As you, dear Blanco, sit at mine,

Poor Mrs. Longman remembered with
a pang, that she had $&h so wrapped up
in her own gloomy and ‘selfish thoughts
the past week that she had paid but little
attention to her boys in any way, and she

And watch him with a love as sweet,
My life would grow divine!
—J. G. Holland.

Famalp Caxele.

MRS. LONGMAN'S

*

SURPRISE

reflected, ** ShallI let the good seed sown
PARTY,

There had been a long gpell of rainy
weather. For six days the sun had not
shown a glimpse of himself, and everything, out of doors and in, wore

a look of

clammy despondency.
Moreover, Mrs.
Longman was having one of her gloomy
spells, and was looking at all created
things,

‘herself

included,

through

bluest kind of spectacles.
Mrs. Longman was by nature
bad tempered

woman;

on

the

the

by a stranger in the hearts of my children
perish for want of care from their mother?
Will I let my own selfish ease rob these
poor boys of a pleasure which might always
be a pleasant remembrance to them ? No,

a

contrary,

letin, who had not only suc®eeded in obtaining a substitute, but horrewed
had
an
umbrella; which umbrella had seen its

not

she possessed many noble and commendable. qualities; but her spirits were not

at-

tacks, which, had there been any apparent cause, might have been looked upon

in the light of an affliction worthy of sym«pathy ; but as it was, even the most lenient of her friends characterized them by
the name of ‘‘ dumps,” which, though
‘Webster condemns, it as not being an

best days, to be sure, being minus two
stays and patched with a different color,
but demoralized as it was, it did not

pre-

sympathy to suffering in any form.

use.

Bridget was folding the newly-ironed
clothes from the rack by the glowing

in

The boys were scarcely ensconced

in the parlor, when a ring of the bell
drew them all scampering to the hall
door, where stood three boys, one of

will not be at home

until late this evening,

home

could

not

eat

Bridget,” said

‘shé. *‘Business
will detain him down

whom,

the

Evening

News, was

spokes-

man.

town, 80 you may just set up anything
for the children; I do not feel as though
1 could eat anything ; everything tastes

alike to me and nothing tastes right.”

What the reply would have been will
never be known, for at that moment
there camea resounding knock upon the

alley gite, asd ‘throwing an old shawl
over her'head Bridget hastily responded

“Tt is two boys, ma'am,” she said, re-

*I hope you will excuse us, ma'am, for
not coming to the alley gate

this

even-

his

She went further than that.

ture, and then, apparently satisfied, he
whispered : “I would like to take it to
J Nancy, she is so good to me; she is sick
and can not get good things to eat.”
Quick tears of sympathy filled Mrs.
Longman’s eyes. Truly she was receiving many lessons this evening. She was

giving, but it was being returned to her
an hundred fold.

She kissed the boy,and

your friend has some

table clear-

ed away, and the other boys d

in the

enjoyment of games, in which

he could

take but little part,

Mrs. Longman

and

the blind boy had a long and confidential
conversation. She gathered from
his
earnest lips, that even the poor in purse
can be rich in spirit; that the milk of human kindness sometimes’ made fertile

hearts which had never known

anything

but stern, unrelenting poverty.

The one

he called Nancy had received him from
the bedside of his dying mother,

and

al-

though she had to work early and late to
support her own helpless: ones, she was
| to the best of her poor ability faithfully
fulfilling her promise.
Sa

dailies;

mountainous

this method of

an-

nouncement might portend, * but Buddy
here,” pointingto one of his followers, *‘is
blind, and I thought you tyoéuld not mind
us coming to the front door; and I bould

not finda lame boy,” continued he,

life with its means of doing good with that

of the poor woman,
whose, opportunities
were so few, and yet whose life was a
continued sacrifice of self for others. Mrs.
Longman was a Sabbath-school teacher
and her conscience had many times re-

apol- -proved-her
that she had not gone into the

ogetically, to the Longman boys, ‘so I

by-waysto bring childfen under the in-

brought the charcoal man’s boy, * who is
fluénce of the gospel... Here was her op-

deaf and dumb.”

open
to. remove their ‘wet wrappings
wi
for

and to dry their shoes, and then

{| thom
10 the parlor; where thoother guests
were siting rather silently gazingat the

y, and she resolved to seize ,it.

She argued
with herself as to the propriety'of using a .
tem
. «inducement for

which

he

Alexander

Mr. Wm.

J.

of the

upon

month.

the

proportions

contributes
political

a

very

which

progress

* The Difficulties

Reform ” are treated

of

by Mr.

of

Prison

A. 8S, Meyrick,

who has made the subject a special study for
several years, and knows how to tell what he
has learned in an explicit and entertaining

manner.

Mr. Henry

“ Payment of Public

had time for but one thought, which was
that in an instant he would be in eter-

value of college property and productive funds,
income, scholarship endowments, ete. ‘‘ Baron
Bettino Ricasoli,” the Italian statesman, and
one of Victor Emanuel’s stanchest supporters,
is made the subject of a critical and biographi-

cal sketch by Mr. Wm, Chauncy Langdon.
The number closes with the first installment of
a series of studies of *“ Victor Hugo,” by
Laugel.—New

York:

A.

S, Barnes

The North American Review for September

opens with a profoundly

philosophical article

on-* The Church, the State, and the - School,”

by Prof.

William

treats of

Natural Ethics,”

T. Harris.

principles of morality

M. J. Savage

showing that

are

rooted

the

in man’s

nature, and are the products of evolution;
consequently, that they are not affected by the
vicissitudes of dogma or religious creeds. The
Hon, John A. Kasson gives a history of the
¢ Monroe Declaration,” and proves that the

credit of formulating that cardinal

dectrine of

the public burdens.

number of the Review are *“ Jewish Ostracism
in America,” by Nina Morais;
The Decay of

hood came before him, and seemed to be
written in letters of fire on the rocks
about him, * Thou God seest me !”

A strange, new hope sprang upin his
heart, and he cried aloud in his misery,
“Thou God, who seest me, have mercy
and save me from this horrible death.”
Again he cried aloud, using

the same

answer

this

one:

“He “had put

strong and brave men among
those
mountains and valleys, who, seeing ' that

the stranger did not heed their warning,
had watched him, seen his fall, and were

ready to risk their own lives
to save his.

The other articles in this

New England Thought,” by Rev. Julius H,
Ward; * Ghost Seeing,”by Prof. F'. H, Hedge;
and “ Factitious History,” by Rossiter John
son. The latter article is a scathing criticism
of Jefferson Davis's recently published

histor-

ical memoir.—New York: “ The North American Review.”

:

Harper's Magazine for September is an
unusually. attractive and entertaining number.
It opens with two exquisite engravings;
the
frontispiece—a full-page illustration, by Abbey
of one of Herrick’s poems—-engraved by Smith-

wick and French; the other an engraving by
Cole, of Mrs. Jessie Curtis Shepherd’s beautiful drawing illustrating a fioem by H. H., entitled ¢ The Little Kings

and Queens.”

Then

we have an interesting, breezy article, by W.
H. Rideing, entitled * The English at the Seaside,” describing several famous watering.
places—Southport, Brighton, Hastings, and

Margate—with twelve illustrations by G. 8.
Reinhart.
able

Another summer article of remark-

interest

is Mr.

spiritual end, and .her-.conscience upon ‘beautiful that rich and poor
alike went to.

‘hii for advice and. syinpath ; and “none
+ In the meantime, Mr. Longman came of those who visited his studio failed to
parlor and its contents, which, though to home, and the cheerful smile upon his notice the sketch he had made of himself
some pefsons it might have been consider- wife's lips, so different from what he was | as he lay on that terrible evening among
ed plain, ‘was to the boys a ‘scene of un- expecting, delighted him, and he gave the rocks, whereon in lettersof gold were
words—* Thou: God
seest me."—
accustomed luxury ; then she went back to the boys an even more cordial greeting the
Watchman,

is

teresting and timely
Harper & Brothers.

with

matter.—~New

in-

York:
2
3

n——

The version of Abraham

Gettysburg speech

Lincoln’s

printed

in St.

famous.

Nicholas

for last June raised a newspaper
the correctness of its wording.

discussion
of
It has since

speech, however,

slight

been shown that several forms of the speech
‘exist. First comes the draft written before: hand by Mr. Lincoln; in the delivery of the
he made a few

varia--

stenographically reported versions published

soon afterwards in the newspapers; the other
and last form is that which he himself perfect.ed, and copied in his own handwriting for the-

would wish posterity to consider authentic—
is given, in fuc-simile, in the September

number of St. Nicholas.

:

The National Temperance Society (New
York) publishes The New House and lis
Battlement, an
address by Rev. Joseph
Cook before the, British National Temperance:

League,

liberty

E.

H.

Ropes’s on The.

.

He considers the questionof civil

under

republican

institutions, where

criticism in certain quarters: * I think itis
| beyond dispute among the scholars of the first
rank that at the Passover the wine used was
non-intoxicating, and that our Lord instituted
the Supper with such wine.”
The same society publishes a recent address”

entitled Abolish License by H. H, W. Hibshman, D. D., of Pennsylvania; and a valuable
paper upon the use of Alcoholic Liquors in

Medical Practice, by N. 8. Davis, M. D., LL.
D., of Chicago, prepared for the late National

Temperance Convention. It is shown that immense harm is produced by the indiscriminate
prescription of alcoholic liquors, and that the

can

accomplish

>
+o

the same

0-0
+e

LITERARY

NOTES,

( From the New York

Tribune.) .

A new study of the characlér

of the poet Burns will be

and writings

published in Broek-

lyn in October. It is by Mr. Andrew McLean,
who will maintain that Burns wasnot only
the greatest poet born in the eighteenth cen-

tury but also “ one of the best of men.”

Mr. Oscar Browning lays ‘down Mr. Oscar
Wilde's new book of poems** in‘the conviction
that England is enriched with a new poet.”
He admits, however, that the richness is po~

tential, like that of a green banana
must

¢ be

that,

picked

for the

charitable

and

un-

present,

patient.

The boys of Edinburgh Academy on July 22

gave a representation of the *‘ Antigone”
Sophocles,

with

the music

of

of

Mendelssohn,

The last and possibly the first performance

of

this Greek play in Scotland was given about
thirty-six years ago, when the title role was

assumed by Miss Helen Faueit.
“ Spain and the Spaniards,”

Italian traveler, Edmundo

by that

clever

de Amicis, which

is said to beas brightly written as his * Holland,” and more richly illustrated, will be

published. in this country early in’ the autum
by G. P, Putnam’s

Sons.

Lapp

by Francis

The same firm has

in hand three other books of travel: * Norsk,
and Finn,”

Vincent,

jr.,

author of “ The Land of the White Elephant
;”

‘ A Scandinavian Summer,” by Kate C. Tyler,
a new writer; and * Cuban Sketches,” by

James W. Steele.

TR

Fords, Howard & Hurlbert ‘are temporarily
withholding their ‘¢ American Version” of
the Revised New Testament, so that Dr.
Hitchcock may correct errors that crept into
the first cast.
The legal advisers of the
Universities of Oxford and Cambridge announce in The Academy that if this edition is
offered for sale in England they will take steps
to restrain an infringementofthe rights of their
clients. The Academy had previously said:

“ We apprehend that no copyright would be
violated by its introduction into this country.”
It now adds: * In the interests of the public:
we can only répeat our

regret that the Amer-

ican text of the Revised Version is not avail.
able to English readers.”
.

An officer in the office of the Massachusetts
Secretary of State has in his possession a relic:
of William Penn which

is deseribed thus by

The Boston Journal:

* It'is & volume, in

the original binding whieh it bad in the library
of Penn in England, entitled * A Serious Apology for the Principles and Practices of the
People called Quakers against the Malicious
Aspersions, Erroneous Doctrines and Horrid
Blasphemies of Thomas Fenner and Timothy

Thousand Islands. The subject has the en- Taylor in the book entitled Quakerigm Anatochantments of Lotus Land} and among the mized and Confated; divided into two parts,
illustrations is an excellent portraig of Dr. J. | by George Whitehead and William Penn.’ The
G. Holland, engraved by Cole.~ The" asso¢iaz title page bears the date 1671. Opposite the
tion of President Garfield with Williams Col | tithe page are the Penn arms, including a lion
lege adds a timely interest to Mr. N. H. Egles- ‘rampant and a helmet at the top, and the

ton’s article,

An Old Fort and

What Came

motto ‘Dum Clavium teneam * at the bottom,.

the whole surrounded by an elaborate

border,

of it,” Among the illustrations is a remarkably
fine portrait of Dr. Mark Hopkins, engraved

underneath which is printed ¢ William Penn,

by Kruell. . *“ The Girls’ Sketching

Esq., Proprietor of Pennsylvania, 1708,” There

Camp,” by

Olive Thorne Miller, is an amusing record of is also a printed slip with the following: ‘Wm.
a vacation spent by some young lady artists
of: Penn, Serious Apology, with Second Part, 4to;
New York in Maine during the last season. original binding; London, 1678. Penn’s own
It is characteristically illystrated by W. A. copy, with his bookplate, purchased at the sale

-And they did save his, though he was a
cripple for life ; but that life was devoted
to the Master's cause over after. The | ®agers and Douglas Valk, Three Tllustrated
pictures he painted spoke of the beauties poems in this number—* To-morrow at Ten,
of nature as they had
never spoken be- a Newport 1dyl;” * The Widow Lee)s Son

fore ; the verses he wrote told of nature's
God, the friend of all who would go to
him, and, his life was so simple and

other departments are fully supplied

England

was alive, but so bruised and injured that

wall of his mother’s room during his boy-

Julia C. R. Dorr,

The Editor's Easy Chair and

timely for instance, and

it seemed to him only a prolongation of
the death-agony.
:
Great drops of sweat were wrung from
him by his anguish of body and mind.
Alone, suffering and dying, no one to
hear if he should call out and no one to
see his form lying there all bruised and
mangled when his soul .had left it for—
what ?
He began to feel as though he should

himself. As he fell back he groaned
aloud. To die thus alone at night,” with
only the birds of the air for attendants,
was horrible.
Suddenly a text that had hung on the

worthy of note.

useful purposes in all cases by other and less
dangerous agents without recourse to alcohol.

concludes

nity: But to his surprise he was. con- American’ statesmanship is ;due to John
scious when his body ceased to fall, for Quincy Adams. The Rev. Edward Everett
Hale writes of the Taxation of Church Proinstead of going down to certain death, he perty. He would have all churches taxed, in
had been caught on a projecting point of Jorm, but weuld exempt in practice those
rock partially covered with moss. He which by their charitable work help to lighten

lose his reason if he could not ‘do something, and he tried, but could not raise

Chamber of Silence,” by

skillful physician

and

by |

a noise above his head. Looking up suddenly, he saw a huge bowlder that had
become detached from the rocks forcing
its way down among the trees to the spot
where he was standing.
It was but the work of an instant to
step aside, but alas! that one step from
the beaten track hurled him over into
what had seemed a bottomless abyss. He

Hardy and Miss

C. Adams discusses the

redeemable to consume the treasury surplus
devoted to debt-payment, *‘ The Endowment
of Colleges,” by Rev. Charles F. Thwing, gives
some very interesting facts relative to the

Auguste
& Co.

liant serial novels by Thomas

Debts,”

that fature issues of bonds should be so drawn
that the government will have full control over
them, and a sufficient amount be each year

he

the

the ballot is given to ignorant and intemperate people, and shows that the proper
battiement to be placed around the roofof the
uew house which we are buildining
these
modern days is found in the temperance cause.
The address contains the following sentence,
| over which there is just now considera
ble

** Naturaliza-

assuming

Armstrong

¢ Mormonism.”

forgot his

until startled

in-

that land since Queen Isabella abdicated the
throne in 1868. Mr. John Codman writes of

gradually sank lower and lower and the
immediate surroundings

writes

rapidly

gives a good ideaof

become in the change of scene, as the sun
shadows lengthened, that he

unusually

readable sketch of ** Spain of To-day,”

gazed

did

an

Contributor's Club, and a

of vital interest, in view of the great stream of

and

from

Besides the bril-

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Fair at Baltimore in 1864,
This last version—undoubtedly the one he-

and

emigrants constantly arriving in this country.

he could

absorbed

Bliss

tion,” a theme

before experienced.
Involuntarily he
bared his head, as though from a feeling
not understand, and so

Harvard;

The International Review for September
has eight articles of interest: and value. Mr.

on the glorified scene with a feeling never

of awe caused by a something

read at

A thoroughly good number of this standard
magazine.—Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

felt

attention,

of the ‘subject.

tions from the draft, and thus gave rise to the

Kappa poem

ranning discussion of the books

yet he had never, in all his intense love
for the beauties of nature, recognized or
acknowledged the existence of nature's
God. He had given no thought to the
First Cause of all that called ont his admiration and love of the beautiful. It
was there for him to see and make use of,
that was all.
On this particular afternoon,

recently

teresting and varied

venture-

atheist,

he

most important
new books,

himself repaid for the trip, for never before had such a.glorious scene presented
itself to his vision.
no

of

Alantic,
has
an
attractive
poem entitled .*‘ Harvest Noon.” The remainder of
the magazine contains notices of some of the

some and heeded not the warning voices
of the inhabitants of the valley, and when

Norman Howard was

sketch

Miss Edith
M. Thomas,one
of the most
promising of the new contributors to
the

lar sunset effect he longed for. He, had
been warned that the road he ‘wished to
take had long since been condemned as

he had found the view he sought, he

Utopian,

Holmes contributes the Phi Bets

regions,

and

if possibly

the “ Future of Harvard Divinity School.” Dr.

imagined he could obtain just the particu-

young

John Fiske

among Harvard graduates and well-wishers on

and occasionally finding his way between
them floods the valleys with a golden
light. Norman Howard, poet and painter, had wandered out alone to gain a
point in an old mountain road where he

unsafe, but he was

neces-

telligence, discusses the* Dramas of the Elder
Dumas.” Rev. Wm. Chauncy Langdon contributes a paper deserving
much attention

where the sun gilds the mountain peaks

boy had carefully laid his pieces of poultry aside.
‘Here is one exception to Bridget's
rule,” she thought to herself. ‘Do you |
not like chicken, my boy ?” she inquired.

with emphasis, * but—" and he hesitated,

in

upon the

writes of theatrical matters with so much’ in-

AMONG THE ROCKS.
It was one of those glorious afternoons
known

lesson

‘“ Housekeeping
Hereafter,” by James V.
Sears. J. Brander Matthews, who always

—————

which, in her own mind, she could find
no solution; and that was, that the blind

replied

charming,

Mrs. Longman received from her surprise
party was this: *¢ There is no surer remedy for low spirits than doing good to
others.” —Selected.
~

only

asive

part poetry, all thoroughly delightful. All
house-keepers will be interested in the very

and one of the most useful lessons which

animals

he

of the

fearful act a thoroughly

way articles with an essay on ** The Katrina
Saga,” which is part story, -part essay, and

good

universul

Constance Fenimore Woolson, and the Short
story already mentioned, there is a brief story
contributed by Annie Howells Frechette, entitled ¢“ The Chances of War, and. How One of
them was Missed.” A poem, entitled “ The

from the

great skill in writing asin art. H. H. continues her unusually interesting series of Nor-

sons, and sometimes by the Evening Telone

will command

and derives

exceedingly pleasant impressions which the
first part made, and proves her to have as

things ; always accompanied by her own
or

country would soon be attained by Canada.
The statements made in Mr. Atwater’s article
importance

continues his instructive and engaging series
of mypshological articles with one
entitled
‘¢ Koshchei the Deathless, or the Diffusion of
Fairy Tales.” - The second part of Mary Hallock Foote’s story, * In Exile,” confirms the

each of the monthly parties she paid

egram, Bulletin,

A

which discusses with thoughtfulness and ability
the motives and object of the assassination,

widest and most careful reading.

boy into an institution for the blind, and

while the

enjoyment.

sity for change in the mode of appointment of
officers. It isan article which deserves the

She exerted

im a visit, taking his share of the

with great zest and

logical and

herself to obtain admission for the blind

for each and all of the guests, cut from
the luscious gingerbread.
Mrs. Longman took quiet observation
of the whole company while helping
them, and she observed one puzzle for

it,”

with them, and the substitutes were

glad surprise the most of them agreed to

furious.”
The boys were almost dazzled by the
brilliancy of the dining-room; the glitter of china and glass and silver under
the strong gas light. Mrs. Longman had
exerted herself to make it a feast indeed
to those who so seldom fared except upon

love

evening

boys, to take

the arrangement, and those who held
back she found upon inquiry were constrained to object on the score of clothing,
a want which she engaged to supply.

table, the mirth was growing * fast and

*“ Yes, ma'am, I

of the

be read

boys, providing that all who could go to
some Sunday-school would doso.
To her

fowls their prisence is wanted at a party,
and the kettle is singing as though it expected 4 broth of a time.”
¢ And I will make a lot of biscuits,”
said Mrs. Longman, ‘¢ and while you are
cooking the chickens, will sef the table.”

other

balance

The Longmans were not rich, but Mrs.
ing,” said he bowing over the heads.of | Longman sadly compared her own selfish language, and the Father, ever ready to
hear and answer prayeg;:did hear and
the boys to Mrs. Longman, who was
comingto see what

os

ifnot altogether vague. It is an admirable
paper, Most readers will be surprised by the
startling revelations made in a paper by E. §..
Atwater, entitled “ The Wheat Fields of the
Northwest.” = According to this writer's

*

noteworthy article is that by Mr. E. L. Godkin, *“ The Atfempt on the President's Life,”

assist-

that they should all come one evening in
every month and take supper with her

weight in chicken, only give him the
time. Iwill go'immediately and tell the

An’ if you please, ma'am,

:

Bridget’s

at the close of the evening, and that was,

‘Trust me for that, ma'am. I never

Hiterary Bebieto,
+

MINOR NOTICES.

not forgotten. With her husbands approval, she made a proposition to the boys

do not eat chicken; and now that they
are here, I would like them all to be satisfied.”
;
:

wish, I will see that

heart went out

Ra

The September Atlantic contains three new estimate, Lord Beaconsfield was not an un-chapters of Mr. Howells’s new serial story, trustworthy prophet when,in 1879, he pre
‘ Dr. Breen’s Practice,” which can not fail to_ dicted that supremacy as a grain-growing .

and

:

with

making packages for the

meat, Bridget, and perhaps some of them

Mrs. Longman,

Gig

Longman

.ance, spent the

*¢ The aisiest thing in the world, ma'am.
I have been considering the same while.
you were: in the parlor. There's the
chickens in the yard, that you were fattening for Thanksgiving; nothing in the
world would be suitabler than them.”
*¢ But that would be only one kind of

heart,

:

‘Mrs. Longman,

anything.”

that

newsboy’s

did to a man.

all I know, and it is too wet to go out Tor

whispered 1 return, ** You are a noble
little boy to remember others ; eat all you

whose

SS

0
%

sent an abundant

told them to help themselves, which they

for

vent the guest it sheltered from being joyfully welcomed by their compatriots already under shelter. The crippled boy
in particular was warmly welcomed by

; that the boys should, until supper was
The short November day was drawing ready, adjourn to the attic which, like
to a close, and although the little gilt the rest of the house was warm and comclockon the mantle had proclaimed it to fortable, but out of consideration for the
be four o'clock, it was getting too dark lame boy, she changed her plans and sent
for Mrs. Longman to sew any longer up- two of the guests with her sons to bring
on the little cloth suits she was languidly down such playthings as they desired inmending, so, laying them aside, she wan- to the parlor, in which with her usual
dered aimlessly into the kitchen, where good sense she had nothing too fine for

“Mr,

them a good time, so

get,

the delight of the

She also.”
iv
TH
had
just
been
upon
the
point
of
proposing
quite good enough to express the state of
After supper was over, the
‘ elegant” word, was, in their opinion,

her case.

we

his pale face grew flushed.
A moment or so after, he slipped from
his chair, and with the unerring accuracy
I will rouse myself and make the best of with which the blind calculate distances,
he came to Mrs. Longman and said,
it.”
‘¢ Please, ma'am, may I touch your face?”
Bridget, in the meantime,
had been
*¢ Certainly, dear,” she replied.
summoned again to the alley gate, and
had rescured two more guests, oue a pale } Very gently and speedily the little soft
little cripple on crutchés, cavefatly shel- hand of the blind boy examined each fea-

tered from the rain by the Evening Bui-

equable ; she would have her gloomy

will

ten, and there may be as many ‘more

saw a boy yet

A

1881.

them in there besidesour own, which makes

stock of horses, cows, and

if we

did.
So Johnny and I told all the
newsboys we met, to come to a party
here to-night and to bring all the lame
and blind boys they could find. Don’t

As truly as you worship me,
Or follow where my Master trod
‘With your humility ;

estonia

and

wished to be like him we mustdo as he

Ah, Blanco! did I worship Ged

ay

world

Bridget soon returned with the delinquents.
id
‘* Boys, how did you happen to invite
company without telling me, so that I the coarsest viands, and her table showed
could be prepared for them?” said their no lack of dainty preserved fruits, Jellies,
mother, gently, but gravely.
and all the little knick-knacks which she
| “Why, we did tell, mamma, don’t you could muster on such short notice. She
remember? We told you that Mr. Reis- knew that boys leading the out-door, acinger told our class last Sunday that tive life of the majority of the guests,
we were not doing as much good in the were not troubled with * nerves,” so cofworld if we invited boys to a feast who fee the richest, and tea the purest, graced
had plenty to eat and to wear, and who the board, while the perfume of the bakcould invite us in return, but he said we ing gingerbread floated through the open
ought to invite the poor boys to whom kitchen door, where Bridget, in the goodsuch things were a treat.
He said Jesus ness of her heart, was importing a choice
loved the lame and the blind,

And thus we understand !~

2

the

flour and other things are around, I will
make a lot of my gingercakes; for next
What do you mean?”
to chicken stew with oceans of gravy,
“ Why, you see we are mewsboys, there's nothing a boy likes better than
‘ma'am, every one of us; and we *dailiés’ hot ginger cakes.”
could get off earlier; but the Evening
«Oh, Bridget, you are so thoughtful,”
Telegram and the Bulletin and the Herald said Mrs. Longman, and somehow her
and the News will be along as soon as heart began to grow lighter, and with a
they can hire somebody to ¢ cry’ for them, cripple and a mute in the next room, she
and they are going to pay them with began to realize that she had much for
something from (he party, if you please, which to ‘be thankful. *
.
ma'am,” with an air of cheerful confiSeveral new’ additions were made to
dence.
the company in the parlor, and by the
Mrs. Longman could not restrain a time the supper was smoking upon the

S$

The while you whine and lick

in

say as soon as you sold out ‘your papers.

—Joaquin Miller.

.+

tleman’s

margin.of a newspaper from his pocket,
and showing the number, sure enough, in
figures of magnificent proportions.
Mrs. Longman was bewildered.
“You

God pity us all! Time too soon will tumble
All of us together, like leaves in a gust,
Humbled, indeed, down into the dust.
O-0-O0-

‘be old carriage curtains sewed together,
while the last arrival sported a gen-

of the swallow-tail, taking a scrap of the

Is it worth while that we battle to humble

31,

Bridget came in followed by the boys,

but

it means.

come to the alley gate?” .

Is it worth while that we jeer at each

AUGUST

Bridget?” said she. ** There are eight of order for apples and the beloved peanuts,

mistake,
Is is worth while that we jostle a brother,

STAR,

to

course,” she

I8 IT WORTH WHILE ?

MORNING

the Kit6hen to hold council with Bridget than was his wont. When his wife had
in regard to- that all-important event of informed him how it all came about he
resolved to do his part toward giving
the evening supper.
:

« until we find out what

a

As

Willy” and “ On

Star Island ”—are

also hap.

to the midsummer season;so too
pily suited
At Deacon Twombone of the short stories,
Iy’s,” bythe author of Gemini.” W, H,
Beard contributes another of his * Artist's

Reminiscences,” enfitled
a humorous sketch;

drawing.

“ Adoniram Algeroy,”
illustrated by his own

Prof./Herbert Tuttle, in big * The

German Empire,” makes clear and

interesting

a subject upon which the thoughts of ‘the
majority of. American readers are confused,

I

”
i

fons

|

v

ofthe Penn Collectionin London.” The book
is dedicated to the Kings, Lieutenant-General
' and General Governor and Council of Ireland. .
The first part, which is written jointly by
Whitehe
and Penn, contalng oh ters ol The
Denomination o Qui
Phy Trinity,
Justi
fication, Purification and
second
rt, entirel
0 n ; has essays on
Family Du les,
P ity
ment, and accounts

ds

wo

on

e

r

a
o

ers.
rte
hry of rod lnk to fadicato BR
pg
thought to be mo
ing, jhe pe;
rity

ritual
or
remi ding one of the rul
his quaint ; little volume is ina fair
him
ation,
and is said to be the only
state of preserv

one _of the kind in existence.”
ply

¢

says

[OY
Be

THE

dada

¥

\

s

:

ig

1

0
and abidin
iL influence of the Reformation.
ps
It would 5 untrue to say that the religjons belief of the Thuringian peasant imresses a stranger as being a very, promThat
his character.
nt element

for

revolt

among®

the

Arab

tribes and communities, and the European settlers in inland localities have either
fled to the protection of the

guns of the

druggist.

fd

* Com-

is the

It should

be

ESTEY

by right, for no other medicine has such specific action on the liver; bowels and kidneys, If

ou have those symptoms which indicate bil.jousness or’ déranged kidneys do not fail to

1 Musure it and use faithfully.” In liquid or dry
orm it is sold by all
druggists,—Sait

®bituaries.

Tt Toe.

al s

2
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10 ORGANS, 18 useful stops, 5 sets
Clarke’s Compound Mandrake Bitters
Cures Sick-H
reeds only $65. Pianos $135 up.
e, Constipation of the Bowels,
and all Bi lious and Liver Complaints. If purifies: | A@-Illus. Catalog. « Free. Address
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the
ood, Promotes Digestion, and makes the
Washington, N. J. °
pla
Skin claat and fair.
Large bottles only 50 cents.
or sale
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y
ared
Rev. Walter Chan proprietor
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Cough Remedy, West Buxton, Me.
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Everybody,”

* Kidney-Wort

most popular medicine we sell.
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PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should
be
BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning
Star. it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible,

. WHITE'S
PULMONARY

Gen. Managers,

608 Washington

{

RCA
BOSTON.

European powers or huve been “massas|
cred.
The disaffection extends to the
MRS. BETSEY RICKER, widow of Phineas
tribes of Algeria and also to the neighboring province of Tripoli—lying
be- Ricker, died in Waterboro’, Me., July 31, aged
years, 9 months und 9 days. She was born
which is commonly taken as the easiest tween Tunis and Egypt.
The distance 89
in the town of
Kennebunkport, but after marand most open test of religious fervor, from Tunis to Italy seems but a step. riage
movedto Waterboro’ where she passed |.
the attendance at church, varies very "The latter power is. immensely - disgrun- the remainder of her days, greatly beloved by
much in accordance with the weather, tled by the action of France, who has all who ‘knew ber. She had been a member
of the Congregationalist church of Lyman for
and is small if the weatherwise think it evidently entered Tunis to stay.
nearly sixty years and well did she honor her |
desirable to hurry on the gathering of the
profession by a careful Christian walk and
barvest. The character of the Sunday
faithfulness and fderiey to the church of her
DEATH OF A TYRANT.
service, too, does not imply any great
early choice. It may be truthfully said of this
As Robespierre was taken to the guillo- dear departed sister that * She lived, for othintensity of emotional religion, nor a
very: deepor wide acquaintance with theo= tine, throngs crowded about the cart to see ers,” and many a poor suffering child of hulogical doctrine on the part of the priest the fallen tyrant, and the gendarmes point- manity has been made better and happier by
For Man and Beast, *
her kind words and acts; but she now * rests
of ed him out with their swords. He was pur- from
In manyof the details
or people.
her labors and her works do follow her,”
A sure cure for Wounds,
to the = cru- sued by the howling mob, who had former- Many are the friends who mourn her depart.
the service, the bowing
cifix, the crossing ~himself by the mia- ly yelled as fiercely at his viclims, and ure, but they are comforted with the blessed
_ sister, and the intoned prayers, the strang- now charged him with bloud of them all. hope of a happy reunion in heaven. Services
the funeral conducted by Rev. Geo. F.
er is reminded of the Romish Church, or Troops of women who had danced at the atTewksbury
assisted by Rev. J. S. Potter and
of its Anglican imitators; but the general death of those that he had sent to the scaf- the writer, ;
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there is much ignorance and imperfect his stockings slipped down about his kind hands could do, and she died as easy and
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or FADED HAIR to its youthful
COLOR, GLOSS and BEAUTY.
It
renews its life, strength and growth.
Dandruff quickly removed. = A matchless Hair Dressing, Its perfume rich
and rare. Sold by all Druggists.
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stroll about

work

the village, or

sit in the Restaurations and drink beer

and schnapps.
.
It may be that the religion, whose
chief public formal expression we have

thus sketched, is not of very great value
as a motive force in the upward direction.

But there is this to be said for it, that if
it does not act forcibly

it does not tend in

tion,

upward,

the downward

at

least

direc-

As far
as it goes it does encourag:

thrift and industry.

It gives no sanctio:

of religious virtue to the mendicancy ahd
the laziness which are elevated into
saintly attributes in Roman Catholic
countries,

’

Occupying the central position of North

Africa is a small country
bearing the
above name. For upward of three centuries
Tunis has been subject to the Turkish
sultan and
the Bey.

governed by an ofticer styled
Adjoining it on the west is the

youths,

inmates

of the Hampton, Va., Institute, are residing with Massachusetts farmers for the
summer. The young people are praised
for their civilized appearance and demeanor.
A number of teachers’ Institutes have
lately been held in West Virginia, and
teachers and citizens alike showed an enthusiastic desire to learn new methods.

High schools are increasing in the State.
The agent of the Peabody Fund has
agreed to give every year $6,000 toward
the maintenance of a Normal College, for
both sexes, in Georgis, on condition that
the Legislature will appropriate: a similar sum.
Girton and Newnham, the young woman’s colleges at Cambridge, England, are

full of pupils, and the authorities have
more applications for admission than they
can accept. The students go in carriages

to the University lectures.
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removes Dandruff, allays all itching,
stops falling Hair and promotes
a
healthy growth with a rich, beautiful
gloss, and is delightfully fragrant.
Price Seventy-five Cents in large
.glass stoppered Bottles. Soldby all Druggists.

such us have scientific training and taste,

which may incline some of them to enter
the signal service of the United States
In Russia hitherto,

:

:

as,

indeed,

at all

French Province of Algeria, For sever- universities
those of the old EngAl years past private companies of lish type, theexcept
students have lived in priFrenchmen under

grants obtained

from

the bey of Tunis have been gaining a foothold on Tunisian territory. Railroads
have been built and’ certain exclusive

- commercial
- French

privileges granted to

citizens,

A spur

of the

these

Atlas

mountains separates Algeria from Tunis.
The Tunisian side of this mountain
is inhabited by a tribe of herdsmen. ang
farmers “called the Kroumirs. Between
this tribe

and

putes culminating
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colonists

dis-

in deadly. border forays
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Under
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onl ® Tealiness to punish
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s tribe himsel
Aimself,f,

vate houses as each pleased. © A

scheme

is now taking shape to provide for them

common lodging-houses.
It is proposed to establish

in Boston

vacation schools'for the benefit of those
children who can’t go into the country

and who have no home comforts or pleas-

ures to keep them off the streets.
The
idea of the founders is to make the schools
leasant
places where the children will
amused and kept from harm, being
taught meanwhile some useful things~net
taught in the public schools.
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a eed they were artfully decoyed by boys with tapestries and. heliogravures theof
role purposely fomented by the the best masters. He wishes
to esrench. But France, under’ pretext of tablish in each lycee a small also
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protecting French interest in
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Yet she submitted to her
condition with Christian fortitude and meéekness; for she was a devoted Christian, kind'|
and loving wife and affectionate mother, and

was respected by
sank at last into the
blessed assurance of
resurrection. She
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sister passed away with the same disease.
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Saviour, and found him a sure support in
death. Truthful in all the relations of life, she
lived beloved and died lamented.
Her disease
was consumption, which she bore with great
fortitude.
She leaves a kind husband, three
lovely
children, father and mother and other
relatives to mourn their loss. This is the sec-

ond time death
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GRORGIE M., wife of Edgar S. Otis, died at
Strafford Bow Lake, Aug. 4, aged 29 years, 9
months, 6 days. She died the death of the

was

of

Brail 4

3 Sou
2
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of the 2d F, B.

children—one

Rind

Marquette, Fond du Lac¢, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,

(wife of Rev. F. C. Bradeen) and three sons.’
Vards used ut the funeral (Acts 11:24),
¢¢ He
was a good man.”
C. BEAN.

righteous; her end

ig

months.
faith in
Andrew
church
a life of
the past

church in Buxign.
In his protracted sickness
(cancerous tun®r) he was never known to
murmur, but patiently: waited.
Just before
his departure he said 10 a neighbor, ‘4 I think I +\
am about ready to enter upon my rest.” In
all the relations of life—as husband, father,
brother and friend," he lived above reproach.
He bas left to mourn, a wife (formerly Susan

Mills)
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Perfectly safe to use internal or externally, and certain to afford relief.
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in Buxton,

Me., July 34, aged 72 Jeans and 10
When 18 years of age
he professed
Christ and was baptized by Rev.
Hobson and united with the F. Baptist
in Buxton, and ever after maintained
integrity and uprightness,
Iluring

21 years he
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A Sure and Speedy Cure for Sore Throat, Co ughs, Colds,

M. and spoke in the covenant meeting.
The
children and aged companion are assured of
our prayerful sympathy in this their dee
af- [&|,
fliction. The pearly gates have admitted
arf:
other weary pilgrim into that haven of rest
prepared for the people of God.
J. H. G.
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ever ready to
speak a word for Jesus. Although old and feeble she attended our last Q.
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done what she could.”
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PERRY DAVIS’

CLARISSA, wife of Asa Wheeler, died in
Windbam Center, July 5, aged 71 years. She
had for many years been a member of the F.
B. church, was consistentin all her efforts, and

D.

Maj. Gen. Haven, Chief Signal Offieer,
has senta circular letter to the Presidents
of Colleges in the United States with the
object of inspiring an interest wmong
young college men, especially among

governthent.

“She

_ Established over 40 years.
. _ Enormous and increasing
sales
Throughout Europe and
erica.
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For the rest of the day the natives
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an
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all about

every section beyond the Mississippi Sells to every class,
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ly: oceupies about

as well

Graduates are given the work of! regular
teachers in the schools for five months.

Tells

SJ5808 Shr:“\W wjuiojjre)
‘muoziay

retires, and the people follow his ‘example as they list. The whole service usual-

The system of practice-teaching is pursued’ in the Indianapolis Normal School

lead her children to the Sabbath-school and
during her sickmess expressed au desire that
they—especiaily little
Willie—might be taken
to Sabbath-sehool the following summer.
At
the call of death she was peacefully resigned
and willing to go, leaving her children in the
hands opdlim who had always cared for her.

Illustrated,

represented; Climate, Soils,

Do not con-

during the singing of which the minister

more be raised before a certain time.

We run Palace Sleeping Cars for Sleeping purposes, and

These con-

Dining Cars for Eating parposes ouly.
Sevent y~ Five Cents pays for an eaf ire Meal.
found these Cars with Hotel Cars.

prayers.

—

the

Beautifully

Prices; Social, Educational’ and Religious

duets, Herds; Wages, all Trades and Professions; Mercantile and Manufacturing
Business; all Statistics; Areas;

PERUVIAN SYRUP

sist of a few general prayers, similar to
those in the English prayer-book, with a
few responses from the congregation, and
the collect, epistle, and gospel for the
day. Then there is more singing, during which the minister goes out; and
when the hymn is finished, reappears in
a different
gown, ascends the pulpit and
delivers a discourse which is usually an
amplification and dilation of the Gospel
for: the day.
Then another hymn, the
benediction, and then yet another hymn,

Town.

Retails $8.75 and $5.00.

Farming, Homestead, Railroad and other Lands:

Condition; Nationalitie

:KIDNEY-WORT
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expressly, showing every Railroad and
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‘edpxep

and contrasting the

attack of Neuralgia, writes: * If I had not hadCompound Oxygen to resort to the last six
days, don’t know how I would have gotten
through, Had Neuralgia one day in face and
head, but found by increasing times of inhalu-

force. Notwithstanding the protests of
the bey of Tunis and his appeals to European powers for their interference, the
French troops continued their advance
during the early spring months toward
the capital of Tunis itself and on the 12th

hd

in Leslie, Mich., where: words of comfort
were spoken by the writer from Rev, 14:18.
:
~ F.R. RANDALL,

_ A gentleman who had suffered from a severe

military

with France, under the terms of which
Tunis becomes to all intents and purposes a French colony. The advance of ‘the
French and the surrender of the bey was

SB
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Re-

Fairbairn, in the Contemporary

Dr.
wiew, gives a very interesting sketch of a
‘German village in Thuringia, the region
made niemorable in the life of Martin
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Fetes Summary.
The

City

of

William

The opening ceremonies were
nue, Boston.
very grand and imposing, and now that the
exibition is complete, or nearly so, it is said to
attractive and entertaining.
be exceedingly
The great quantity and variety of machinery,

Penn.

Although Philadelphia has been unsuccessful
in its ambitious desire to secure from Englend
the remains of its illustrious founder, William
Penn, it is erecting a magnificent monument
to his memory in the form of ap immense new

public building.

The city ison the eve of its

two hundredth anniversary, having been ordered to be settled by Peon in the fall of 1681.
It is certainly remarkable fame for the founder

and Broad

streets.

The

and the

gereral de-

sign is *“ Roman renaissance.”
In the middle
of the huge structure is one spacious courtyard

large enough

to draw

up a brigade of men in

it, and the principal entrance to this courtyard

is beneath the Renaissance tower which will rise
to a hight of three hundred and sixty-five feet
and be surmounted by a statue of William
Penn in his Quaker garments and hat. In the
walls, pillars and columns of the building
there will be numerous sculptured figures of
symbojic and allegorical designs.
The

Ecumenical

Methodist

promises to be one of the most interesting and
important religious gatherings held since the
days of Wesley.
The various denominations
four million actual

communicants, and the Methodist population
is computed

at 18,000,000.

The

members

of

the conference number four hundred, half of
whom represent British and continental Methodism, and half the churches in the United
States and Canada.
The conference is composed of lay and clerical delegates in equal proportion.
Its main objects will be to devise
means for prosecuting home and foreign work,
80 as to result in the greatest economy and efficiency, to increase the moral and evangelical
power of common Methodism, and to secure
the more speedy conversion of the world.
Conclusion

of

a

Wise

Scheme,

the five per cent. registered bonds on which
interest will cease on that date. - In effect, this
notice puts about $30,000,000 in money at the
disposal of the market whenever the demand

- is such that the holders of the bonds please to

Secretary Windom virtually

closes up by this order the magnificent work of

refunding which he commenced in April. The
unextended sixes were called July 1; the coupon fives August 12; and the registered fives
are now made payable without debate on demand.
The

Latest

from

Washington.

Monday morning’s despatches are to the
effect that the grave fears raised by. the depressing news from the White House on Satur-

better in the President’s case has occurred, and
has been steadily maintained, and his physicians now entertain hopes of his ultimate recovery.
Dr. Agnew is sanguine that the crisis
is virtually past. The patient’s mind is now

clear and he retains and apparently digests the
nutriment given him.
The wound and the
swollen gland are likewise behaving better.
In a letter written Sunday evening to friends
in Ohio, Col. Henry, an intimate friend of the
President’s family, says:
“ Hope once more takes the place of gloem.

Every

symptom during

hours has

the past thirty-six

been favorable.

First the Presi-

dent’s mind began to clear up,—it gradually
became less cloudy and wandering, indicating

a better action of the blood and the brain.

The

wound, that appeared to be at a stand-still for
several days, begins to look better, the voice
that was a hoarse whisper and low moan two
days ago, has again, except a little hollowness,
become natural; the tongue, that for weeks
looked dry and feverish, now looks moist and
healthy; the stomach is better, the pulse more
regular, respiration easier, and the discharge

from

the wound

and swollen face. more free,

The physicians look hopeful and cheering once

more.

As

Dr. Hamilton expressed

it, *‘ they

are away from the breakers and afloat.”
talked with Mrs. Garfield to-day, and

I

received

from her a full account of the events of the
past few days of anxiety, She is still hopeful
and cheerful. The doctors gave up hope on
Friday, and told her of their fears. This most
remarkable and womanly woman of this century braced them up, and told them to do their

best
to the end, and, with cheerful face, kept
her place at the bedside of her husband. The
children saw their father, to-day, for the first
time in many days. He inquired about them
this morning, and wanted to see them. Mollie
soon

entered

the

sick-room,

took

his

hand,

kissed him, and, in cheerfal voice, hoped that
papa would get well soon. She held his hand
a moment and said: * Papa, I will go out now;

I am afruid'T may “tiré you.”

As she left the

room
he said * The idea! That sweet child
would never tire anyone.” Harry, and Jim
, (Went in during the day and greeted

er in cheery tones but soon left.
iweak and weary to talk or listen.

their fath-

He was too
The

Presi-

‘dent bas now fairly entered the ninth week of
his terrible race with death; he has been al‘most constantly on his back night and day for
fifty-seven days. . . . His joints look large and his

limbs small;
yet he can draw his legs up, move

them abogt and rest them.

He can to-day hold

a glass of water and take it to his mouth.

The

great’ brain works naturally again! The iron
resolution
and will is restored. . . . The great
© soul thd:for days went into the shadow of

| death is still
with us, and I do not believe the
time has come for it to pass over the durk

assuming order and completeness.
above named
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Elections in France.

One of the most significant features of the
elections for members of the chambers of dep-

uties is the defeat of the Bonapartists in Corsi-

ca. Among the noted Bonapartists who disappear frcm puplic life are M M. Niel, AbbatucAcci, Haentjens and the Duke de Padoue.

the new chamber will

cording to late returns

consist of 403 Republicans (of different shades)

Republican

and 80 Opposition—a

of 58

gain

A number of leading journals in Paris

seats.

call upon President Grevy to form a new min-

istry with Gambetta as premier.

Association.

Press

Colored

of the

members

of colored

A convention

Among the reso-

press was held at Chicago.

print
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The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle

young
embraces the largest class, but for. the
Readthere is the ¢ Chautauqua Young Folks’

ing Union,”

‘and for the clergy there is the

The last
« Chautauqua School of Theology.”
rehave
and
ized
organ
ly
{wo more recent
as
ceived the unqualified approval of such men

Dr. Taylor of New York, Dr. J. T. Duryea and

Bishop R. 8.

Jubilee

The Fisk

Schaff and others.

Dr.

Boston,

of

Foster

Philip

Singers

give largely attended concerts, and on Thurs
the
for
e
bonfir
grand
a
was
there
ng
day eveni
children’s amusement.
Miscellaneous.

incendiaries

Forty

have

D'Urban advices state that a general

attract
native

rising is being organized against the Boers.
The surrender of the second zone of terri-

tory ceded by Turkey to Greece has began.

A large majority of the members electdd to
the new Spanish Cortes are supporters of the
government.
Asiatic cholera is raging at, Bangkok, Siam,

| and from one hundred to three hundred
;
natives are dying daily.
George W. Riggs, the eminent banker, died
in Washington, D. C., Wednesday, aged 63
years.
!
.
Itis reported that Stanley, the African explorer,is dangerously ill near the mouth of

the Congo river.
The recent trial of Mr. Parnell and the other
Irish agitators cost the British government

£9800.
Anarchy prevails in certain portions of Peru,
several small places having been sacked recently and many people killed.

The extensive fruit warehouse of Warner
damaged

&

to the

extent of $350,000 by fire Tuesday morning.
Nine large wholesale business establishments
were destroyed by fire at Evansville, Ind.,
Wednesday. Property loss $200,000.
It is reported that the Rothschild group will
place another 40,000,000 florins of the Hungarian 4 per cent. loan on the London market
early next month,
Rev. George Granville Bradley, M. A., Master of University College, Oxford, and sometime honorary chaplain to the Queen, has accepted the Deanery of Westminster.
The chief

event

of the last day

of

the en-

campment of the Maine “veterans was a sham
fight reproducing in mock show

the battle of Yorktown.

the events

at

‘A threatened revolution was prevented at
Monte Cristo, Hayti, on the 6th instant, by the

summary arrest and imprisowment

of twenty

revolutionists.
;
Special prayers are to be offered ‘by the
British clergy for the English harvest, continuous rains throughout portions of the country
threatening to impair if,
|

I'he American Association for the Advancement of Science, which has. just closed its annual session in Cincinnati, elected as President
J. W. Dawson, LL. D., F. R. 8., Principal of
McGill coliege, Montreal.

a

Charles Stockley was hanged at Batavia, N.
Y.,on Friday, His crime was the murder of
John Weller, farmer, on. April 27 last, in revenge for the refusal of his daughter in marNews has been received at Cairo, Fgypt,
from the Soudan of an affray between the
ypulation and the soldiery, caused by the
Dring of a false prophet. One
Wet A
twenty Egyptiag
soldiers were killed.

In

murder of Maurice

nace, last

(Penn.) Fur-

June, may be id a sense encouraging.

Bat it reveals the fact,

somewhat

spoonful of sugar added to it; or take one-half
ful of lard and half cupful of butter and cut
into a quart of flour. " Wet it up with one egg
en into a teacupful of sweet milk or water.

depressing,

that the Molly Maguire organization is still in
existence, notwithstanding

and executions;

many

convictions

and that humag

life is still

it together, add a little sugar, and roll out

very unsafe in those unhappy regions.
There is to be a new king in Europe.
The
German authorities will request the Grand

Duke of Baden

as possible.

twenty-fifth

anni-

make the nicest shortéike.

of the German Emperor.

upon the other.

Grand Duke

upper crust.

accepts the proffered gift, the marriage of his
| daughter Victoria with the Crown Prince of

Sweden and Norway will
celebrated at Carlsruhe.
Sixty

Chinese

admit

boys from

minutes.

passed

for these children of the

being

definitely

defaulting

treasurer

sun

Captain

Howgate, the

There are said to be 80 ‘‘graveyard”insurance

companies, in N. Y., one of which has issued
policies representitig over $15,000,000 in eight
The

practice of their agents is to pass

old decrepit persons as fit subjects for insur.

a

seven or eight

beaten to

a stiff

*

one-half

sour

cream

boiling water.

thick batter.

and

one

half

Sour

Add flour

Slice

enough

a dozen

to stirit

tart

apples:

of”
in

to

a

Mix

with’ the batter and f, ry 10 hot lard, like doughnuts,

by the large spoonful.

Dip the

spoon

into the

boiling lard, then into the batter, and it will not
stick to it, Serve hot for desert, with maple mo-

on bail. It isnot improbable, the investigators say, that the sum of his defalcations will
‘reach $400,000. According to indications thus
far discovered, he appropriated to his own
use about obe-quarter of the money which
passed through his hands. The average annual
appropriation for the Signal Service is about
,000, and Captain Howgate had control of
the disbursement of the appropriations of five
years.
A civil suit has been taken against him

The American

Cultivator has an illustration rep=

resenting the Santa Barbara grape-vine, which is
claimed to be the largest vine in the world. Its
history is not well verified, though the following
romantic story is asserted

to

be the true

version:

Latest News.

miles irom the town of Santa Barbara,

California,

in the court-yard ofan old adobe house. The
“trunk is about four feet four inches in circum.
placed to the order of Mrs. Garfield as the ference at its largest part. It begins to branch six
or eight feet from the ground, and is then supresult of the popular subscription under his
auspices.——Fifty-one buildings
were
des- ported on a frame-work, which it covers as a roof,
The whole vine supported on this frame-work
troyed by fire at Plano, Texas, on Saturday,
now covers over an acre of ground. Several of the
involving a property loss of $100,000.——There limbs are ten inches in circumference at a distance
was a large attendance at ‘the New England
of twenty-five or thirty feet from the trunk. The
Sunday-school assembly on Saturday. General
annual yield of grapes from this vine is from
Howard in his address referred to President 10,000 to 12,000 pounds." The clusters of grapes
average, when ripe, from two to two and one-half
Garfield. The public was not admitted to the
grounds Sunday.——It is reported that the pounds in weight. A small stream of water runs
near the vine. We are not informed what variety
Indians have attacked the town of Eureka, New
of grapes this wonderful vine bears, but it is cerMexico, and killed all the citizens, about seventainly an interesting specimen: in the horticultural
ty in number.——The British Parliament was
world, forming with its foliage a sun-proof canoprorogued on Saturday until the 12th of Nopy of verdure.
:
vember.——Twelve thousand Arabs were deLf

feated by the French troops near

Hammamet
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for the sake of the

must
be aired from without—every

From the earliest ages apples have been

in

but

sick.

CORN

LATE

night

use

mon food by the laboring classes than with us.
Baked apples should be as constant a dish as potatoes. Every breakfast and every tea-table should
have a plate of them. Baked sweet apples are a
very pleasing addition to a saucer of oatmeal pudding, and when served with sweet cream they are
very appetizing. They are not as commonly used
as they should
be; “as they will supply as much
muscular and nervous support as dishes of meat
and vegetables. Thousands of bushels of sour apples are used for pies and puddings in hundreds
of families, where well-baked sweet apples would
. prove more nourishing food and much more economical. They are also good food for old people
and are also greatly used by them. In my own
family they are always, when in season, a part of
the meals of the day and are as commonly used as
a slice of bread.
SWEET BAKED APPLES.—To bake thém nicely,
the core should always be removed with the apple-corer. Then put the apples into a tin dish,
with a little boiling water in the bottom of it, and
bake until a fork will slip through them easily.
BAKED SOUR APPLES.—Remove the cores; wash
the apples clean; puta teaspoonful or two of sugar
into the center of each apple; sprinkle a little
ground cassia over the
su
and puta small
bit of butter on top of it. Bake in a slow oven, so
as not to burn the tops of the apples, until
thoroughly done. If any syrup remains in the
pan, turn it on the apples. Turn a very little boil-

ing to size.

Butter a small yellow nappy

paiba. Druggists.

‘until the

dish

is well filled.

The

is where it ought to be,

upper layer

d

day

many tart apples as will fill a good-sized padding-

America.

male complaints,

nut timber Jarge enough for logs will be used up;

swell it, and season with salt. Put a layer of
the boiled rice at the bottom of the pudding dish,

also the way our oak timbers ave being used up
for railroad ties, cooperage and other purposes, in
the course of forty years our forests of oak will

and place the apples npon it. Fill up their centers
with rice, and the spaces between the apples, Turn
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GENERAL DEBILITY.~In
this complaint the
good effects of the Vegetine
are realized immediately after commencing to take it: as debility denotes deficivncy
of the blood, and Vi
ne aots
directly upon
the blood. There is no remedy that
will restore the health from debility like the
tine. It is nouris
and strengthening, purifies
the blood, regulates
the bowels, quiets the nervous system, acts directly upon the secretions, and
arouses the whole system to action. It has never
failed in this complaint,

Vegetine is Soldby all Druggists.
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ly cured by the use of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It is a positive cure for all fe.

It is compact and not ly-

If the present rate of

BAL

! Women that have been given up by their dears
est friends, 4s beyond help, have been

the lamber business it will take only twenty yéars
to exhaust the pine forests of the United States of |

ides, a little while—not long enough to break
apart. Boil a quarter of a _pouud or three table

Fahd

Having examined the formula from which

statement that owing to the enormous growth of

dieh. Boil a teacupful of sugar with half a pint of
water, aud put in the apples to simmer; on both
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Lo
Island, $225; Sweet
Potatoes, $400 g§ 35 to
GREEN APPLES, BERRIES,
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Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is prepared, we
recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine
"for the cure of Asthma, Coughs, Colds and all
diseases of the Throat, Chest and Lungs.
GEO. W. MARTIN, M. D.
I. H. STERNS, M. D.,
Formerly Surgeon N. M. Asylum, Togus, Me.

want in a horse.
:
;
“Tun Chicago - Lumbermen’s Exchange, at its
last meeting at Chicago, revealed the startling

J

10; Pea, N. Y,,

ROACHES,

Cephaline is invaluable for Billousness,
ache and Torpidity of the liver.

ing around loose. It is muscle, not pulp, that we

should be of. bread .crumbs . and . bits of. butter. |

Bake one hour.’

a

North.

common to good 2 70 @ 2 80;
Medium, choice hand
picked 255 g 260; Medium, choice screened 2 4%
@ 250; Medium, common to good 235 @ 2 40; Yel.
low Eyes, choice 225 234 ; Yellow
Eyes,
im.
y
2385; Yellow
y Common, $10 a.
20; RedKidneys, 150 @ 1 6u,.
PEAS. Canada, choice, ¥ bu $100 & 105; Can.
common 75 @ 85¢; Green Hons, Noithern $1 20

sauce

turnips,

8 2
ae
8 23
a 20
e 21
@ 18
@ 16
11811%¢;

BEANS, Pea, Northern, H.P., # bu. $300 @ $3

and

Depot, Lothrops & Pinkham,

BED-BUGS,

pudding-mold ; scatter in a layer of crumbs and | weighing 900 pounds in Canada or Vermont takes
a Concord buggy with two men init and wil
some bits of butter over them; then a layer of the
make fifty or gixty miles

two

4
20

Rats, mice, ants, flies, vermin, mosquitoes, insects, &c., cleared out by ‘ Rough on Rats.” 15c.
boxes at druggists.

They are then allowed to dry in the shade

might have terrifiéd Hannibal.

the chocolate

a
@

Dover, N. H.

-nadian horse hauling large two.seated carriages
full of people, with apparent ease. “A horse

sliced apples, with sugar and sprinkling of cinnamon, or allspice, orgrated lemon ; and so continue

while stirring,

@ 28
@§ 26
@ 26

EGGS, Eastern, ¥ dozen 208 21c; New Yorkand
Vermont, 20c; Canada, 19 @ 20¢; Western, 17 @
18¢; P. E. Island, 19 & 20e.

CATARRH OF THE BLADDER.
Stinging, smarting, irritation of the urinary
passages, diseased discharges, cured by Buchu.

There is nothing more surprisingto a Western
man than to visit Montreal and see the small Ca-

or. a

minutes,

T18

@
@
@
@

Catarrh.

and placed in layers in large vessels, where they
must remain for fifteen days.
i
THE arguments all seem to be in favor of horses
of great size, but there are many facts the other
way. Large horses are more liable to stumble and
be lame than those of the middle size. They are
clumsy and can vot fill themselves so quickly,

accord-

815
600
625

time.

The remarkable results in a disease so universal
and with such a variety of characteristics as Catarrh, prove how effectually Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
acting through the blood, reaches every part of
the human system.
A medicine, like anything
else, can be fairly judged only by its results. We
point with pride to the glorious record Hood's
Sarsaparilla has entered upon the hearts of thous.
ands of people it has cured of catarrh.

little baskets, where the superffiios moisture es-

"APPLE PUDDING.—Grate three slices of stale

bread and slice thinly eight or ten apples,

nine-tenths

it is kneaded anew, and the cheeses are placed in

t

Corn Meal ¥ bbl.iveciiiiiminecnseanc
300
Rye Flour. ses coreccscrnrsccarssansssd
Oat Meal, common to
god Western...b7
Oat Meal, fancy brands. .oveiiiieie
825
CORN. 74 @ 7c ¥ bu.
BUTTER.
NEW NORTHERN.
Creamery
choice # B....ever cecessnennnaddi
Do Fair to
sessensesssssssssssssences
Dairy lots, Franklin Cty, VE, ¥ B.......25

ern half kim, 6 @ 8c; No rthern skim, 2 @ 5c .
Western factory, choice 10} @ 110; Western factory, fair to good ® & 10¢;
Western, common 5
@ 8c. Worcester Co., choice 1034 8 llc; Worcester Co., good 9 @ 10c; Worcester Co., common 5 @

of com

the

iw

7
100
270

liquor with egg sauce and place round.
SPONGE CAKE AND CUSTARD, WITH JELLY,~—
FRESH MEAT. Beef, hind quarters, choice,i? b.,
Soak some sponge cake with milk, for an hour.
11% @ 12c; Beef, common,
9 10c; Beef, fore
Make custard by mixing three or four eggs, sepuarters, choice 6% @ 6c; Beef, common to good
“arately beaten, the white with sugar and a little | hiv: 6¢; Mutton, extra 7 @ 9¢; Mutton common to
3.@ 5¢; Spring Lambs, choice 10 312; Spring
milk; add a few drops of vanilla essence, and
Lambs, common to good 7 @ 9¢; Veal, choice 8 @
when sweetened sufficiently heat in the inner
10c; Veal, fair to good 6 @ 8c;
Veal, common ¢ a
vessel of farina bLoiler, while stirriog, till the 5¢; Veal, Worcester County choice 10@ 110; Veal,
Worcester County, eomnion 7 @ Ye.
;
pointof simmering, and till the right thicknessia
obtained. Place over the soaked cake, on glass,
dish pieces of jelly, and throw the custard over,

/ In Thuringia and Saxony,cheese is made from potatoes, which after being boiled, are reduced to a
pulp To 5 pounds of this pulp are added one pound
of sour milk and the necessary amount of salt.
The whole is kueaded together and the mixture
covered up and allowed to lie three or four days,
according to the season. At the end of this time

first putinto the

few

stirring all

8%
75%
[

Northern factory, fair to good, 9 @: 10ie;

over them and let them well warm through. Have
a piece of toast ready; put the oysters on it, mix

SAYS the Gardener's Monthly: * Our readers
must remember that only recently has it been
clearly demonstrated that a dead branch on a tree
makes almost as great a strain on the main plant
for moistare as does a living one. It is one of the
most important discoveries of modern botanical
science to the practical horticulturist, as by this
knowledge he can save many a valuable tree,
When one has been transplanted some roots get
injured, and the supply of moisture in the best
cases is more or less deficient. Any dead branch,
or any weak one, should therefore at once be cut
away.
:

capes.

take
little
fine,
pep-

handful
of parsley, all chopped very fine, dud let
it simmer till quite done. 'Foast some bread and
cuf in small squares; strain soup through cullender over the toast, and beat in two eggs, also if
desired, one spoonful of tomato catsup.
OYSTERS, WITH EGG SAUCE.—Make egg. sauce
first. Boil four eggs hard, and chop very fine indeed; melt buster in saucepan, stir in a very little
corn flour the chopped eggs, and amalgamate
with warm milk, flavoring with salt and a little
nutmeg. Place a dozen oysters in theinner vessel of a farina boiler, with their strained gravy

PAMPAS-GRASS is a very agreeable thing to everybody possessing the artistic instinct. Some
farmers in South California have found that this
beautiful ‘grass can be grown’ with very . little
trouble and sold for decorative purposes at a
rare profit. One of these men put three-quarters
of an acre under the grass, and was able to sell
each head or plume at two and a half cents, netting about $500; another sold all he raised at seven
and a half cents a plume. This industry is growing. Ten thousand plumes were disposed of in
Southern California last year. Europe could take
an almost unlimited number of them.

are £0 highly praised in the advertisements and
so constantly purchased by sufferers. A ripe raw
apple is entirely digested in an hour and a half,
while a boiled potato takes twice that time.
Now that apples can be purchased at such
cheap rates, every family should keep a dish of
them in the dining-room, where the children can
have access to and eat all they please of them.
They will rarely recieve any injurygfrom them, if
they are thoroughly masticated. In France and
Germany apples are mach more in use as a com-

ing water into. the pin when

and

&

while

two onions, two carrots and

North.

tion of the system; in fact, they are far better for
these purposes than the many nostrums which

oven,

one

peel,

«ob

New York, choice. ....oueeeesd
faIr £0 BOOUussasvnrnereneseaenl8
WESTERN
Crean.enes, choice, ¥ 1b...
Do do common
to good
Dairy packed, choice......
Do
fair
to good
Ladle packed, choice....
.
Do
do
fair to good...
. uese
Do
do
COMMON. cusicrvsnnsseeassdd
CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,#
Bb

CHOCO-

tablespoons

625
650
700:
S500

Be
Ba

aesessrasssnsernnsttsencees

Do
Do

VEGETABLE SoUr.—Place warm water on the
stove, stir in salt, pepper, a few allspice corns,
and a piece of butter. Lef it melt well. Now-add

As an article of food,

Southern manufacturer has

(wo

blanc-mngae at serving, pour
over it.

in a

cents per pound advantage over his rivals in the

BSAUCE.—Take

AND

5 20

@
@
@
8

HORIgAB.
css ssssrvaranssasnns sesseesun
8
TRAIAN, cs asscessrsrssansnssnssnsssnas8 5 @
TIHDOIE A iv crrsrersnseassnnsenansndOt §

pour inte a shape.
Melt a little fresh butter in
saucepan, stir in halla spoon of corn flour and
some chocolate finely scraped, with sugar to taste;
pour in warm milk, stirring all the time, and beat
up with the yolk of an egg. Having turned out the

The

dency to deidity, which produces rheumatism and

BLANCE-MANGE

:
570
0
«600
J2%

Dairy
lots, Vermont choice,
# B.........25 @ 24

.
STARCH,

Let simmer

ITEMS.

condi-

friz-

WHEATS.

hasesninssensinnsscansd10. @

SU. LOUIS. savessssssnsaninarsasancarsed 0 @

2

out the lemon

make

neuralgia.

O

had been put, and pour iuto the corn starch, with.

IN the vicinity of Augsburg, Bavaria, snails are
they rank with the potato, and, on account of the
raised, fed and sold as food. They are said to be
variety of ways in which they may be served, they
highly nutritious, and are recommended in Eorope
are far preferable to the taste of many persons;
as a food for consumptives. It is said that in the
and, if families would only substitute ripe, lusvicinity of Augsburg there are 2,000 acres of land
cious apples for pies, cakes, candies and predevoted to the raising of snails alone.
served fruits, there would be much less sickness
ACCORDING to The Atlantic Constitution,the proamong the children and the savihg in this one
item alone would {purchase many barrels of ap- prietor of the Augusta cotton mills in that city de| ‘ples.
They have an excellent effect upon ‘the -clares-that-he-ean-make and sell eloth-at }¢ cent a
yard less than the New England mills, and yet
‘whole physical system, feeding the brain, as well
make more money shan they do; and the proprieae adding to the flesh, and keeping the Blood pure;
tor of another large factory there states that the
also preventing constipation and correcting a tenThey will cool off the feverish

paper,

SPRING
su,

Patents, common to

starch and mix with cold milk very smooth; warm
to boiling point two pints of milk, in which some
lemon rind, sugar, and a few drops of essence,

passage from

within. But the fewer passages there are
hospital the better-— Florence Nightingale.

for the table as dessert. The historian Pliny tells
us that the Romans cultivated twenty-two varieties of the apple. In these later days we probably
possess over two thousand.

night

FLOUR.

per, salt and two cloves.
Put back steak and one
spoon of sauce; now simmer for half an. hour till

One of our highest medical authorities on counsumption and climate has told me that the air in
London is never so good as after ten o'clock at
night. Always air your room then from the out’
side air, if possible. Windows are made to open,
doors are made to sbut—a truth which seems ex
tremely dificult of apprehension. Every room

and Domestic.

in larded

STEWED STEAK.—Frizzle steak half brown;
out. Add a spoonful of flour to gravy, a
warm water, and half a dozen carrots cut very
Stew carrots for twenty minutes, flavor with

of night

absence of smoke, the quiet, all tend to
night the best time for airing the patient.

by

fine

egar.

in twenty-four hours.
I could better understand
shutting the windows in town during the day than

Parker’s Ginger Tonic are the best evidences
in the world of its sterling worth.— Post.

Boral

SALMON CUTLETS.—Wrap

shut? An open window, most nights<n the year,
can never hurt anyone. In great cities, night
air is often the best and’ purest to be had

beds of sick

made

with

Market, Boston,

Western

Drain from fat’ on

strew over

Report.

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Aug. 47, 1881.

zle gently.
4
LOBSTER WITH SALAD DRESSING.—Take a third
of a can of lobster, chop fine, and mix with a
spoonful or two of salad dressing, and one of vin.

one-half of all the diseases we suffer from are oc.
casioned by people sleeping with their windows

and Children res-

from

and

What air can we breathe at

napkin, and

Produce

erchants
and dealers in butter, cheese and
Cellar Ne. 2 »
) beans, » dried apples, &c.

Qliney

Pour it

done,
dread

Boston

white sugar,

will they say if it is proved to be true that. fully

prospects are more cheering.—— About £80,000
in gold was shipped from Havre, France, for
New York on Saturday.
Hundreds ot Men, Women

slice, put on

s

Reportedby HILTON BROS & CO. Commission’

spoonful into a pan in which butter is heated,

and when brown turn quick.

air? The choice is between pure might air from
without and foul air from within. Most people
prefer the latter. An unaccountable choice. What

ordered to this country on a special mission.—Reports from various districts of the United
Kingdom show a pretty general improvement

in the weather since Friday,

by

AIR.

An extraordinary fallacy is the

“—=The Japanese secretary of finance has. been

Slice in apples, and flavor with nutmeg.

all the minor

THE MARKETS.

dry and put into gravy, with pepper, salt, ohe
spoonful of vinegar, and finely chopped gherkins.
Simmer onions, drain and serve round.
MACCARONI.~Soak for half an hour in cold water. Take warm water and place in so that it is
all soaked up again and again, till done. Dish up
with pieces of butter and grated cheese.
APPLE FRITTERS. —Beat up two or three eggs;
stir in one spoon of floar and a small piece of butter beat up well with a pinch of baking powder.

Cyrus W. Field states that $125,000 worth
of 4 per cent. bonds have been purchased and

on Friday last.—~-Chang Psao has: been appointed Chinese minister to the United States.

a chronic character, and performs
and capital operations of surgery.

brown with flour and add warm water; wipe eels

‘A Spanish lady when starting from Sonoraon
horseback had given to her by her lover a branch
fromi a grape-vine, to be used as a riding whip,
‘When she arrived at Santa Barbara she planted
the branch, which has since produced this wonderful vine. The age of the vine is variously es’
timated at from fifty to a hundred years.
This vine is situated about three and one-half

in behalf of the United States.

sively to office practice. $e treats all diseases of

(From Food and Health.)
Porato Sour.—Take a bone and simmer one
hour; add half a pound of“ beef, cut small, to the
liquor, when bone is out, and pepper and salt,
with an onion, and simmer for an hour. Have
steamed potatoes ready mashed, and when the
soupis cleared put in with a handful of chopped
parsley and boil up. Eat with strips of toast.
STEWED EELS.—Put a piece of butter in a pan,

A MAMMOTH GRAPEVINE.

released

of Roundout, N. Y., who found his trouble to be

RECEIPTS.

lasses or sugar sauce.— The Country Gentleman.

abandoned for the present.
of the U.S. Signal Service, has been

Serve hot, with cream

Boy

Urinary Calculi, or Stones in the .Bladder.
The
doctorat once removed the foreign bodies with
the knife and then gave his great Blood Specific,
“ Favorite Rémedy,” to prevent their reformation,
The entire treatment was eminently successful,
and Mr. Tietsell’s recovery was rapid and perfect.
“ Miner Boy Mine, a large'vein of the Carbonates,
* While * Favorite Remedy” is a specific in all
“ at least ten feet thick, has been struck—the
Kidney and Bladder diseases, it is equally valua¢ mill is running as usual, and shipments from
ble in cases of Bilious Disorders, Constipation of
* other parts of the mine continue as heretofore.”
When it is understood that this
ke of Carbon.
the Bowels, and all the elass of ills apparently inates is a néw discovery, and in’
addition to the’ seperable from the coustitutions of women. Try
reat and rich gold vein already epened, and
m which daily ore shipments are made, it would At. Four druggist has it, and its cost is one dollar
rove this the greatest imine yet discovered in a Batis: The lucky man is he who puts this adville. Not only has it the large Carbonate
vice
in practice. Don’t forget the name aad addeposit characteristic of the Leadville district, but
The
its great fissure gold vein similar to the Com. ‘dress, Dr. David Kennedy, Roundout, N. Y.
Doctor would have it understood that, while he is
stock Bonanza, besides, and like it, promising im.
mense yields for an untold depth. Stock listed on
engaged in the introduction of his medicine,
both New York Boards. Offices of the Company,
“ Favorite Remedy,” he still continues the prac63 Broadway, New York.
{
ticeof his profession, but confines "himself excluRi
Lh
a EE

‘sugar over the

‘Place in the oven for

pinch”
milk;
one
_well-beaten
egg;
a
salt, and a ‘tablespoonful of soda, dissolved

the students who have been called home, returning by way of the Pacific ocean? It is
understood that they will all soon leave for
China, going in detachments and by (different

education

to

Mr. Simeon Tietsell, of Saugerties, N. Y., had
been treated for seven years by various physicians
for what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without
benefit. He finally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,

perse-

Mr. McLeod, the President of the Miner

APPLE FRITTERS.—One pint of sour milk, with
a table-spoonful of melted butter added to it, or

through Chicago Wednesday on their way
farther west. Was it the advanced guard of

routes,—the experiment of western

tins

and

Mining Company, under whose man:
ent ‘the
property has been developed up to its
flattering condition, has carried on his work quietly, but Bovey in the face of many obstacles,
and to day, both his judgment and
perseverance
are fully vindicated as- Bhown by
the following
telegram from the Leadville correspondent of the
| “New York Tribune, who, under date of August 17,
says: * On the South level from No. 2 shaft of the

.soft

Pile the layers ode

Scatter white

froth.

of being

Hartford

another proof of what persistent work
verance will’ accomplish.

Operation—Removal

of Urinary Stones from the Bladder—
©
Successful.
4
;

Li

The recent strike of & ten foot vein of Carbon.”
ates in the Miner Boy Mine, of Leadville, affoiis

light brown, When baked, spread each cake with
good butter, and spread over it a’ thick layer of
stewed and sweetened apples.-~Thetartest apphes

versary of his marriage with the only daughter

Ifthe

American Exchange, August 20th.

into. four pieces,

roll each one out, and bake in jelly-cake

to assume the regal title on

September 20, which is the

Divide tbe dough

Wonderful Surgical

forest tree planting immediately.—
Sel.

cupthem
beatBeat

as

THE SURGEON'S ENIFE.

Other varieties of timber are dis-

appearing in proportion
to the above-named varieties. It becomes every American philanthro’ pist, male or female, old or young, to commence

APPLE SHORTCAKE.—This is always a dainty
dish. Make a cake of biseuit dough, with a table-

between the Apaches “APPLE AND RI0E PUDDING.
“Core snd pare as

are

and troops near Nuti Station, New Mexico,
the whites lost seventeen men in killed and
wounded,
Daly, the well-known mining
manager, being among the pumber.

mouths.

the

APPLES AS FOOD.

many people from a distance.

was

in

in

arrested

been

Mr. Moody’s meetings at Northfield

Merritt in Philadelphia

complicity

Healy, the foreman of Dunbar

be consumed.

the syrup over them. Fill up the dish with boiling hot milk, and bake just long enough to brown
it handsomely. Both these receipts are excellent
for children, and. also for invalids, being nutritious, wholesome and tempting to the appetite.

of

The capture of eight Molly Maguire§ Charged
with

is obtaining too

he

because

field’s assassin,

ance, the policies being taken out in favor
speculative persons who pay the premiums.

Gar-

of President

name

in their journals the

“he

The serious stringency
which has lately
threatened the money market, has probably
been averted by the recent action of the Secretary of the Treasury, in an order which provides that par and interest to October 1 will be
paid at any ‘time upon presentation for any of

surrender them.

same avenue, is nearly completed and will be
The
formally opened the 1st of September.
Fair now opened, grew out of some dissatisfaction by some large manufacturers at their
failure to secure as much space as they desired
at some of the exihibitions of the old Association. The manifest competition will result in
great benefit to the public, for there is no
doubt that both will be well filled with things
worth seeing, and the low price of25 cents admission, and the promise of low excursion
rates later in the season, will be an irresistible
temptation to people in the country, from far
and near, to attend.

The

Conference.

The
Ecumenical
Methodist
Conference,
which opened in London, England, last week,

of methodism number over

Their elegant building situated on the

new public

building stands astride these two greatthoronugh-

fares, is of white marble

all in motion, is of special interest. There is
also, a department of exhibits of agriculttural
products. The other fair is that of the Old
Massachusetts Mechanics Charitable Associa-

tion.

of a province to achieve in less than two hundred years, a city of nearly one million people
and a commonwealth of four millions.
The
grand edifice now being constructed in his hon-or is said to have no parallel for expensiveness
in municipal structures, except the Hotel de
Ville in Paris.
Its site is said to be ground
which was reserved.by Penn himself for a park
and public water, and was many years ago occupied by the city waterworks, which when
they were removed to Fairmount, gave place
to four green squares, at the intersection of

Market

ave-

ground), has been erected on Huntington

|

|.

paid unless

y

tinued:
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when
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